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Abstract 

This thesis challenges the accepted notion of art-making as goal-oriented and 

commodified. By contrast, spontaneous image-making, coupled with reflection on the art 

product, is presented as a process-onented activity and viable means to self-discovery, 

personal growth and health. 

The author examines two case studies within the context of Imighr Imagery, an approach 

to art-making that involves direct expression and image-contemplation in the Company of 

an empathic other. Through them, the reader is witness to a personal transformation 

experienced by the participants and the facilitator. As well, ideas in arts education, 

psychology, holistic learning, art therapy and wellness, as related to the topic, come under 

review. 

Spontaneous art-making as a wellness vehicle within the general population is strongly 

urged. Unless we begin to see image-making as a normal, everyday, necessary persona1 

expression, a language akin to verbalization, we are limiting Our life experience. The 

unfortunate consequences of ignoring Our inner life include emotional and spiritual 

fragmentation. and a discomection and lack of purpose in an increasingly dienated world. 

hsighr Imagety becomes a fundamental path to emotional, psychological and spintual 

'fitness' for the future. A creative means to self-knowledge and interpersonal co~ec t ion  



combining muid, body and spirit, this holistic endeavour belongs in a variety of contexts 

including the school cumcdum, as part of pre-senrice development for teachers, and in 

work settings. 

Innght Imagews alternative method of art-making vaiidates spontaneity and play, 

activities undervalued in today's task-orÏented society. Playful, expressive imagemaking 

followed by conscious reflection on one's unconscious process broadens experience, 

enhances esteem, exposes inner symbology, deepens understanding and sesacceptance, 

and expands creativity. 

Innght Imogery does not seek to challenge traditional art training but to exist alongside it, 

as an educative tool that taps the interna1 workings of the individual and brings him or her 

untold meaning. 
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Introduction 

Behind the ordinary lies the extraordinary 
(Philip Jackson, 1990, xix). 

In Soylent Green, a 1970s sci-fi 'B' rnovie that reached cult status, an old man played by 

Edward G. Robinson watches a film featunng the sights and sounds of nature on his death 

bed. The film is set in the 2 1 st century, and Robinson's character (born in 1953 like me) is 

one of the few remaining people who remembers what Iife was like before ozone and 

nuclear effects devastated the earth. Unbeknownst to Robinson is the fact that his body, 

once deceased, will be tumed into food (cleverly disguised as a soya mixture called soylent 

green) for the masses by the powers that be. The fÏlm is used as  an incentive to lure 

people hto a tranquillity ch ic  where they are given a sleepingldeath potion. Told to 

relax, Robinson lies back, listens to music, and witnesses eveyday rnarvels on video like 

prancing deer, bubbling brooks and swaying trees. 

I cned when I saw that scene because, as a naive young person, and like so many others, 1 

had taken for granted many of the simple things in He. When I left the theatre I wanted to 

touch the ground, feel the grass and hold ont0 everything. 1 was grateful, and for what 

seemed like the first time, 1 was noticing things. 

The message of Soylent Green goes beyond jua noticing things: not only are we not 

seeing on the outside, we are not seeing on the inside either. In fact, lack of seff- 

understanding and self-acceptance canprevent an appreciation and caring for what is 

around us. As a consequence, we feel discomected ffom ourselves and our environment, 

losing whatever meaning there may be in life. 



As we enter into the next rnillennium, the world h d s  itseifin this fragmenteci, discordant 

position - tense, violent and alienated. Most of us are hooked on wmmodines, and 

without reaiizing it, dispense with ideas and peuple as quickly as we do things. We appear 

to be focused on 'realityc, but in fm are entranced by grand iUusions of the past and the 

future. Few of us are concentrated on nghr now. 

Innght Imagery, herein described, redresses the imbalance and jolts us into the present. 

This method of spontaneous art-making bridges a gap from uiside out. More explintly. 

Imght lmagery is an expressive, playfid image-making activity, not unlike the kind used 

in kindergarten, applied in conjunction with personal refiection for the purposes of growth 

and health. Process-oriented, I'ighl Imagey aiso uses the art product in the 

development of imer knowledge and an understanding of unwnscious syrnboiogc 

Imight Imagery helps us notice things right in fkont of us, and, equally imponant, deep 

within us. It is presented here for the reader as a suggested new approach ro art-making 

a door to the heart, rnind and spirit that lets all of us live huer, more meanin-&il Lives. 

The frameworks 1 use to discuss Innghr I'ugev are arts education, psycholog, an 

therapy and weilness/holism. While not covering the breadth of these topics, 1 concentrate 

on those aspects which speak directly to Imight Imagery. In short, 1 borrow nom 

different areas to give shape to this complex activity. 

U-g divergent fields is a message Eom spinnial writer and former Catholic monk, 

Thomas Moore (1992). Moore says that our worid sirffen symptorns of the souk 

distress. Many people feel empty, depressed and meaningiess; they hunger for spinniality. 

Part of the problem, he maintains, is that we separate religion, psychology, spiritual 

practice and therapy. A new paradigm is required, one that d e s  the study of human 

nature with spiriniality and art: Tare  of the soul is not solving the p d e  of Life; quite the 



opposite, it is an appreciation of the paradoxical mystenes that blend iight and darkness 

into the grandeur of what human life and culture c m  be" (1992, xix). 

The import of rny research rests in the personal growth and meaning-making expenenced 

by Imght Images> participants. 1 use two case studies to focus on the evolution of 

lhsight Images.. The first is an eclectic arts cumculum with a heavy emphasis on process 

tailored to a young boy, and the other, appiied to a depressed woman, stresses reflenion 

in the evolution of her self-awareness. The second case builds upon the strengths of the 

former, combines intuition with anaiysis, and is the Insrght Imagery format as it stands 

today . 

These case studies were invaluable in furthering my understanding of the power of art- 

rnaking and sharing to transforrn the individual and deepen a sense of personai and 

interpersonal compassion. The research process was a cooperative learning that 

functioned in a synergistic way to open h e s  of communication and meanhg for both 

participant and facilitator. Hence, 1 strongiy endone case study as a means of 

investigation, reco-&ng that when we connect with even one person it can make a 

difference. As will be revealed, however, Imight Imagery h a  the potential to reach and 

affect d l  people, to revolutionize the way we think about art-rnakuig, and to alter how we 

perceive ourselves. 

The future of Insight Imagery, its position within the culture, and my role in this mission is 

exa-ed herein. I aim to see the Imzght Imagery method in general use, making inroads 

into all areas of the comrnunity: personal Me, school, work and health. Certaidy, it M s  

within a health- or wehess-based model; more specifically, it belongs within a holistic 

curriculum, and as a foundation for new teachers. Overdl, Imight h a g e v  is rneant to 

'shake up people' with its insistence that image equals health equals growth. 



My concluding remarks centre around the reevaluation and reforming of 'art' making. Art, 

too, fdls victim to cornmodification and has been squeezed into a vaunted, elitia position. 

Even worse, spontaneous image-making is considered valueless, a waste of time, childish. 

This view, in my opinion, is limited and very unfortunate. What is good for children is s t i U  

good for adults. Innght Imagery intends to change the public mindset by normaiizing the 

art expenence, helping us recognize that images are not jua created by 'artias' but by di 

of us. Essentially, Imght Imgery presents the opportunity for conscious awareness of 

playfulness and spontaneity through hands-on image-making (ofien Ion by age 1 O), 

making it a vital component of personal wehess, selfkonnection and Our relationship to 

the world at large. 

Renowned arts educator EEot Eisner (1 972) says, "[tlhe prime value of the arts in 

education lies, fiom my point of view, in the unique contributions it makes to the 

individual's experience with and understanding of the world" (1 972, 9). Inrighr Imagev is 

neither an activity intended to develop artistic abiIity nor strictly a healuig tool. Rather, it 

functions as a non-goal-oriented, spontaneous method of creating images in conjunction 

with reflection that has the proven ability to be a useful even vital, 

personaV~nterpersonai/transpersonal communication tool. We need to wake up to the 

import of our i ~ e r  Me, accessible to everyone through image-making of the kind 

recommended here. The consequences of ignoring our inner We, our emouonal, 

psychological and spiritual being, may be no l e s  than global in their sïgnificance. 

There is no better time than the present, conside~g that it is all we have, to re-think o u  

position on art, and to open our eyes like Robinson's character, and to see it - and life - as 

if for the first tirne- 



Chapter 1 
What Brought M e  To Insight Ilttagery? 

Much of your pain is self chosen. 
It is the bitter potion by which the physician within heals your sick self 

(Kahiil Gibran, 1923,52). 

This section captures rny smiggle for self-realization and journey to lhsighf Imgery 

through narrative inquiry. Such self-analysis is vital ifwe are to understand others and 

communicate anything of meaning. By looking closely at my Mets pattern and unraveling 

some of the knots that were tied by me and others, I have gained a better perspective on 

what 1 know and why I know it. This has helped me to allow genuine expenences to 

happen and real encounters to take place. 

1 come from a 'normal' 1950's farnily: Mom, Dad, four kids, a mother-in-law and a dog. 

Like many others who survived the double trauma of the Depression and W. W.11, my 

parents came from poverty and struggled to keep their children safe and give them the 

best. In keeping with the times, 'best' rneant material possessions. 

My father was a lawyer and high-powered businessrna. and my mother, a housewife, 

completely devoted to him. Our world was compromised by post-war promises of 

prosperity; workaholism and its associated stresses dominated the household. As 

youngest child in a pressured situation, 1 developed the persona of farnily comic and 

placator to ease the family tension. To th is  day rny mother says, "You're the only one who 

could rnake your father laugh. " 

1 appeared happy, full of humour, talkative and social. 1 was praised for listening well and 

havhg a keen memory. 1 liked to tell stones, was drawn to people and became an 

extrovert. But what seemed fine on the outside was not. By age twelve I evidenced 



obsessive-compulsive disorders like picking up Luit off the carpet, repeatedly apologkhg, 

and, in a religious period (I am Catholic), praying in the cupboard. The story goes: 

Pve hidden in the upstairs cupboard where I'm feverishly praying to a 
statue of St. Rita which is planted on a hi& shelf next to a sewing basket 
and some pillows. 1 have to repeat my prayers because 1 have a ritual 
which involves making both my knees hurt while saying the prayer 
otherwise it doesn't count. This time 1 got through the prayer, but only 
one knee hurî. 1 can hear my parents outside the door, and my father 
sounds impatient, "Where is she?" "She's in the cupboard - praying," 
whispers my mother. "Lesley, get out of that cupboard and go down and 
clean the basement." "But it's the Lord's day," 1 explain. "Go down and 
clean the basement now," cornes his reply. 

The isolation and disconnection that led me into the cupboard was exacerbated by other 

emotional and physical losses. Over the years two dogs and severai cats were given away 

because fiunily rnembers developed allergies, but the greatest early loss was Our treasured 

cottage. Here is how I remember it: 

I am six years old and standing at the dock of Our cottage at Lac Clair, 
north of Montreal. Ifs my birthday, and my parents have sold the house. I 
am dejected. 1 th.& as 1 aare across the lake to my cousin's place, "How 
can 1 go on living if life is this bad already? Everything goes wrong. No 
one cares about me. 1 can't live without this place." I'rn in the car on the 
way home to the city and Pm crying. Pm offered Chalet bar-b-que chicken 
to compensate for my loss. 1 cry some more. 

At twelve I underwent another painfiil event, one suffused with emotion and loss: 

We were in the assembly room at St. Augustine's school when they pulIed 
rny best fnend Susan aside to tell her that her little sister Colleen, age 
eight, had just died after a long h e s s .  Susan went hysterical and banged 
her head agahst the wall. 1 was fascinated and afiaid. 1 wondered what it 
was like to hurt so much and love so much. Part of me wanted to be 
Susan just so 1 could have such a powerful experience. 1 have an image of 
Colleen's father a week before, sitting in the kitchen feeding her. Such 
devotion. The wake was at Clarke's funeral home; Coileen's c o 5 n  was 
white and small. Looking back I reaiize I had a strong need to belong. I 
was proud to be Susan's best fiiend. She had a sister who has died, and 
her whole family was like one rnourning person, - and 1 felt part of them. 



Still other deaths occurred: by grade seven 1 had been to severai fherals including a girl 

in my class and another friend's mother. My teenage journal reveals an anxiety and 

preoccupation with dying; the language is Iittered with death imagery and fears of 

detachment: "I'd go crazy if anyone died in my family", "our class is going downhill like 1 

was 1st year, and if that happens again Ill die. It killed me. 1 hate it. I'm going there 

too." These losses gave me a sensitivity for those who are vuinerable such that 1 

gravitated to working with the ill and dying, volunteering at several hospitals and an AIDS 

hospice. 

At age 17 1 leamed about the therapeutic quality of the ar ts  and their power to 

communicate. To this point the arts had meaning for me, but their ability to connect 

individuals, to heal and transform lives, was stiil uncharted temtory. At a local hospital 1 

met a woman Iost in the regions of her mind and discovered just how inspiring and 

instructive the arts can be. 

There are tears running down her face and aIl I did was sing to her. I'rn 
working as a nurse's aide at the Montred Neurological Institute. It's quite 
an expenence. People paralyzed fiom the neck or waia down - and lots of 
them are children. Some die during the sumrner I'm there. Itts very grim. 
I get to float fiom floor to floor wherever they need me. One day, 1 go up 
to Two East where there's a woman who's catatonie. She's been sitting for 
five years looking straight ahead. Her husband comes but she doesn't 
recognize him. She's about 50 (which seerns very old to me). I'm 
supposed to feed her lunch, which I do. Essentially I'm bored but am too 
polite to think of it in those te-, so 1 start to sing and for some reason I 
land on When Johnny Cornes Mwching Home Again. 1 even tap the tune 
on her dimer plate. The lady starts to cry. The head nurse sees it and 
she's so excited she cails everyone around. They teli her husband and the 
doctor and even write it up in her chart. Apparently this is her first 
response in five years, and I'm the one who elicited it from her. 

Surgeon and cancer specialist Bemie Siegel (1 986) says an emotionally turbulent 

childhood can depress and exhaust the immune system leading to vulnerability and 'dis- 

ease'. By my teens, the signs of my distress had already begun: 1 was an overachiever. 1 



had tension headaches. I smoked heavily, drank and was overweight. 1 hung out with a 

bad crowd. 

By 25 1 had what 1 consider a breakdown. Stil; fûnctioning but under extreme duress, 1 

started to black out, lost excessive weight, and had panic attacks. 1 sought out a 

psychoanalyst - a risk-taking but iife-saving act. 1 visited him three times a week for three 

years. "What brings a person into therapy," says creative arts therapist Stephen Levine 

(1 992), "is the experience of falling apart, of splitting into discordant hgments" (1992, 

42). 1 certainly was f a n g  apart: The first year 1 cried, the next I denied, and finally, 1 

started to make changes. 

What was so healthy for me ui therapy was to be heard. While growing up, the farnily 

joke was that little Lesley would often Say, "No one's listening to me!" Well, I found that 

ear in therapy. According to Car1 Rogers (1980), an individual requires being heard in 

order to feel fUy validated. Without reai liste- the kind that picks up dl nuances anci 

'resonates,' a person can become psychotic. 

It is no wonder that 1 elected to listen to others through art in Ihsighr Imagery. 1 have a 

deep inner need to be heard and make it a point to really listen to and deeply hear others. 

In fact, when 1 listen, I hear on many levels which brings personal meaning for me. 

Rogers cafls this empathic, concentrated listening that allows one to "hem a deep human 

cry that Lies buned and unknown far below the surface of the person" (1980, 8). Listening 

in this way has Me-enhancing consequences: it allows the person to "open to the process 

of change" (1980, 10). 

The quality of listening must be without judgment, however. If it is, a penon c m  begin to 

see self in a new light. Being &en the space to 'be' by my therapist allowed me to begin 



hearing myself and to become autonomous. Furthemore, communication with self, a 

'congniousness' that requires one to be fiilly in touch with feelings and to tma his or her 

instinct, opens the way for integration and wholeness. Such realness or genuineness 

allows for the best kind of communication with others. 

"Healing is a creative act, calling for dl the hard work and dedication needed for other 

forms of creativity," says Bernie Siegel (1 986, 123). Fifteen years folIowing the 

'breakthrough' were spent in a quest for self-realiration; I explored every avenue in order 

to 'get well': yoga, dream work, physiotherapy, hypnotherapy visualization, psychodrama. 

energy therapy, massage, mirror work, homeopathy, rneditation, humour, journal writing, 

art therapy, acupuncture and exercise. 

Some of the remedies have been more heipful than others. An amazing therapist whom 1 

met ten years into the self-discovery process taught me to get in touch wîth my feelings - 

something that had been eluding me. Yoga, as well, has proven effective because it allows 

me to relax and do less. Through it, I have leamed to breathe and stretch, and locate a 

quiet place inside where 1 can relax and just 'bel. Visualization has also been very 

powefil. 1 use this ski11 to heal damaged feelings and create new images to suppon 

myself 

"Every experience is a moving force," Dewey contends (1938, 38). We must give carefûl 

consideration to each present moment ifwe are to learn frorn our expenences - ifwe are 

to tmly live and grow. But growing as individuals, becoming tmly educated, takes place 

in conjunction with others; it is a social process. I leamed this through therapy. It was a 

reaching out, a search for 'teacher' or guide. Finding therapy and a place where 1 could 

unleash my emotions and cultivate my thoughts gave me an independence 1 had never 

known. 



Freedom ohintelligence, which implies thought, desire and purpose, is ctitical to exercising 

one's purpose, Dewey argues (1938). In it there is power. For a child to leam, he or she 

must have an environment that is nurturing. I was not a chiid when 1 came to therapy, but 

my emotions were childlike and needed developing. And, Like a sensitive tacher who 

anticipates the ever-changing needs of the student, my therapist set the stage for growth 

by attending to subtleties of my imer nature. 

Yet, it has been art and journal-writing that have been my strongest allies in finding 

emotional and spirimal release. Since age 14 1 have kept a 'mood diary'. When I first 

started writing, the pages were filled with poetry, short stories, my feelings and 

aspirations. Later it was witness to rny anorexic obsessions and became a food chronicle. 

Dunng asi exploratory period it contained automatic writing, and, in recent years, it has 

featured spontaneous imagery and mandalas. 

The d m d  'family artist,' I have long been involved in picture-making, but it was oniy 

in my thkk, while taking a course in family dysfunction and CO-dependency, that I began 

to exaimitthe power of art as a healant, a communicative and educative tool. Earlier in 

my life Il& mquired into art therapy as a subject of study, but never personally used it. 

In the -endency class I was s t u ~ e d  by the effect that a simple stick figure had on 

one wmmm She held up her picture for the students to see and was sobbing at the 

memarksa evoked. To the rest of us it was merely hes, but to her it was a profound 

pendiz~perience. 

I wassoiiwed by this occurrence that I began a serious inquixy into art therapy. 1 visited 

r e n o d h a d i a n  art therapist Irene Dewdney and had my first, officiai art therapy 

session BTr she asked me to draw myselfas others see me and me as 1 see myself. Once 



again I was stumed by the product: the image of a monk sitting akimbo with no ears 

(probably because 1 dislike noise), a vision created outside my conscious awareness. 1 

attended an art therapy conference and an introductory course in art therapy. Soon after, I 

established a weekly art group for women to create spontaneous images and collectively 

reflect on their meaning. 

This informal session developed into Art Aerubzcs (Iater renamed Insight Image~y)  in 

1989, an art-making activity that I have since brought to young and old on an individual 

and group basis. 1 have written on the subject of art therapy for the Ontario College of 

Art (Bite This, Vol. 1, Issue 3, Feb. 1993), and been a guest lecturer in I~~sight Imugery at 

King's College in London, Ontario. 

The emphasis in Insigh~ Imagery is on art-making as a component of overall health and 

personal wellness and not art as 'therapy' per se. Art as a resource for wellness also 

brought me to OISE in 1992 in the Department of Cumculurn (Holistic and Aesthetic 

Education) - a research topic I now see as natural, given my academic background in child 

psychology (B.A., McGill 1976) and art history (Honours Degree, University of Western 

Ontario, 1985; M. A., University of Toronto, 1986). 

Art therapist Shaun McNiff (1992) says that spontaneous images appear when the soul is 

troubled and wants to communicate. Picnires are the 'fàmiliar spirits' which corne to help 

people regain their lost soul. Jun as Holocaust victims etched images on the walls of 

concentration camps, so too, we who suffer create pictures as a form of release. Without 

realizing it, my spontaneous rnarkings had been guiding me fiorn childhood, working to 

attain and maintain psychical balance and spirituaVemotional weil-being. 



A signïficant discovety made in my encounters with art, and one 1 have added to the 

Insight Imagery format, is image dialogue or 'conversing' with paintings (this involves 

concentration on the image, and spontaneously an intemal response will occur). 1 have 

leamed from this process to respect images and not to think that I am more important, 

mereiy by the fact that I produced them. 1 believe that pictures are the unconscious made 

manifest; they already exist before we 'create' them. OAen my images surprise me and say 

things 1 do not expect. For example with a body tracing, 1 asked the figure why its fists 

and thighs which were painted brilliant yelIow appeared so angry. The image replied that 

they were not angry but full of energy. That unanticipated response changed my self- 

perception considerably. 

When 1 think about the events of my life, I realize how much expenence educates. John 

Dewey says that, "al1 genuine education cornes about through expenence" (1 938,22), 

meaning what we have corne to 'know' is a result of Iived and felt experience. Experiential 

knowing forms the basis of our personal narrative or life story, an area of intensive study 

by educators Michael Comelly and Jean Clandinin (1988). My experiences of loss created 

meaning for me because they were revisited again and again, and tmly embodied. Being in 

a situation in which interna1 and external forces interact, and having those situations 

repeated over time, creates a continuum of experience. Without realizing it, 1 was 

moldhg ideas, habits and vaiues, and forming the bais for my persondity throughout my 

Me. 

"Every experience enacted and undergone," Dewey explains, "modifies the one who a a s  

and undergoes (1 938,35). The growth or non-growth which came fiom my experiences 

depended on the conditions of each situation, the direction in which my experiences were 

set, and the value placed on them. The early losses established a definite pattern which 



fist produced stasis, and eventdy caused change and movemem - a new energy or Me 

force - with my breakthrough. 

Another illustration of art's capacity to communicate, and one which underscores what 

brought me to lltslgh~ Imagery, wiU cornpiete this section. On the occasion of my fortieth 

birthday 1 received an amazing quilt made up of 48 'memory squares' - messages of 

suppon and love embroidered, photo-imaged, drawn or painteci, and sthched by fnends 

and family. My sisten had coordinated the effort, receiving contributions for the quilt 

from England California, Halifax, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto and Vancouver. 

"Sou1 is reveaied in attachent, love, and community," says Thomas Moore, "as well as  in 

retreat on behalf of inner commUNIlg and imimacyrr (1992, xi). In a sense this quilr 

exposed my sou1 and represented the conneaion 1 had been miWig for throughout my 

life. Whether it was wanting to be part of Susan's m o u h g  f d y ,  having a mood d i a q  

or working at the AIDS hospice where 1 found cornrnunity, the artsquilt symbolized 

validation and belonging. 

Not only did the quilt bring together a group of people in a social fabnc (some of whom 

had never met), it united them spiritudy and anisricaily. Furthemore, the quilt allowed 

the given to articulate their connedon with me thruugh m. Giving a genuhe grft of art 

such as a quilt d o w s  both the givers and the receiven to become open to their spirit and 

connected at a higher level, says Stephen Levine (1 992). Most of the participants 

admitted they had never before participated in anything like it, had never been hands-on or 

'artistic'. By creating the gifl, they became artists themselves and receptive to their own 

'gifiedness,' soulfulness and creativity. 



Being in true communication with others creates readiness for a strong bond or '1-Thou' 

relationship, observes Martin Buber (1958). Buber's idea is that we discover, learn, grow 

and become whole in partnership with another. "Man can become whole not in virtue of a 

relation to himself," he States, "but only in virtue of a relation to another self. This other 

self may be just as limited and conditioned as he is; in being together the unlimited and the 

unconditioned is experienced" (1958, cited in Friedman, 1993,4). 

In such a partnership, and the interstitial space that lies between individuals, meaning c m  

arrive. Maurice Freidman (1993) explains Buber's concept of this 'sphere between' as a 

dialogical relation when, "individuals 'happen' to each other, there is an essential remainder 

which is common to them but which reaches out beyond the special sphere of each .... one 

experiences the mystery of the other being in the mystery of one's own" (1 993,4). 

Without realizing it, I had been cultivating the quilt over a lifetirne. The places 1 went, the 

things 1 did and people 1 saw - aii were decisions I had made and consequences of 

thoughts and beliefs that were eventually stitched into rny quilt. According to 

educator/artist Sandra Shuman (1 989), we are aiways working towards a source or 'meta 

image' that reflects the state of our psyche. Elements of this composite image are 

continually making themselves clear to us in Our daiiy life. In Levine's terms, this would 

mean the constant reshaping of our soul through the creative arts. The paradox here is 

that at some level the meta-image already exists; essentidy we are both what we are, and 

what we think we will be, simultaneousiy. 

"A genuine odyssey is not about piling up expenences," says Moore. "It is a deeply felt, 

risky, unpredictable tour of the soul" (1992,36). The spiritual/emotional struggle 1 

experienced, and continue to expenence, is not uncornmon. Often it is not identifïed and 

lives are lived in quiet desperation. But, when t h e  and trouble are taken to unmask the 



conflict, to dig below the surface, insights and connections are made. I believe it is 

important for others who are experiencing similar patterns to hear mine, for through 

empathy and the  discovery of comrnonalities, their stones gain new meaning and can take 

on new direction. 

According to Comelly and Clandinin (1994), "we as teachers need to acknowledge that 

our Iives and our stories are important. We need to imagine possibilities in Our own and 

Our students' Lives that will change what others see as a prison into the potential for other 

funires" (1994, 15 1). 1 am still in process but have found some connection. 1 have a child 

who has deepened my purpose, and 1 have image-making which is my language, my way 

of creating meaning. 

Insight Imagery is something I believe in. It is a tool for cornmunicating with self, and 

through that understanding, conneaing with others and opening to the world. lnsight 

Imagery is not just for the 'artists' of the world. It is a holiaic method of expression that 

enables even the least visual of us to speak from the soul, to engage self and others at a 

profound level. 



Chapter 2 
What is Insight Imgery? 

Insight Imagery is a method of using art materials that involves production of and 

reflection upon spontaneous images for the purposes of persond growth and health. 

OnginaIIy called Art Aerobzcs in order to emphasize the emotiond, psychological and 

spirinial 'fitness' of the activity, the name has since changed to Insght Imagev, as a way 

to acknowledge its expressive/reflective rnethodology. Primarily process-onented rather 

than product-dnven (here, product serves process), Imght Imagery intends to bring new 

meanhg to the conception of art-making by positioning itself as a holistic vehicle within an 

ongoing program of wellness. Imighr Imagery educates by exposing the individud to 

hidden aspects of self and visibly refomulating the meaning of one's life narrative. 

Exciting and far-reaching in its aims, Imght Imagery extends beyond personal integration 

or self-comection, to comection with others. The trusted, listening environment of 

Insight Imagery sets the stage for acceptance and empathy towards self which leads to 

acceptance and compassion for others. Through this alternative arts-based encounter, we 

h d  a new route to learning, transformation and growth. 

A. What exactly happens in Insight Imagery? 

It should be kept in rnind that the format for Imighr Imagey has evolved over the years, 

and varies, at tirnes, with the needs of the individud. As in the case of certain children 

such as Andrew (see Chapter 4), who are not yet capable of, or unwilling to reflect, the - 
session is restncted to production. Generally, however, an Imight Imagev session is 

divided into two parts: production and reflection. 



Insight Imagery involves the facilitator (myself) and one or more participants. The 

sessions generaily take place in my home where there is ample room for individual or 

group work, as well as the opportunity to shift from one space to another for production 

and reflection! In general, 1 find it easiest to work one-on-one because it gives my fiIl 

attention to the individual, providing him or her with the chance to know self via images in 

a private context. With groups there is the likelihood that the participants are 

unacquainted, and would, therefore, need to become familiar with each other as well as 

with the process. When people corne to know and trust each other, however, group work 

has many benefits, particularly the sharing of ideas, insights and feelings. For purposes of 

the research here, however, 1 restrict myself to single cases. In the description below, 1 

use a one-on-one format, and for simplicity's sake, refer to the participant as 'she'. 

B. Who uses Insight I m a g q ?  

Participants are male and female, ranging from young to old. Some have emotional or 

psychological concems such as depression, aggression and anxiety, but, in general, al1 are 

fûnctioning persons in society. 1 shy away from polarizing people who participate in 

Insight Imagery as 'ill" or 'well', preferring to perceive people as il1 and well 

simultaneously. For this reason, 1 hesitate to use the term "therapy', typically applied in an 

illness context, with regard to InRght Imugery. It should be noted, however, that the 

I~sight Imgery process shares much in common with art therapy and its aims for healing 

and personal integration. Differences between the two are explored in Chapter 3. 

One rnight question how being in rny home affects the participants, and whether 
conducting a session at their homes or in a neutral midio/office space might infiuence or 
change the Insight Imagery expenence. 



C- Production 

M e r  meeting the participant and finding out what brought her to Iizsighr Images: 1 

familiarize her with the workings of the session. GeneraUy, she has read rny brochure or 

heard about the spontaneous imagemaking process through others. It may be that she 

was enticed by the thought of making 'art' but soon learns that goal-oriented art is not the 

focus of an hsight Imagery session. 

I place a varïety of art materids on a large table, suggestïng that the participant use 

whatever tools or colours strike her fancy. Sometimes the person is intimidated by the 

materids or just by beginning. Ifso, 1 encourage her to relax and fke the rnind of 

thoughts, expectations and criticisms. The point is to express selfdirectly, intuiting what 

step to take next or which colour to use. This is the hardest part for some people, those 

who cannot still their inner voice or who censor every step of the process, insisting that it 

look 'good'. In this regard we need to take heed of what artisr/musician Stephen 

Nachmanovitch (1990) says about the power of our imer sources of spontaneous creation 

and the magic of our continuous surrender to the moment, "[tlhe ouipounngs of intuition 

consia of a continuous rapid flow, the choices and images open into each other so rapidly 

that we have no time to get scared and retreat from what intuition is telling us" (1990, 41). 

To get the participant going, 1 suggest making strokes or shapes and using as many sheets 

of paper as desired. Once the participant starts, she usudy moves dong ûasily. Often, 1 

work across from the participant, not only because 1, too, enjoy the time making 

spontaneous images, but the side-by-side production sets the participant at ease and helps 

her perceive me on the same levei, not as an 'artist' or an authority figure assessing her 



work. Sometimes, the participant is distracted momentady by what I am doing, but she 

soon realizes, or 1 gently rernind her, that the images are her owm2 

There are unique circumstances, as with Mary (see Chapter 4), where the individual needs 

a prompt to get herself going in image-making. At those times magazines and 

photographs are offered (or brought to the session by the participant), the use of 

mandalas3 or circles shapes recommended, or even a directive given like 'draw yourself at 

age 10'. But, generally, production is left spontaneous, free and playhl in order to access 

unconscious imagery. As one participant put it, "1 dont know what my art language 

means like 1 do with words, so 1 can't easily manipulate it. I just produce". 

The production portion of the session lasts about 45 minutes to an hour, depending on the 

amount of imagery that requires expression. It is a 'process', something Thomas Moore 

describes as, "openness to discovery and a trust in movements that are not intended or 

even expected" (1992, 37). Ordinady, a participant observes that a certain number of 

pictures need to be 'spoken' and will announce, "That's it. I'm done," without even 

knowing why. This experience is just 'felt', as if only the unconscious recognizes when it 

has truly finished speaking. 

Often a participant arrives very anxious or chatty about the day, then becomes peacefûl 

during production. As well, some participants come exhausted and stressed out but find 

Interestingly, 1 have seen instances where my work and the participant's share elements 
in cornmon - an indication of unconscious influences at work. 

Mandala is Sanskrit for circle or magic ring and includes all concentrically shaped 
figures, circular or square circumferences having a centre, and ali radial and spherical 
arrangements. Mandalas occur throughout the East, and were commonly produced in 
Europe during the Middle Ages (Herbert R e d ,  1943). 



themselves energized by the session's end. As in the case of Andrew, beginning the 

session low-key or even depressed and working into an upbeat state, is not uncommon. 

In general. most participants describe the first haif of the Imght Imagery experience as 

meditative, as if some quiet, automatic part of themselves takes over and is a direct 

conduit to unconscious imagery. This state is one of passive receptivity, a contemplative 

way of being the 'now,' where individual and image merge, and subject-object duality melts 

away4. Al1 is not btiss, however, an inner struggie may ensue wherein the ego with its 

profusion of thoughts interferes and breaks the psychic fusion. For the most part, the 

participant is rnindfûl, but, not controhg, of what she is doing dunng production. 

Pictures that are produced range from lines and shapes to abstract representations and 

realistic imagery. Subject matter can be familiar or foreign, and the tone lively, angry, 

nightened, calm or depressed. Copied pictures show changes of which the participant is 

not usually aware. Even with realistic images, participants acknowledge that the picture is 

not 'thought through' as it is created. Rather, the image forms moment-by-moment, 

sometimes with unexpected elements popping in. These elernents, and al1 other aspects of 

the graphic production. are not analyzed by the participant. That component of Insight 

hagery  is left to the second half of the session. 

It is wondefil to watch participants as they find their own rhythm and forrn through the 

Insighr Imagery process. Each session is different, and within each session, each picture 

different. OAen 1 have noticed that the first image produced is intense and rigid, the 

In this regard, the productive portion of lmight h g e v  has almost a religious quality. 
Rosemary Gordon (1973) reports that in the Lamaist religion of Tibet, art was made in a 
pnvate ceremony by monks, and believed to have magical powers. These sacred paintings 
were used as aids to concentration and mediation. 



second chaotic and unformed, and the third, a resolution of the two5. Dunng production, 

an intemal realignment of sons or imer dialogue occurs, as ifthe unconscious is working 

through a psychic problem. 

Music, it should be noted is played if the participant requests it. 

D. Reflection 

Art materials are cleaned and put away after the production by the facilitator and 

participant as a rneans to 'clear' that portion of the activity for the next. To get a new 

perspective we move to another room for the reflection. 

To begin, images are taped to the wall for viewing, but ifstill wet, we place them on the 

floor. It is important to get enough distance from the pictures in order to see them 

properly. We start by quietly absorbing an image, then, when it feels right, either of us 

speaks. Ordinarily, and certainly when a participant is new to lnsight Imagery, 1 begin by 

asking a question. A typical conversation might go: 

F: Whar did you do £kt? 

P: Well, 1 didn't know what colour to choose so I waited a bit, then, suddenly the 

impulse came to pick orange. 1 chose a wide bmsh (again, it seerned more appropriate at 

that moment than a narrow one), and proceeded to work. My fkst stroke was the one 

slightly to the lefi. 

F: Which way did you draw it? Top to bottom or bottom to top? 

When more than three images are made, the last is often a resolution of the first and 
combined rniddle pictures. 



P: Top to bottom. Then, 1 made that scrawl in the middle, the one in red. Then, 1 

put a big blue stroke on the right, and finished it ail of with purple dots. 

F: 1s there anythuig in the picture that you relate to or are attracted to in particular? 

P: Yes, the first orange stroke. 

F: What is it about that feature of the picture - the wlour, the direction of the stroke, 

your feeling while dohg it, that has meaning for you? 

This type of detailed questioning, a waking through the picture, helps familiaize me and 

the participant with the picture. Until asked, no one in my expenence (inciuding myself) 

really knows why the participant did what she did when it cornes to spontaneous image- 

making. As mentioned, the production process is prirnarily automatic. But the 

questioning ponion gets us in touch with the minutiae of the picture, Our motivations for 

creating it, and Our feelings as they emerge. The reflection activity is not an interrogation. 

On the contrary, it is a gentle probing and may involve the participant questioning herseif 

out Ioud, saying: "Why would I do that?" What becomes apparent is that there is a 

powzrful and talkative other side to self that is eager to get its forms and symbols on 

paper. 

Dunng reflection the participant is encouraged to 'converse' with the picture. This means 

privately questioning the image and sensing or 'hearingf the feedback. Nachmanovitch 

describes the process of exchange with an artwork as something akin to a human bond: 

"[tlhe work in progress can be experienced much as another person with whom we 

interact, whom we get to know. We begin to have conversations with our unbom 

creation. We ask it questions, and it wiU give us intelligible answers" (1990, 167). By 

suspending disbelief and letting the impossible happen, we discover that forrns corne aiive 

and communicate with us. For some, reflection at this level is difficult; for others, easy. 



As much as possible, I try to becorne the participant as 1 view the image. That is, 1 

empathize with her and listen deeply to what she is, and often is not, saying. At the same 

time, 1 have my own perceptions and interpretations which 1 try not to place on the 

person's work. 

There are moments of silence where we receive the picture, and in some sense, reenter the 

contemplative state of the productive experience. At this point, we are fblly together in 

the picture, in the moment of its creation. This is not a tirne for criticism; there is no room 

for assessments of better or worse, a mindset that misses the point. What we are &er is 

an acceptance of whatever has been produced, not aesthetic appreciation in the traditional 

sense. Each picture has vdidity whether it be a single stroke, a cornplex mass of forms or 

a realistic image. 

Every element of the picture and the production is noticed: range and depth of colours, 

type and direction of strokes, identity of forrns or figures, feelings while making and 

feelings while reviewing the picture, and movement (if any) during production (some 

participants stand while drawing, others work feverishiy, and others sit quietly bareIy 

moving). Text, if added to the picture, is ais0 discussed. Overall, there is a feeling that 

the picture, and by extension, the maker, is being 'caresse&. 

It is my firm belief that people need this h d  of careful attention and will let me know 

how much or how little they are cornfortable with. 1 have noticed that, over time, the care 

aven to a participant's artwork becomes deeply ingrained in her as an essentid 

interpersonal shanng often lacking in her iXe. 1 see this compassionate scmtiny of the 



of the image as something akin to a parent stroking the hair of a child, and the child not 

even realizing how &rming it is6. 

Importantly, the reflection activity also gives the participant a chance to come to know her 

unconscious vocabulary. Often, foms and shapes that appear in the first session are the 

imer lexicon that will surface thereafter. It takes several sessions for the person to realize 

that an amazing, hidden language, unique to selt is being spoken. Some people have a 

penchant for mask-like shapes, others octagons, others wavy lines - the list is endless. 

Participants come to know their personal signs and signals before long, commenting 

something like, "Look there's that crazy triangle 1 always put in the lefi corner when l'm 

afiaid " . 

By revealing unconscious imagery to self through production and discussing it with the 

facilitator in reflection, the participant begins to identifjr and articulate her feelings. Ofien, 

the feelings tnggered by the image are old. Once examined and perceived in a new light. 

in the Company of a tmsted, caring other, such dormant feelings can be stabilizeed and 

better managed for the future. 

Discussion of embodied feeling through art is a vital element of the Insighf Images. 

process, an acceptance of and empathy towards self prompted by making and talking 

about spontaneous, unconscious images. The visuai language that issues fonh in I m g h ~  

irnagery presents a new view to the self, a refiaming of one's persona1 story or narrative 

that can alter one's life course. This imer or 'feltt knowledge, not the kind that cornes 

fiom books or other people, is experiential and social; it delves hto and integrates the 

The idea of caressing or touching an image while describing its production has ties to 
pedagogical tact (Max van Manen, 199 l), a concept that is explored in Chapter 5 .  



emotional, psychological and spiritual aspects of being that foster personal well-behg and 

global comectedness. 



Chapter 3 
Literature Review 

I. Section A 

So much of what 1 have read has strengthened my belief in and understanding of the need 

for and power of lmight I m a g e ~  to foster personal growth. This altemate art activity 

presents an opportunity for the development of conscious awareness of play and a 

spontaneity of expression through concrete image-making, dl-important elements of 

personal wellness, self-knowledge and a feeling of comection with others. 

There is no one precedent for Imght Imagery; it borrows f?om severai areas: arts 

education, psychology, art therapy and weilness. While the following are some of rhese 

influences on I'gh~ Imagery, the reader should keep in mind that this is but a cursory 

look at many theories which have afE'ected me. 1 do not claim to grasp the fûllness of 

these concepts nor to imply that al1 corne from the same theoreticai fiamework. They are 

aggregated here, because each, to my mind, speaks to Innght Imgery ui some way. 

A. Arts Education 

i. Insight Imagery as an Educative Experience 

1 believe that the image is the great instrument of 
instruction. (John Dewey, 1897, 15). 

It can be argued that lnnght Images, fùnctions an educative tool because it brings the 

participant in touch with aspects of self that are unknown. Furiher, this playfiil, hands-on, 

reflective and meaning-making activity extends and broadens experience, which is the 

essence of leanllng, according to renowned educator and philosopher John Dewey (1 897, 

1934/1980, 1938, 1940/1969), 



The arts are important educaton, says Dewey. They consolidate total human expenence, 

bringing it into concrete form through a conscious act. The arts educate because they are 

a type of lived, felt, continuous and constructeci experience. 

Art is the living and concrete proof that man is capable of restoring 
consciously, and thus on the plane of rneaning, the union of sense, need, 
impulse and action characteristic of the LiWig creature. The intervention of 
consciousness adds regdation, power of seleaion and predisposition. 
Thus it varies the arts in ways without end. But its intervention aiso l ad s  
in tirne to the idea of art as a conscious zdea - the greatest inteiiecnid 
achievement in the history of humanity (1 934/198O, 25). 

According to Dewey, the h s t  plays a dual role in the aeative process as producer and 

perceiver of the art objea. The aeative process is a conscious. purposive, feelinghl 

activity, an embodied expenence that educates the individual while it transfoms his or her 

surround. 

A painter mua consàously undergo the e f f i  of his every bmsh stroke or 
he will not be aware of what he is doing and where his work is going. 
Moreover. h e  has to see each phcu la r  connection of doing and 
undergoing in relation to the whole that he desires to produce. To 
apprehend such relations is to thi& and is one of the most exacrins modes 
of thought (1934/1980,45). 

Whatever the artin creates, it is always designed for an audience and produced with the 

perceivefs eye in mind. "To be auly artistic," says Dewey, "a work must also be enhetic - 

that is, fiamed for enjoyed receptive perception" (1934/1980,48). Hence, the anis 

expenences both the artistic and aesthetic aspects of the arts experience, and expends 

energy organizing his or her 'inspiration'. "[A]% in its form," Dewey writes, "unites the 

very same relation of doing and undergoing, outgoing and incoming energy, that rnakes an 

expenence to be an experience" (1 934/19807 48). 



For Dewey, the perceiver or audience is also active in the arts role. It requires energy to 

re-create the artist's experience, something that goes beyond mere recognition to actual 

perception. "For to perceive, a beholder m u t  create his own expenence. And his 

creation must include relations comparable to those which the original producer 

underwent" (I934/1980, 54). The aesthetic end ofthe creative process involves an 

empathy with the artist; it is a surrender to his or her course of action. 

The artist selected, simplifieci, clarifieci, abridged and condensed according 
to his interest. The beholder must go through these operations accordine 
to his point of view and interest. In both an act of abstraction, that is of 
extraction of what is significant. takes place. In both there is a 
cornprehension in its literal signincation - that is, a gathering together of 
details and pdculars physically scattered into an expenenced whole. 
There is work done on the pan of the percipient as there is on the part of 
the artist. The one who is too lazy, idle, or indurated in convention to 
perform this work will not see or hear (1934/1980, 54). 

Dewey's mode1 for the atistidaesthetic process shares something in comrnon with the 

process expenenced in hsight Imagery . In this expressive activity, the participant 

produces a spontaneous image without being aware of how the viewer will perceive it: it is 

precisely this self-consciousness that the participant is trying to avoid. Unbeknowna ro 

the participant, the unconscious works at organbhg an image and transmits ir through the 

person without full conscious awareness. Only when the participant shares his or her 

work with the facilitator during the reflective portion of the session when questions are 

asked or observations made, does the participant become a viewer as well and see the 

work for the first time. 

The delay berween production and perception is particular to the spontaneous art-making 

process, but still qualifies if in my judgment, as a genuhe an experience. When 

production is embarked on without consideration as to how it will be received by the 

beholder, it is not 'art', Dewey would argue. In his view, purposive action - plannins 



judgment and reai work - is required to create a h e  arts product. In In~ight Imgev,  the 

production period is planning-free from a conscious standpoint; it seems almoa automatic 

in response. What we are not privy to, however, is that planning has been done by the 

unconscious to prepare and select strokes, symbols and colours that the conscious mind 

c m ,  with help fi-orn the facilitator, identifjt and relate to. In this new creative arrangement, 

the unconscious is 'producef and the conscious mind, 'audience'. The aesthetic activity, if 

we are to caIl it that, is not ody expenenced by the facilitator upon viewing the images. 

but wilhitr the participant him or herself 

There is great value to this kind of personal artistidaesthetic expenence, one which splits 

the unconscious from conscious aspects of self. In the split, there is respect given to the 

i ~ e r  voice or 'unconscious director', and further respect paid to the communication 

between the imer and outer worlds. 

When sharing one's spontaneous work with a facilitator, not oniy is there a triadic path of 

understanding traceable from inner to outer self via the artwork, but another triadic path 

created fiom artwork to participant tu facilitator. This added dimension takes the 

experience beyond a simple plane, establishing a cornplex intrapersonaVinterpersona1 

dynamic. 

What is especially remarkable is that it seems to require the facilitator's clear, unprejudiced 

vision to assist the participant in 'seeing' his or her work and reading unconscious 

messages. The I b g h  Imagery experience becomes a co-creative/artistidaesthetic 

process in this sense, because it binds people spiritually, bringing them new meaning. 

From the Deweyan point of view it expands the communicative and educative cornponent 

of the arts encounter: "The expressions that constitute art are communication in its pure 

and undefiled forrn. Art breaks through barriers that divide human beings, which are 



impermeable in ordinary association" (1934/1980, 244). In re-living the production 

process through the sharinglreflective portion of the session, the participant discovers 

those aspects of self which were previously unknown. (Regardless of the number of h e s  

the participant goes through this, he or she still seems awed by the role of the unconscious 

in production of the image.) Furthemore, the facilitator has the extraordinary opportunity 

to bear witness to the participant's personal revelation . 

In the process of restorying with the facilitator during the reflective pomon of the session, 

elements of the participant's past are re-experienced acd re-created. Having a new Listener 

brings another eiement into the participant's Me narrative, giving it greater scope. "The 

junction of the new and old," says Dewey, "is not a mere composition of forces, but is a 

re-creation in which the present impulsion gets f o m  and solidity while the old, the 'nored,' 

materiai is Iiterally revived. given new life and sou1 through having to rneet a new 

situation" (1934/1980, 60). Additionally, the facilitator's own story is adjuaed by what he 

or she experiences through the participant's work, for the images, and participant's 

reactions to them, can tngger the facilitator in many ways. [Tlhe expression of  the self in 

and through a medium constituting the work of art," says Dewey, "is ztserf, a prolonged 

interaction of something issuing from the selfwith objective conditions, a process in which 

both of them acquire a f o m  and order they did not at fu-st possess (1934/1980, 65). 

At the tum of the century Dewey set forth the idea that experience educates, and it is this 

notion that still affects thinking about education. The role of education, he States, is to 

sociaiize the individual and create a community in which the chiid and teacher collaborate 

in learning. The Deweyan conception of education as a social process underscores the 

importance of the teacher constntcting a leaming environment in conjunction with the 

child. Life's activities are 'felt' expenences that form the basis for 1 e a . g .  That is, what 



we know is understood through our emotions and Our intellect: we think from what we 

do. 

It is only by attending to where a child is in the present - his or her attitudes or habits, 

imagery and actions acting as clues to interests - that we c m  assist the child in h d i n g  a 

place in society. The srnan and sensitive teacher zeroes in on these interests and sets the 

stage for proper growth conditions. "[Olnly through the continual and sympathetic 

observation of childhood's interests can the adult enter into the child's M e  and see what it 

is ready for, and upon what materiai it could work moa readily and fiuitfûlly" (1 897. 16). 

Insight Imagev comects to Dewey in the power of experience to educate. "[Al11 genuine 

education cornes about through expenence," he states (1938, 25). Not ody does the 

production (perception) that the participant acts and undergoes bring with it emotional 

changes that forever affect and guide the individuai, but often, the original experiences 

which trîggered the unconscious images are udocked corn their place and released so that 

the person can leam and grow. 

Not al1 expenence educates. Unless there is a continuity of experience, growth and 

meaning cannot take place. The child, in faa, c m  be miseducated and remain in a 

particular area or develop in an unfortunate direction. Without meaningfil expenences 

such as those 'acted and undergone' in Imight Imagery, an individual can stagnate 

emotionally, intellectually and spintualiy; there is no persona1 leaniing or development. 

"Many a person is unhappy, tomired *thin, because he has at command no art of 

expressive action," Dewey says (1 934/1980, 65). 



The arts are powerful educators because they give fom to feeling. Insight Imagery 

extends the current conception of the creative process as outlined by Dewey, but also 

shares in its capacity to teach and make meaning. 

ii. I k g h i  Imagery and the Enlightened Eye 

[Olne of the major contributions of the field of art education can be said to 
be one of helping people learn to see qualities that normally escape 
attention (Elliot Eisner, 1972, 7 1). 

Using visual symbols, shapes and colours is a powerful and effective way to express self 

and convey feelings. In this regard, Imight Imagev trains the eye to see and make 

internai connections. The facilitator coaches the participant to look closely at what is 

produced and to acknowledge thoughts and feelings. 

Developing such an 'edightened eye' remains a primary finction of the arts in education, 

says educator and arts enthusiast Elliot Eisner (1 966, 1972, 1974, 198 1, 199 1). Like 

Dewey, Eisner considers art a powerful educator. Art, he says, is a language of its own 

and a unique form of literacy which btings together feelings and thought in a holistic way. 

A special kind of educative tool, the arts educate because they teach one to develop a way 

of seeing that leads from perception to conceptualization. This 'epistemic sight' has 

become an acknowledged form of knowing through images, which, for visual learners, 

may be the only way of making sense of the world. "Children's creations ... can be viewed 

as visual codes through which [their] ideas, images, and feelings are rendered" (Eisner, 

1972, 106). The p n m q  goal of visual arts education, then, according to this view, is to 

develop visuai Iiteracy or knowing through seeing, for "[tlo see is to acquire visuai 



meaning through experience. To merely look is to engage in an act that hopefully will 

terminate in seeing" (Eisner, 1972, 97). 

The Insighl Imagery process, using Eisnefs teminology, helps develop such an 

'enlightened eye' in more ways than one. First, the conscious eye opens or expands to see 

not only more clearly what is tmly there, but also to recognize and understand the 

rneaning of its unconscious partner. This activity involves a knowing beyond the kind of 

which Eisner speaks, and becomes a knowledge of self ond world. The lnnght Irn~gery 

facilitator, through simple questions and observations, assists the person in developing this 

speciai sight, enhancing the view to outside and inside. "[qhe ability to see and 

understand relationships arnong phenornenon," observes Eisner, "is generally what we 

mean by having developed a sense of maturity or perspective" (1972, 70). 

We bring to each arts situation our particular fiame of reference, background, ideas and 

feelings, says Eisner. The child, especially, needs to be made aware of this when viewing 

art. "The M e  of reference, mental set, or expectation we bring to an encounter 

profoundly affects what we will make of the experience we have" (1972, 71). In lmighf 

Irnagery, the participant and the facilitator bring their personal agendas to the ans-centred 

situation, and, fiom that vantage point, both experience the images produced. For this 

reason, different m e s  are necessary to d o c k  the mysteries of unconscious imagery. If 

the person who produced the work remained on his or her owri, the clever unconscious 

would shield the meaning of the spontaneous imagery fiom conscious awareness. In the 

Company of a trusted other whose point of view and past experience diEers from that of 

the participant, the facilitator provides an objective look at the images for the participant's 

review. The participant then has the opportunity to reject or agree with that information; 

only he or she knows the true meaning of the imagery. 



In this sense, the faciiitator functions as a teacher who, according to Eisner, serves as 

midwife and instmctor to leaniing. EssentiaiIy, the Izsight lmagery facilitator is privy to 

the coming-into-consciousness of the participant, but is also the person who assists the 

participant in recogniPng his or her unconscious ianguage through expressive foms. 

iii. Insigkt Imagery and Multiple Intelligences 

[A] human inteilectual competence must entai1 a set of skills of problem 
solving - enabling the individual to resolve gemrine problems or dzBcuZties 
that he or she encounters and, when appropriate, to create an effective 
product - and must also entai1 the potential for finding or creating 
problems - thereby iaying the groundwork for the acquisition of new 
knowledge (Howard Gardner, 1983, 60-6 1). 

In Insight Imagety the facilitator and participant work together to decode and recover the 

meaning of visual messages hidden in the participant's images. Operant in this reflective, 

analytic process as well as in the production ponion of lmight Imagery are a muitipiicity 

of cognitive functions aiding the participant in understanding, enjoying and leaming from 

the arts expenence. 

The many ways in which we relate to the world and rnake it intelligible to us has been the 

focus of leading psychologist Howard Gardner (1 980, 1982, 1983). In Frmes ofMind 

(1983), a book which signîficantly infhenced ideas around pedagogy, Gardner presents a 

new way of conceptualizing human intelligence. Rather than the popularly accepted view 

that intelligence is a combined mentai capacity wherein reason, logic, intelligence and 

knowing are synonymous, Gardner's theory suggest s that several modes of experiencing 

the world operate sornewhat autonomously. Although the precise number of these modes 

of intelligence or experiential frames is not fixed, Gardner has identified seven: linguistic, 

musical, logical-mathematicai, bodily-kinesthetic, visual-spatial, intrapenonal and 



interpersonal. These various inteliigences "can be fashioned and combined in a multiplicity 

of adaptive ways by individuals and cultures" (1983, 9). 

Relevant to Insighr I'gey are the latter three: kinesthetic, visual-spatial and the 

personal intelligences. As outlined in Chapter 4, the production portion of Iltslghr 

Irnagery has a kinesthetic, physical component. Gardner describes kinesthetic knowing as 

"the ability to use one's body in highly differentiated and skilled ways, for expressive as 

well as goal-directed purposes" (1 983, 206). With Andrew, as we shall see, kinesthetic 

knowing is operant; his whole body engages the artwork as he moves with the art 

matenals. A less active but still kinesthetic expression becomes apparent in the second 

case with Mary whose body appears to take pleasure in and make sense of the image- 

making experience. 

Spatial knowing, which represents a composite of abilities based on a visuai orientation to 

the world, is very clearly involved in the spontaneous image-making of ïmight Imagety. 

"Central to spatial intelligence," says Gardner, "are the capacities to perceive the visual 

world accurately, to perform transformations and modifications upon one's initial 

perceptions, and to be able to re-create aspects of one's visual experience, even in the 

absence of relevant p hysical stimuli" (1 983, 173). Participants in Imghi Imagev utilize 

this capability in the production of abstrad and redistic images, but also apply their spatial 

knowledge in the reflective portion when 'reading' the works. 

Other modes of artistic encounter outlined by Gardner have a bearing on the Insight 

Imgery experience. The author explains the diEerence between visualizers, children who 

make patterns in their drawing activity, and verbakers who dramatize or talk through and 

about visual activity (1982, 1 17). The pattemer seems to 'do' in an unconscious sense, 

very much like the Insight Imagery participant who expresses directly in the productive 



portion of the session. The verbalizer talks and tells us what's going on, and that, in a 

sense, compares with the participant during reflection. That Insght Imagery combines 

two approaches to imaging makes it doubly accessible to patternhg and vinializing 

populations. 

The personal (intrapersonal and interpersonal) intelligences are operant as well during 

Inszght Imagery. Gardner descnbes intrapersonal intelligence as a knowledge of self and 

feelings which seeks a symbolic form of expression: 

The core capacity at work here is access to one's own feeling ive - one's 
own range of affects or emotions: the capacity instantly to effect 
discriminations among these feelings and, eventually, to label them, to 
enmesh them in symbolic codes, to draw upon them as a means of 
understanding and guiding one's behavior (1983,239). 

Interpersonal intelligence, on the other hand, is a social skill, a way of being attuned to 

others and getting around in the world. "The core capacity here is the abiliry to notice 

and make disti,vctiom among other individuuls, and, in particular, among t heir moods, 

ternperaments, motivations, and intentions" (1 983, 23 9). 

In Ikight Imagery, interpersonal knowing is called upon throughout the session as 

participant and facilitator read each other's signals and leam how to communkate with 

each other. Intrapersonal understanding, however, may be the mode of intelligence moa  

developed in Insight Imagery. The accent on self-expression in a trusted atmosphere 

coupled with supportive reflection presents the participant with a special opportunity for 

personal growth and imer knowing. Identification of feelings and recognition of 

unconscious symbols afFords the participant the chance to understand and have empathy 

for self at an intimate leveI. 



Gardner's theory on learning exposes the complex nature of cognition as an intricate 

intenveaving of information acquired through the senses and emotions to create meaning 

and establish knowledge. Within this framework, Imight Imcgery presents a unique 

leaming centre for the promotion of cornpiex modes of understanding. Especially for 

individuds who are visual learners, Insight Imagery provides a venue for pictures or 

'visible words' to emerge. Images, strokes, colours and forms help the individual connect 

with feelings and ideas that connect him or her to the world. By expressing self in a 

visual-kinesthetic mode, the participant engages in a social discourse which furthers 

thought and feeling processes, tying him or her to extemal reality. Through lnright 

Imagery, child and adult dike cm have their life expenence expanded and its reflected 

rneaning enriched. 

iv. Znsight Imagery and Thought Development 

Speech is an expression of that process of becoming aware 
(Lev Vygotsky, 1934, 30). 

In Irzsight Imagery the facilitator and participant relate via the artwork, musing on and 

discussing its form, content and related feelings. This sociai relation sets the stage for 

leaming about the artwork's hidden messages, but also advances one's understanding and 

articulation of the experience. New ideas form through the didogic interchange presented 

by hszght Imugery. 

A social bond such as that encountered in Inszight Imrigery is a aitical element in the 

development of complex i ~ e r  speech, according to cognitive psychologist Lev VygotsQ 

(1934). Through joint activity and sociai discourse, we are able to reflea, make meaning 

and further our own thinkhg. "[Tlhe tme direction of the development of thinking," he 

writes, "is not from the individual to the socialized, but fiom the social to the individual" 



(1934, 20). When first proposed, Vygotsiqts ideas wuntered the prevailing Piagetian 

(1955) notion that language develops out of egocentric speech and inner thought. 

Vygotsky's views have bearing on the social dialogue that takes place between facilitator 

and participant in Imght I'gery While discourse encourages thought develo pment and 

furthers selfawareness, the interchange is not always about taik. Rather, it includes gentle 

probing by the facilitator, quiet moments of contemplation, and reflective comments by the 

participant (and, possibly the facilitator). The exchange of perspectives broadens both 

parties' views and strengthens their internai conceptions. 

In Imght Imagery a second dialogue can take place - that between participant and image. 

How, one might ask, can the image speak and play a role in dialogue? Participants are 

surprised to l e m  that picnires will emerge in response to questions when given the 

chance, and often, that response is completely different from what was expectedm7 

Using Vygotsky's model, the social discourse between parties helps develop thùiking and 

compound expenence. When the picture 'talks back' (in one's head, of course), the nerv 

information reveals a level of unconscious expenencing previously unknown, and one 

which lends significantly to conscious awareness. Cornrnunicating with self (Ma the 

artwork) and orher through the InSighl Imagery activity helps stimulate ideas and 

promotes creativity . 

Unless 1 had experienced this rnyself 1 rnight not have believed it. Once, following a 
dream, I painted a picture of a snake and the Sun. When I asked the image why the snake 
appeared to cut the sun in half, the reply was: "The snake isn't cutting the Sun in h a ,  it's 
just moving across the page - infiont of the sun." It had never consciously occurred to 
me that the snake and Sun couId be viewed in 3D. 



v. Imight Imagety as Inquiry-Based Leaming 

[I]t is on& by taking part in such discourse that learners can appropriate 
the necessary knowledge and skills and, in making them their o q  becorne 
accepted members of the relevant discoune community who, by virtue of 
their own persona1 experience and understanding, dso have valid individuai 
contributions to make (Gordon Wells, 1994, 263). 

Knowledge about selfvia the artwork in Imght Imagery cornes to the participant through 

interpersonal exchange with the facilitator. Questions and thoughts which &se in 

comection with the image open an avenue to understanding the picture and its creator at a 

deep level. 

A social setting in which dialogic communication between teacher and student can occur is 

necessary for tme leaming to take place, says Professor Gordon Wells (1 994, 1995). 

When a child has a bonafide question, a query nernming from his or her interest in 

something, genuine understanding ensues. 

[TJhe most effective Ieaming takes place when the leamer, faced with a 
question or problem arïsing tiom an inquiry to which he or she is 
commiaed, is helped to master the relevant cultural resources in order to 
constmct a solution (1995, 233). 

In helping the child construct a solution, the teacher (or as in the w e  of Inszgh~ Images; 

the facilitator) can edge the child into understanding or 'scaffold' his or her cognitive 

processes. A form of intellectual apprenticeship, such Ieaming occurs in the zone of 

proximo( deveiopment, to use Vygotslqh te- a place where "children's disorganized, 

spontaneous thoughts meet systematicity and logic of adult reasoning" (Vygotsky, 1934, 

194). 

Wells' ideas on inquiry-based education are pertinent to Imzight Imagery. In the refieaive 

portion of the session, when faciiitator and participant kit' with the image (s), questions 



a ise  that offer a foundation for the construction of new knowledge. These questions 

issue from both parties (as opposed to the learner who must 'mastef the cuItura1 

knowledge already in place), because the information about image is not yet known to 

either one. Tluough simple inquiries by the facilitator such as, "What did you do first?", 

"Which aspect of the image, if any, do you idenMy with?", etc., the participant and 

facilitator become acquainted with the image. Then, once the image becomes known on a 

surface level, the participant rnay begin to query, "Why would I do that?" "What does that 

symbol mean to me?", and possibly ask the image itself, "What do you represent?" 

Because these questions onginate fiorn sincere interest, the answers, when and if they 

corne, can profoundly affect the participant. The triadic relation of facilitator, participant 

and image combined with authentic, searching questions communally constructs 

knowledge about the participant's self at the deepest levei. 

vi. Insght Imagery and Knowledge Construction 

Built well, scafl?oIds help chiIdren to learn how to achieve heights they 
cannot scale alone (Donaid Wood, 1988, 80). 

Dialoguing in Innghl Imagery is central to the building of knowledge about self and other. 

We need another person, someone objective and still familiar with unconscious subject 

matter, to help us constmct an understanding of and find meaning in our private selves and 

elusive imagery. The social relation in Insighl Imagery facilitates individual knowledge 

and growth. 

British educator Donald Wood (1988) believes that a social context for leaming, the kind 1 

would suggest is found in lnsight Imagery, becomes important to how children think and 

learn. Wood argues that children build knowledge in conjunction with an adult or "more 

expert memben of their culture" (1988, 16). However, a child can only absorb a certain 



arnount of information at a time - a point which b a r s  resemblance to Vygotskyk zone of 

proximal development, because he or she has not yet acquired the hl1 understanding of a 

subject to assess it aii at once. That is, "even when an expert points out things to be 

attended to, the novice may not be able to 'take in' what they are shown because they lack 

the requisite kncnvledge which would enable thern to perceive and memorize 

configurations" (1 988, 34). 

These ideas have significance to the Imght Imagery process. Participants who are not 

consciously ready to receive inforrnation about some aspect of the image which they have 

produced, will not. Wood maintains that the 'expert' has had successive exposure to a 

particular situation or activity giving him or her a sense of the whole. And, according to 

Donald Schon (1 983), whose investigations into knowledge acquisition have had a marked 

influence on education, the so-called expert has masterful knowledge because each new 

expenence is taken into consideration, refleaed on and reframed in the Light of the whole. 

It is our capacity to see unfamiliar situations as familiar ones, and to do in 
the former as we have done in the latter, that enables us to brhg Our past 
experience to bear on the unique case. It is Our capacity to seeus and do- 
as that allows us to have a feel for problems that do not fit existing rules 
(Schon, 1983, 140). 

As a facilitator in Insighr Imagery, it was essential for me to have undergone analysis in 

order to be cornfortable with and accepting of others' feelings and thoughts. The long 

term therapy experience gave me a chance to recognize when and how much to Say or ask 

of each participant. As well, my continued exposure to participants' artforms has buil< a 

knowledge base or pool of information that 1 bring to each session. A participant's 

interpretation of a shape or symbol reconfigures the whole of my perception. T hus, while 

my 'expert' knowledge grows with every new picture and person, the participant's own 

knowledge about self(and hence, personal expertise) broadens as well. 



vii. Insight I m a g q  and Spontaneous Visual Expression 

An increasing number of adults are working in art with childiike 
enjoyrnent. More adults would seek relaxation in this way if they did not 
fear criticism based on prejudice against anything that children do (Rhoda 
Kellogg, 1969, 69). 

Unlike the social relation found during reflection as discussed previously, the prirnary 

interaction during production portion of lnaght Imagery is with self. This relaxeci, playfbl 

environment permits a range of feelings, thoughts and ideas to emerge spontaneously. 

The participant engages the world directly, letting go of conscious restraints to produce a 

fiee-energy nate. Image-making in Insight Imagery, stimulates thinking and encourages 

emotional and cognitive growth through immediate expression. 

Whereas Vygotsky, Wells and Wood maintain that social interaction of the kind found in 

Insight Imagery's refection furthers knowledge and thought, art educatodresearcher 

Rhoda Kellogg (1969) believes that spontaneous art-making, like that occurring in 

production, is crucial to cognitive development. A comoisseur of children's art, Kellogg 

has collected over a million drawings in her woridwide investigation of youngstef s 

spontaneous images [now housed at the Rhoda Kellogg Child Art Collection in San 

Francisco]. Mer decades of workingdirectly with the very young (ages 2 9 ,  she has 

corne to the conclusion that, "chiid art can be a valuable key to understanding the mental 

growth and educational needs of children" (1969, 3). By combining motor and visuai 

skills with aesthetic experience, art becomes a vital necessity for achieving mental stability 

(1969, 235). 

Kellogg was the first to vaiidate the child's scribble and to explain its role in aflstic 

development. Her research has shown that, internationaily, children produce simiIar 

markings, and that these universal shapes have an archetypa1 quality having been identsed 



in primitive and prehistoric art. To her credit, Kellogg has painstakingly documented the 

development of children's art from 20 basic scribbles or building blocks through a 

sequence of markings including patterns, diagrams, combines, aggregates, mandalas, suns, 

radials, humans to early pictorialism. 

Kellogg's strong convictions about spontaneous art bear directly on Imght Imogety- She 

believes that children should be encouraged by educators and caretakers to continue their 

direct approach to art-making. " Allowing enough time for natural self-expression in art 

would not only preserve the children's abilities, but would make the children more willing 

to cooperate in tasks of formal learning" (1969, 143). Spontaneous expression, free from 

adult interference, taps the child's inner resources and educat es naturaily . 

The problem remains that many children are prevented from experiencing this natural 

process. Once they enter school, 'giftedness' quickly disappears often as teachers offer 

them something to copy rather than appreciating their spontaneous artworks. The 

copying approach does not work, Kellogg explains, as children's self-taught system differs 

too widely fiom adults. Further, adults who try to interfixe and teach children art are 

wasting their time, she insists, because children wiU retum to their own devices, passing 

through deveiopmental stages which are inherent. 

The education system dso fails if teachers try to teach art in conjunction with other 

subjects. According to Kellogg, the gesxalts or mental patterns which fonn as a result of 

artistic activity are different from, and should not be cornbined with, nurnber and word 

gestalts. Hence, children should be free to experience art activity in their own way, while 

receiving non-judgrnental support fiom the teacher. "My observations of children suggest 

that the child who has Frequent oppominity to draw without aduit interference learns 



faster and increases his cognitive ability more than Xhe were denied the opportunity" 

(1969, 100). 

The second area where Kellogg's ideas influence Insight Imagev is in her belief that adults 

cm benefit from such process-oriented, 'childlike' activities. 

Spontaneous art can serve to integrate the functioning of adults as well as 
children. A hopeful aspect of Me today is the upsurge of art hunger in 
people seeking esthetic satisfaction and not merely the inteileaual 
sophistication of academic enjoyrnent. The acceptance of abstract art helps 
adults to feel fiee to rnake childlike - as opposed to childish - works of art. 
Again, the doing is more important than the product (1969,266). 

What prevents adults from enjoying spontaneous art is their own bias against children's 

art: for most 'grown-ups,' scnbbling is silly. Many, as Kellogg points out, may be 

associating expressive art with their own childhoods, when such behaviour was perceived 

as destructive and chaotic. They may aiso fear that their child rnay be headed toward a 

failure in education if allowed to scribble. But, the value of scribbling, Kellogg maintains, 

is in the action: We become 'estheticdy literate', only if we are given the chance to 

directly experience spontaneous art. 

By respecthg and participating in self-initiated art activity, we may 
produce more well-being in Our own lives. At the sarne t h e ,  we rnay help 
to bridge the immense gap between Our adult concems and the mental 
development of children in art (1 969, 267). 

Kellogg's findings agree with Howard Gardner (1 980) who states that the young child's 

need to scribble cornes fiom the kinesthetic and visuai satisfaction derived fiom their 

actions. My belief is that a drive for spontaneous expression does not stop at childhood, 

and that adults need to scnbble and move so that their unconscious cm say what it has to 

say. If we don? get 'it' said, the unconscious will leak out in other ways (Le., dreams. 

doodles, etc.), or be repressed and manifest in neuroses and other ails. 



1 difEer fiom Kellogg in her insistence that spontaneous image-making is 'art'. Kellogg 

inveighs against adults, the art world and society in general, for dismissing children and 

their drawings. "The prejudice against child art is part of a larger prejudice against the 

mind of the child" (1969,68). But, as long as she insists in presenting children's work 

within the 'art' context, she will be open to extemal aesthetic judgrnent. 1 believe that 

children and adults who make spontaneous images - scribbles mandalas, p i a r e s  - need to 

create such markings. The kinesthetic, visual, emotional and psychical benefits are reward 

enough. In Insight Imagery, there is no 'high art' standard to be measured against; this is 

tmly image-making for its own sake and for personaVglobal wefl-being. 

viii. Insight Imagery and Inner Earmony 

Education through art is education for peace (Herbert Read, 1966, 17). 

Kellogg's impressive work in children's spontaneous forms Iends considerabIe support to 

the ideas of eminent art critic and educator Sir Herbert Read (193 1, 1943, 1966). His 

texts, Art and Sociery (1 93 1) and &cation through Art (1 943) strongly influenced arts 

education at mid-century by drawing much-needed public attention to the value of arts in 

the community. Decades later, Read's perspective on the arts as nindarnental to a 

healthful, harmonious existence has an important bearing on applications for lnszghr 

Imgery. 

Read believes that art is a means to personal order and global unity, a mechanism, not 

merely a principle, by which we iive. Like other Modeniists Gowenfeld, 193 5; Prinzhom, 

1922/1972), he holds to the notion that image-making is inherent, universal, and evidence 

of healt h in the individual. Referencing Kellogg's (1 969), Read observes that spontaneous 

imagery can be characterized as "the total psycho-emotional state of the whole 



persondityu (1 943, 19 I), a capturing of inner worid in an outer f o m  that unites us 

worldwide. 

Evidence for the universality of foms is presented by Read, research showing a similarity 

in the unconscious pictonal expressions of different cultures, ages, genders and epochs. 

The study he is referring to involves hundreds of 'Mud Pictures' made by British 

schoolgirls (ages 10- 16) over a twenty year penod. These secondary sudents were asked 

to 'close their eyes, relax, not think of anything, and feel at peace,' before drawing a 

picture. Surptisingly, the spontaneous images they produced following this directive were 

strikingly akin to mandalas of ancient times. Read considered this stunning tind proof of 

an unconscious search for archetypa1 order, a 'phenornenon of uniformity and normality,' 

deserving examination for its effect on the schooling of children. 

The mere fact that primordial images which we generally 
associate with eastern and medieval mysticism appear 
spontaneously in the minds of English children, is an 
awkward discovery to be assimilated into Our present 
educational philosophy (1943, 189). 

According to Read, intemal equilibrium occurs when we are ailowed to experience 

imaginative activities like daydreaming and creative expression (colour, line, sounds. 

words, etc.) "[Tlhere exists within the mind of the child, no less than that of the adult, a 

psychic process or activity, taking place below the level of consciousness, which tends to 

organize the irregular or rudimentary images present in the organism into a harmonious 

pattern" (1943, 19 1). Read speculates that the school girls' mandalas, like other such 

spontaneous forms, are LUiked to fluctuations in the brainFs molecular structure. Such 

chernical changes a i s e  as a result of electromotive forces accornpanying neuro-visual 

activity! 

There is no scientific evidence for Read's claims, but at Ieast one anaiyst reinforces 



Read's real concem, however, is for education. With a heavy focus on science rather than 

art, the cumculum remains in an imbalanced aate contributhg to the breakdown of 

society. Art's short shrift in the school agenda, despite the fact that it displays the capacity 

to create intemal and external harmony, signals danger for us ali. 

We feed these processes of dissolution with Our knowledge 
and science, with Our inventions and discoveries, and Our 
education tries to keep Pace with the holocaust; but the 
creative activities which could heal the mind and make 
beautifùl our environment, unite man with nature and nation 
with nation - these we dismiss as idle, irrelevant and inane 
(1943, 168-9). 

Read reminds us that the role of education (the Latin term 'educare' means to lead or draw 

out) is to extract what is latent in the individual. "Art ... is a language of symbols and its 

value for a civilization lies in its power to comrnunicate feelings and intuitions that would 

othenvise remain suppressed" (1966, 10). By 'speaking' art and expressing ourselves 

visually, we not oniy avoid the psychic congestion that results in neuroses, but discover a 

means to vital interpersonal connections. 

A deemphasis on art in the cumculurn is as typical today as it was in Read's time. Images 

pro duced in Imight Imagery, like the afo rementioned 'Mind Pictures', gravitate towards 

psychic wholeness, promoting health, h m o n y  and growth. Beyond this, the spontaneous 

expressions of Insight Imagery, coupled with quiet reflection, yield a conversation or 

Read's idea that art which is directly expressed can contribute to personal well-being and 
the drive for imer accord: "The conscious 'awareness' of these deep events condinites the 
higher intellectual content of the mind - the inteilectud, personal manifestation, as it were, 
of the subconscious creatively-harmonizing processes. In consequence, the 
encouragement of such day-dreaming, of such relaxhg art, might certainly, to some 
extent, further and aid the development of the mental-spintual personality" (umamed 
source, cited in Read, 1 943, 19 1). 



comection with self as well as with others. It would be remiss on the part of curriculurn- 

makers to ignore the stabiliang, un@kg and educative effects of such an arts-based 

program. Read warns us: 

[Wle possess in the principles of art, which are the principles of creative 
activity, an antidote to the forces of destruction that now threaten the 
existence of the human race. Udess we c m  succeed in basing education 
on the natural instinct for order, education will remain powerless against 
the forces of destruction. Art is the name that we give to the only human 
activity that can establish a universal order in al1 we do and make, in 
thought and in imagination (1 966, 17). 

B. Psychology and Art Therapy 

Having examined those educators whose ideas on the arts contributed to my formulation 

of lnsight Imagery, 1 now move on to the areas of psychology and art therapy. The 

creative, playfui and expressive quality of the arts, it will be argued, affects personality 

development and the maturation of Our psychological and emotional being. In my view, 

the medical paradigm within which both psychology and art therapy operate has restricted 

the extent to which art has permeated the lives of regular people and limited its scope vis- 

à-vis their growth and well-being. 

i. Inright Imagery and Life Cycle Growth 

We have learned not to stunt a child's growing body with child labor; we 
must now leam not to break his growing spirit by making him the victim of 
our anxieties (Erik Erikson, 1950, 100). 

According to famed psychologist Erik Erikson (1 %O/I 973, 1959, 1987), children need 

support to negotiate their way through childhood, an extended period in which there are 

many challenges and changes in perspective. Unless guided by mature and integrated 

person(s), young people can fa11 prey to their own as well as others' insecunties thereby, 

perpetuating troubled lives. 



This long childhood exposes the child to grave müeties and to a lasting 
sense of insecurity which, if unduly and senselessly intensified, persists in 
the adult f om of vague anxiety - anxiety which, in mm, contnbutes 
specifically to the tension of personal, political, and even international We. 

How to live a healthy, successfbl life? Erikson outlines eight stages of development which 

characterize a healthy personality. These stages are sequential, but aspects of each c m  be 

present before their specific onset, and remain after each has peaked. The ultimate goal is 

an ego synthesis or integration which manifests itself in the person's ability to master the 

environment, to perceive the world and self correctly. 

To understand how Erikson's eight stages of growth pertain to Imight Imgery, 1 consider 

it necessary to review those stages and to discuss how play, in Erikson's terms, influences 

life cycle development. 

The first stage, trust versus mistrust, begins at birth. The mothef s role during infancy is 

paramount in setting the tone for the child's relationship with the world. 

[Tlhe firm establishment of enduring patterns for the balance of basic 
tnrst over basic mistrust is the first task of the budding personality and 
therefore first of a11 a task for materna1 care. But it must be said that the 
amozint of trust derived from earliest infantile expenence does not seem to 
depend on absolute quantities o f f o d  or d e m o n ~ z o n s  of love but rather 
on the qua@ of the materna1 relationship (1950, 63). 

The mother who reads and meets the needs of the child, influences the relationship's 

rhythm, its quality of reciprocity. Taking what is given and trusthg that what is needed 

will be supplied, the child identifies with mother, and, in time, will become a 'giving' 

individual like her. Should the child and mother not be in sync, however, a mismatch of 

give and take, breast and mouth occurs, effecting a Life pattern of mistnist. As an adult, 

this child becomes an 'oral pessimist' who experiences feelings of being no good and 

emotionally empty. 



For the toddler whose muscles are developing in the second stage (autonomy versus 

shame), the world has stretched beyond mother's breast, holding the promise of coming 

under his or her will or personal control. Independence arises fkom the conflia between 

the withholding and ietting go of objects, bowel and bladder contents, etc. If prevented in 

this struggle for autonorny, then an altered, anal personaliiy takes shape, one which is 

centred on compulsivity, meticulousness and humiliation. 

By age four or five, the third stage child (initiative versus guilt) begins to explore and 

question social roles, trying to understand what kind of person he or she might be. At this 

point psychology and physiology converge, and the youngster realizes that he or she can 

intrude on and affect the world. Imagination and conscience also emerge and can 

ovenvhelm the child if fantasies and self-blame &se in comection with perceived 

differences between self and parents. 

By school age, stage four, a sense of industry versus infenority takes hold as the child 

examines his or her ability to produce things. Identification with those who have 

knowledge becomes essential at this juncture, otherwise the child feels subordinate to 

those in the 'know'. This sense of industry makes way for a conflict in the fifth stage 

between identity formation or identity diffusion predominant durhg adolescence. Al1 

earlier ego deveIopment finds synthesis during this period as the young person looks to 

sexual and social placement, a feeling of belongingness in the adult world. 

Belongingness is only possible, however, when the teenager is engaged in genuine 

expenences with genuine people. Ifnot, confision about sexuality and an uncertainty 

about one's involvement in adult tife ensues. 



The sense of ego identity, then, is the accrued confidence that one's ability 
to maintain inner sarneness and continuity (one's ego in the psychological 
sense) is matched by the sarneness and continuity of one's meaning for 
others. Thus, self-esteem, confhed at the end of each major cnsis, grows 
to be a conviction that one is leaniing effective steps towards a tangible 
future, that one is developing a defined personaiity within a social reality 
which one understands (1 950, 89). 

In the early adult years, stage six, growing intimacy with self and others, rather than self- 

isolation, leads to a desire to procreate (or create) in adulthood (stage seven). Erikson 

c d s  this activity 'generativity', an interest in establishing and guiding the next generation 

in contrast to self-absorption. Finally, if al1 preceding stages are met, resolved and 

integrated, then the mature person in the eighth stage expenences a sense of integrity and 

wholeness rather than feelings of despair and contempt for Me. 

The irnport of Erikson's formulation of life cycle stages to Imighi Imagery rens in the role 

he attributes to play in the developing child. For Erikson, play is a natural healant and 

teaching tool, a way to grow and resolve intemal tensions. 

To 'play it out' is the moa natural autotherapeutic m a u r e  childhood 
affords. Whatever other role play may have in the chiid's deveiopment (and 
1 do not think that these roles are adequately known), the child dso uses 
[play] to make up for defeats, sufferings, and fnistrations, especiaiiy those 
resulting from technically and culturally limïted use of language. (1987, 
141). 

Erikson used play as weU as art as a means for exploration with many chiidren. For 

example, with six year old John who evidenced behaviour problems (soiling), he offered 

plasticene figures and utilized the child's poetry as therapeutic vehicles (1987, 164-171). 

According to Erikson, children's play world is transfomative, a contemplative, creative 

microsphere in which they grow and gain mastery over the environment, Erikson says. In 

play, children ruminate over life experiences, discharge surplus energy, and remake their 



universe. For the adult whose values centre around worlq on the other hand, play means 

fiivolity and has ment only as an adjunct to 'senous living'. 

The playing adult steps sideward into another, an artificial reality, the 
playing child advances forward to new stages of reai rnastery. This new 
mastery is not restricted to the technical mastery of toys and things, it also 
includes an infantile way of mastering eqerience by meditating, 
experimenting, planning, and sharing (1950,86). 

Insight Imagery challenges the notion that play as meditative and trançforming is restricted 

to children. Aduits too, need to enter into a playfil state - without a work-related 

justification. Through Insight Imagerq/s mindless (produaion) yet mindful (reflection) 

activity, aspects of Erikson's developmentd stages can be experienced. Playing with 

messy paints, mastering matends by no1 w o w n g  uboul mastery at au, discovering 

industry by just doing, and experiencing freedorn - each contributes to a growing good 

feeling about self Furthemore, the reflective component of lmghf Imagery helps the 

pmicipant articdate and corne to know unsourced aspects of sell; deepening a sense of 

intimacy, bel ongingness and meaning in life. 

I~zsight Imagery is not a cure-all, but its expressive/reflective quality, the shared inquiry 

ailows both participant and facilitator to enter realms of experience that further and 

transform them. From Erikson's perspective the 'protective sanction' or supportive 

atmosphere of lnszght Imagery brings a peace play' (as found in child play therapy) that is 

conducive to personal development and wholeness. Through Imght Imagev and the 

process of play we cm conned with selfby linking to others. 

The peace provided by solitary play or by play in the presence of a 
sympathetic adult ofien radiates for some the ,  ofien long and intensively 
enough to meet the radiation of recognition and love &om some source in 
the environment, a necessary factor in all psychological cures (1987, 143). 



Psychoanalysis, it couid be argue& focuses too much on what cm go wrong with the 

individual. But, as Erikson observes, many disciplines in the early stages of development 

explore negative consequences as a means of leaming how things can go nght. Through 

Insight Imugery we have a tool for making things go nght, an insightful and playful 

avenue towards ego synthesis for both child and adult. 

ii. Imght Imagev as Play and Creativity 

It is in playing and ody in playing that the individual child or adult is able 
to be creative and to use the whole person*, and it is only in being 
creative that the individual discovers the self (Donald Whco t t .  197 1, 54). 

Playing is a key component of Insight Imagery, a chance to experiment expectations-fiee 

with the matenals. As Erikson has made clear, spontaneous image-making is an essentid 

form of play which, itself, has roots in Uifancy. But, Erikson's use of play in therapy takes 

a step further through the insights of respected British psychologia D.W. Winnicott 

(1971). 

According to Winnicott, the child's earliest 'creation' or fist acts set the stage for later play 

and eventual cultural expenence. Simply stated, the child uses a teddy bear, piece of cloth 

or other 'first possession' to bond with and make sense of the world. This 'transitional 

phenornenon' or 'transitional object' acts as a vital intermediary between the subjective 

imer world of the child and the objective, hot-me' world of reality. The object, it needs to 

be said, itself is not transitional; it is the experience. The object represents the Luant's 

passage from being integrated with the mother to a state of being in relation to her as 

outside and separate (1 97 1, 14-1 5) .  

The mother or mother-figure plays a crucial role in the child's experience of transition. 

She is always at hand adapting to the child's needs, presenting the child with the fiusion of 



having created the mother (or her breast). This is the child's initial and very secure 

expenence of the world - as a purely subjective phenornenon fabricated as a result of his 

or her omnipotence. "From birth, therefore, the human being is concemed with the 

problem of the relationship between what is objectively perceived and what is subjectively 

conceived of' (1 971, 1 1). 

The child's first experiences, Wuuiicott maintains, establish whether or not dhe will 

approach the world in a creative way. The early, tnisting environment of mother, and 

separation fiom her, lead the way to self-play, social play, and evennially, cultural 

encounters. 

This intermediate area of experience, unchallenged in resp e a  to belonging 
to imer or external (shared) reality, constitutes the greater part of the 
uifant's experience, and throughout life is retained in the intense 
experiencuig that belongs to the arts and to religion and to imaginative 
Living, and to creative scientific work (1 971, 14). 

By allowing the child to have a tmsting place in which to relax, 'get lostJ in spontaneous 

play and search for seif, the mother (parent) puts the child on the road to heaith and 

growth. If, however, a parent sets up the safe place, and interferes with the child's play by 

introducing his or her own thoughts and concems, then the child can become cluttered 

with emotional and psychological debris which prevent him or her from h g  creatively 

and being happy. Otten such children end up in therapy where a sensitive therapist tries to 

estabiish for the client the rnissed, truaed and playful atmosphere in which to expenence 

play and discover self. 

[O]n the basis of playing is built the whole of man's expenentiai existence. 
No longer are we either introvert or exnovert. We experience life in the 
area of transitional phenomena, in the exciting interweave of subjectivity 
and objective observation, and in an area that is intermediate between the 
inner reality of the individual and the shared reality of the world that is 
external to individuals (1 97 1, 64). 



According to Winnicott analyst Simon Grolriïck (1990), creativity is natural to both the 

developmentai and therapeutïc processes an approach that cannot be taught but is 

faci litated. "Winnicott's playing, "he writes, "an action concept, is developmental p l . .  

Play in childhood and throughout the Me cycle helps us to reiieve the tension ofliving, 

helps to prepare for the serious and sometimes deadly (e-g., war garnes), helps defme and 

redefine the boundaries between ourselves and others, helps give us a fùiler sense of our 

own persona1 and bodily being" (1990,35). From Wrnnicott, says Grolnick, we recognire 

the importance of therapy a s  an opportunity for unintegrated times where the dudistic 

separation of mother and child, psyche and soma, past and present, dissolve. Winnicott, 

he States, was interested in "enhancing the creative potential of the man on the Street" 

(1990, 35). 

Winnicott's ideas links to Imight Imagery in many ways. ïhe  production portion of 

lnsight Imcrge~ is dl about play. The spontaneous image-making recreates the earlien 

experiences of the child in that the picnire exists in an intemediary zone almost between 

worlds; it hovers between the inner psychic world and outer reality. (Even d e r  the work 

is completed and camed into the reflective ponion of the session., the picture may maintain 

this transitional, experiential quality.) Play in some sense is aiU operant post-production 

when the participant and facilitator reflect together because they share the experience and 

enter the picture's magic. 

It is only here in this unintegrated state of the personaiity, that that which 
we describe as creative can appear. This if reflected back, but only if 
refected back, become part of the organized individual personality, and 
eventudly this in surnmation makes the individual to be, to be found; and 
eventually enables himself or herser to postulate the existence of the self 
(1971,64). 

Like the mother, the Imight hage?yk facilitator creates an atrnosphere that is safe and 

trusting, fiee of judgment and comrnentay (dthough this is not always possible during the 



reflective portion and depends considerably on the participant and their needs) in order for 

the participant to fully experience playful, image-making 

Winnicott dso speaks to Imight Imagery when he addresses creative living. Although 

talented, the artist rnay not have found self, says Wuyiicott, and thus, is not necessady 

creative. "In a search for the selfthe person concemed may have produced something 

valuable in tems of art, but a successful artist may be universdy acclaimed and yet have 

failed to find the self that he or she is looking for" (197 1, 54). Our world is caught 

between individuals, he says, who are trapped in the objective extemal existence with no 

sense of play, and those others who are enveioped in inner fantasy - neither of whom live 

or act on the world in a creative way and wind up in therapy. Insght Imagery can help fiIl 

the gap between the youtffil play and the workings of therapy: it extends childhood play 

into an important arena of adult life giving people of ail ages the chance to expand 

creativity and grow in new directions. The creative impulse is not just something an artia 

has, as W i c o n  points out, "it is something present when anyone - baby, child. 

adolescent, adult, old man or woman - looks in a hedthy way at anything or does anything 

deliberately" ( 197 1, 69). 

The search for self that Winnicott mentions need not wait until one is pushed into therapy; 

it can find a niche in the weilness-onented Imght Imagery context. [This is not to state 

that Imght Imagery is in cornpetition with traditional therapy. ïhe  kind of self-searchùig 

that takes place here is not for those who suffer deeply, but applies to the hctioning, and 

sometimes womed, populace.] Winnicott's view that playing is a way to communicate 

with self and others directly relates to the kind of persond growth being expenenced in 

Insight Imagery: "mt is play that is the universal; and that belongs to health; playing 

facilitates growth and therefore health (1 97 1,4 1). " 



The tnadic relationship of participant-picture-facilitator parallels that of child-illusion- 

mother, as described by Winnicott - a path which is the starting point of creative life. This 

has important implications for Iksight Imagery, in that the seminal bond between 

individuals via the artwork recreates our healthiest beginnings, and there is no reason for it 

to end in childhood. 

Additionally, Winnicott's ideas relate to Dewey, which gives, in tum, meaning to Imzght 

Imagery. The mothefs (or later, the therapist's) primary responsibility to being 'good- 

enough' to allow the chiid to relax and find self through the transitional, phenomenal 

experience, is not unlike the teacher's role is s e t ~ g  an environment for learning based on 

the interests of the child. Dewey's conception of leamhg is social, and so, clearly. is 

Winnicott's. Funher, acting on the environment is the route to rneaningfi.11 experience. 

says Dewey. The Winnicottian proposal is similar: He States that the child's earliest 

transitional activities, sucking thumb while holding a teddy bear, babbling while caressing 

mother's face, are ways of reality-testing and the bais  of creative, 

iii. Insight Imagery and Ernpathy 

[A] high degree of empathy in a relationship is possibly 
factor in bringing about change and leanilig (Car1 Rogers, 

rneaningful Iife. 

the rnost potent 
1980, 139). 

Vital to Insight Images, is listening, both the facilitator's attending to self and other, and 

the participant's hearing of self and other. Opening oneself to the arts experience 

represents a firn sep, a sensitivity to the inner desire for expression. Being heard by 

another indicates a crucial second sep and prerequisite for t d y  hearing the self The 

listening environment in Insight Images, is rooted in the facilitator-participant relationship 

which sets the foundation for spontaneity, play and creativity. 



Creativity originates in play, a fiee-flow activity that provides room for pqchical growth. 

Acwrding to influentid psychologist Cari Rogers (1961, 1980) creativity is a necessary 

antidote to a tension-filied world. Original and creative endeavours mua be encouraged, 

he argues, because society - and education in particular, breeds conformity and 

stereotypical behaviour . 

To achieve creativity, however, the individual must act on his or her environment in a new 

way, such that the outcome represents change for both the self and that which was acted 

upon: 

My definition, then, of the creative process is that of the emergence in 
action of a novel relational product, growing out of the uniqueness of the 
individual on the one hand, and the materials, events, people, or 
circumstances of his Me on the other (Rogers, 196 1,3 50). 

Rogers feels that in every person there is a naturd tendency to be creative, to expand self 

and grow (1 96 1, 3 5 1). Creativity, however, requires the proper conditions to be released, 

and key among these, is openness to experience. Opemess or extensionai orientation, as 

Rogers c d s  it, is an awareness of the existentid moment, wherein the individual is fiee of 

rigidity, tolerant of ambiguity and able to have a permeable b ~ u n d a r ~ . ~  

As in Ihsight Imagery, the therapeutic environment must also be psychologically safe for 

creativity to occur. This means that the incihidual needs to feel unconditiondly accepted, 

uncriticized, free psychologicaUy and empathetically understood. The latter, ernpathic 

Listering, is an approach which Roger honed in his client-centered therapy sessions. 

Empathy is a highiy effective interpersonal tool which places power with the speaker not 

Other conditions include an intemal locus of control, toying with elements and 
concepts, having anxiety about separateness, and a desire to cornmunicate. 



in the listener. "[Bleing empathic is a cornplex, demanding, and strong - yet also a subtle 

and gentle - way of being" (1980, 143).1° 

According to Brian Thome (I992), author of the critical work C d  Rogers, Rogers made 

a major contribution with empathic Liaening, establishing the relationship between clienr 

and therapist as the 'primary agent of healing'. Rogers was the fist to validate individual 

expenence, showing his patients full respect by cdling them clients. "[Tlhe 'techniques' 

which are so often cited as 'Rogenan' tum out to be nothing less than the art of listening 

and understanding, " says Thorne. 

Incredible as it may seem, before Rogers and his colleagues embarked on 
their pioneering work, it was by no rneans cornmon for therapists to relate 
ciosely to their clients let alone for them to listen attentively to what the 
client had to Say and to attempt to understand his or her inner world. Such 
therapist behaviour was often seen as irrelevant to the diagnosis of mental 
disturbance and its treatment (1992,44). 

There is immense value to the therapist in listening empathetically to his client, Rogers 

maintains, or for that matter, for anyone listening to another. By focusing on the personai, 

the listener is comected with the universal and his or her experience of life and 

relationships broadens. He expiains how rewarding it is to hear not just what has been 

said, but to resonate with the client, understanding the person's hidden meaning: 

When 1 Say that 1 enjoy hearing someone, 1 mean, of course, hearing 
deeply. 1 mean 1 hear the words, the thoughts, the feeling tones, the 
personal meaning, even the meaning that is below the conscious intent of 
the speaker. Sornetimes too, in a message which superficially is not very 
imponant, I hear a deep human cry that lies buried and unknown far below 
the surface of the person (1980, 8). 

Io Rogers' empathic regard shares much in common with what Max van Manen (1991) 
calls pedagogical tact. According to van Manen, a tactfbl and sensitive teacher is in touch 
with his or her students, and "able as it were to read the inner Me of the other person" 
(1991, 125). Van Manen's ideas on tact are discussed fùrther in Chapter 5 .  



Not only does the therapist benefit from ernpathic listening, the client is forever changed. 

In Rogers' theory of creative process, listening is the creative end-product lying mid-way 

between therapist and client, transforming both of them. This two-way relationship 

reinforces the idea that listening, rather than passive, is an active social process. Rogers 

says he has grown within when he has provided listening and grown when he has received 

it: " [ P l ~ n g  or loving and being prized or loved is expenenced as very growth 

enhancing" (1 98O,23). 

Being listened to on a profound level allows the person being heard to become self aware 

and personally compassionate. The ernpathic environment opens up the individual's 

breadth of experience, and he or she lives more fully (1980, 156). Selfacceptance via 

empathic listening changes not only Our self concept but Our approach to the world; when 

we are heard, we becorne problem solvers. 

When 1 have been listened to and when 1 have been heard, 1 am able to 
reperceive the world in a new way and to go on. It is astonishing how 
elements that seern insolvable become solvable when someone listens, how 
confusions that seern irremediabie tum to relatively clear flowing streams 
when one is heard. 1 have deeply appreciated the times that I have 
expenenced this sensitive, empathic, concentrated listening (1 980, 12-3). 

If a person does not get heard, Me can be devastating. When older, it is a risk to disclose 

self, but, if as a youngster no one is Listening, effects can be painhl and lifelong. As with 

Mary, a woman who felt emotionally isolated as a child, being misunderstood or ignored 

had profound repercussions. Here are Rogers' thoughts on the extreme social 

consequences of not being heard: 

1 have corne to believe that such an experience makes some individuds 
psychotic. It causes them to give up hope that anyone cm understand 
them. Once they have l o s  that hope, then thek whoie inner world, which 
becomes more and more bizarre, is the oniy place where they c m  live. 
They c m  no longer live in any shared human experience (1980, 14). 



Listening to self is equally important to the process of persond development or 

'becoming,' a tem coined by Rogers. By being in touch with self, a task at which we are 

cominually irnproving, we become 'real' or 'congruent' and closer to personal wholeness or 

integration. For the therapist, listening to self without judgment improves the ability to 

tmly hear the client; and, having understood and accepted selc the therapist cm then have 

space for the client. 

The reciprocal therapeutic relationship which spawns empathy and growth between 

individuals is also operant wzlhin each person, making it a multiply creative process. That 

is, therapist and client alike listen to self and other through the art encounter. Rogers' 

four-fold empathic dynamic expands fùrther in the Insight Imagery context as we take into 

consideration the art product as an added entity. That is, the facilitator Iistens to 

participant, self and picture; and the participant Iistens to facilitator, self and picture. 

Listening to a picture is a plausible means of improving self communication and 

developing self knowledge. Once imbued with feelings and psychic energy, the image acts 

as a creative produa through which the facilitator and client can relate. Listening to the 

participant in Insight Imagery, while not as stringent as Rogers' unconditional positive 

regard, is still highly empathic. The facilitator strives to understand and fully accept the 

participant by not controiiing his or her words or ideas. The goal is to establish roorn for 

self awareness. 

Equally relevant to Ikight Imagery is an understanding of the need for empathic listening 

within the so-cailed 'well' community. Rogers applied his ciient-centred technique in a 

regular teaching course and found that growth and leamlng flourished outside the therapy 

context. "It was leaming and therapy;" he States, "and by therapy I do not mean illness, 

but what may be characterized by a healthy change in a person, and increase in his 



flexibility, his openness, his willingness to Liaen" (196 1, 305). This application of an 

empathie, creative listening as a component of wellness underscores the airns of lnsight 

Imagery: through spontaneous image-making in a social context we advance the 

understanding that communication with self and other is the road to vitality and health. 

Of al1 the influences mentioned in this document, Rogers' approach to listening has had the 

most profound effect on me. As a child 1 felt unheard. Once 1 aarted therapy, I began 

feeling listened to, and, for the first tirne, developed an authentic voice. Consequentiy, I 

am sensitive to others' needs to be deeply heard, and have made this a vital aspect of 

hsight Imagery. 

It could be argued thar choosing Insighr Imagery as my focus fills my own childhood need 

to be heard. If so, it would not make it any less valuable. Most of us need our genuine 

self to be heard before we can really hear ourselves. Listening opened up my life, hence, 1 

am grateful to Rogers for recogninng that "deep understanding is ... the most precious gift 

one can give to another" (1980, 16 1). 

iv. ImigIzt Imagery and the Process of Individuation 

For in order to derive actual benefit corn the process of psychic 
differentiation from one's 'dealings with the unconscious', in order to 
accomplish a desired development of the personality, one must hurnanly 
experience and understand the images, symbols, and the visions that rise up 
fiom the depths; one must assimilate and integrate them actzvely (Jolande 
Jacobi, 1942, 25). 

Once open to fully heard and open to play, it is time to open to the irnagery moving 

through us ont0 the page. Image-making in I n r ,  Imagery differs from goal-oriented 

art. Here we let the unconscious speak and begin to be familiar with its often strange 



lexicon. Imight Imagery engages this hidden language and sometimes feared area of our 

experience. 

Imer exploration made possible through an empathic environment is enriched by an 

understanding of one's unconscious life, a subject explored in depth by eminent Swiss 

psychologist Car1 Jung (1 96 1, 1968). Before proceeding, however, it must be stated that 

Insight Imagery does not daim to be Jungian in its h e w o r k .  Rather, Insight Imagery 's 

concern with unconscious life, as understood through Jung, has helped me formulate how 

art-making and sharing permits access this hidden domain. 

Understanding our unconscious imagery presents a means to selfrealization. says Jung. 

The modem world finds itself in a spintual dilemma having tumed away f?om inner iife 

and the symbolsll that speak to us from the unconscious. Essentially, we are removed 

from nature - not jus  'nature' as we have come to think of it - but Our inner nature. 

min order to sustain his creed, contemporary man pays the price in a 
rernarkable lack of introspection. He is blind to the fact that, with ail his 
rationality and efficiency, he is possessed by 'powers' that are beyond his 
control. His gods and demons have not disappeared at dl; they have 
merely got new narnes. They keep him on the run with restlessness, vague 
apprehensions, psychologicd complications, an insatiable need for pills. 
alcohol, tobacco, food - and, above dl, a large array of neuroses (Jung, 
1964, 71). 

The psyche deals wirh this Iack of inner attention through dreaming, an aaivity which 

connects us with the unpredictable, primitive, instinctive self The dream's purpose: to re- 

eaablish psychic equilibrium, a necessary function because the conscious mind cannot 

absorb al1 the sensory information, since translated into psychical data, of day-to-day 

Symbols are naturai, spontaneous products which occur in dreams and other kinds of 
psychic manifestations such as thoughts, feelings, acts and situations (Jung, 1964, 4 1) 



reality. Drearns and their rich symbols present a means to unearthing some aspect of this 

unknown unconscious reaim, a way of helping us understand and make sense of Our 

psychical life. "As a plant produces its flower, so the psyche creates its symbol" (1964, 

53). 

Ln a related way, Insight Imagery presents a chance to 'dream' outside dreaming, to 

witness one's unconscious movements via art and to avoid many periis and neuroses of 

modem life. Spontaneous image-making in Innght Images, counteracts the rush toward 

altemate and ofien unhealthy habits, the tendency to restlessness that Jung mentions, 

which occurs when unconscious life and inner symbols are not allowed to speak. 

Let us take a moment to look at the ternis neurosis, psyche, persona and ego. Neuroses 

are symptomatic of larger repressed emotional complexes which prevent the self f?om 

realizing and arise when areas of the conscious mind split off as a result of psychological 

unrest. The key to overcoming these emotional complexes is to bnng unconscious 

imagery associated with the imer disturbance into consciousness, a process which is ofien 

met with resistance. Humankind, particularly contemporary humans with their focus on 

the technology and devotion to rationalism, have a fear of the unknown, says Jung. "The 

primitives manifest al1 the reactions of the wild animal against untoward events. But, 

'civilized' man reacts to new ideas in much the same way, erecting psychological barriers 

to protect himself From the shock of facing something new" (1964, 17). 

Psyche, sometimes synonymous with soul, comprises both the conscious and unconscious 

realms and represents the whole spirit of the individual. Within psyche are four functions, 

thinking and feeling which are considered rational, evaluative and judgmental; and 

inluiring and seming perceived as irrational and perceptive. As the individual self- 

realizes, becorning increasingly conscious of unconscious movements and imagery, these 



tiinctions 'differentiate,' such that the person advances towards psychic integration or 

wholeness. If al1 four fiinctions are r a i d  to conscioumess, the individual wouid be said 

to be 'in the light' or a complete person (Jacobi, l942,16). 

The psychic 'pain' cannot operate simultaneously, a fâct which is important to h i g h t  

Imagery In the first portion of the activity where direct image-making occurs, thme is 

little conscious thought. Rather, the expenence is one of feeling. In the latter portion, the 

participant reviews the production and perceives the image as if for the firn tirne. Also 

during production, concern with general effea or htuiting is operant; whereas, durkg 

reflection, focus on detail or sensing, takes place. 

The ego sits at the centre of the consciousness and has a persona or social self, like a veil- 

that it presents to the outside world. Being conscious, however, is the lesser part of our 

psychical iife: we spend most of our tirne in the unconscious reaim, dreaming and 

daydreaming, says Jung. Life begins in the unconscious and grows towards 

consciousness, ego-consciousness being cornplete by the end of adolescence. Confrontine 

the unconscious, however, should wait until middle age when we are more consciously 

rooted in the world. l2 Consciousness, then, is focused on ego development, and the 

unconscious, on maintainhg intemal psychical equilibriurn. JoIande Jacobi (1912), a 

mident and admired colleague of Jung, explains: 

The conscious mind is always directed toward the adjustment of the ego tu 
the environment. The unconscious, on the other hana is 'indifferent to the 
egocentric purposiveness and partakes of the impersonal objectivity of 
nature' (Jung, The Stmcture of the Psyche, 158), whose sole purpose is to 

l2 This is important to my work with Mary as she was oniy ready to meet her demons, 
even without being consciously aware of it, at middle age. It is du, relevant to Rudoif 
Steiner's (1 927/1965) view that self-reflection begins in eamest in adult life. Steinefs 
ideas are explured later in this chapter. 



maintain the undisturbed continuity of the psychic process, hence to 
oppose al1 one-sidedness that rnight lead to isolation, inhibition, or other 
pathogenic phenornena. At the same tirne, it operates - for the most part in 
ways that are beyond Our understandings - with a purposiveness of its own, 
directed toward the completeness and wholeness of the psyche (Jacobi, 
1942, 3 5). 

Discoveiy of the unconscious is never complete, for some aspect of it is unknowable. 

Like Nature herself, the unconscious may be characterized as neutral but all- 

encompassing, comprising evil and good, profound and silly, dark and light (Jacobi, 1942, 

94). Within the unconscious are two kinds of irnagery: personal images or those 

associated with our unique life experience; and universal, archetypa1 images which pertain 

to humankind of al1 ages. Resting in a collective repository or a primitive place, these 

archetypal images present a path to self realization, a way of rising above mere 

existence. l3 

Jung's important contribution of the collective unconscious and archetypal imagery to 

psycholog followed from a more Iimited vision of the unconscious as presented by 

Sigmund Freud ( I  9 15). Freud postulated that delving into the unconscious \vas a way to 

expurgate the past and remove repressed thoughts and feelings leading to pathology. 

Jung, on the other hand, envisioned the unconscious as an avenue to personai growth and 

psychic totality, a vehicle ro expand the individual's experience of the presem and finire. 

In fact, Jung hirnselfused imagemaking in the form of mandala art to self-explore. 

l3  Archetypes are the link to our ancient self and appear in many forms. For Our 
purposes here, key archetypes are the Shadow, the dark aspect of selfwhom we ofken 
project ont0 others, and our Contrasexual Opposite, the Anima (fernale) in men and 
Animus (male) in women. 



Opening ourselves up to our inner symbology helps broaden creativity. The artist, Jung 

points out, need not worry that the individuation process will dry up his or her creative 

resources. Rather, he or she will grow as a result. "Disease has never yet fostered 

creative work; on the contrary, it is the most formidable obstacle to creation. No breaking 

down of repressions can ever destroy tme creativeness, just as no analysis cm ever 

exhaust the unconscious" (1964, 25). Meeting the unconscious and its complex imagery, 

bringing these symbols into consciousness, is a necessary step (or steps) to personal 

development and creative living . 

Jung's seminal ideas on individuation, the understanding and acceptance of unconscious 

workings, has influenced my conception of lmght Imgery. The participants, in my view, 

create an opening to their unconscious airrings and psychical life by way of spontaneous 

image-making. We delve into the persona1 rneanings of these piaures, but also sense 

deeper levels of significance. It was not until 1 was introduced to Jungian psychology 

some years into my Imight Imagery experience, that 1 came to recognize the possibiIity 

that archetypa1 forms. as wiU be seen in the case of Mary, rnake their way into the pictures 

we produce. I am not a Jungian scholar, nor do 1 profess an intirnate knowledge of 

collective unconscious imagery, but I laiow that spontaneous imagemaking. as takes 

place in the Imight 1maget-y context, is depth-oriented and a way to meet our i ~ e r  nature 

head on. 



v. Insight Imagery and Art Therapy 

Art is the meeting ground of the world inside and the world outside (Elinor 
Wiman & Penny Dachinger, I975,21). 

The question most asked of me is how Imight Imagery diBiers fiom art therapy. To 

answer that, 1 will first present a short history of the field and discuss its various 

influences. 

Art therapy has been in existence in North America since the 1940's, having originated in 

Britain. The practice involves making art in conjunction with receiving therapeutic 

treatment. Hktorically, art therapy has foUowed nvo main methodologies: the first 

focuses onproduct, such that the therapist scflltinizes artwork created by the client 

according to a psychoanalytic model. The second centres on theprocess of an making. 

recognizing the curative value in the art activity. Some therapists utike both methods. 

Pioneers in the field include Edith Kramer (1 958, 197 1) and Margaret Naumburg (1 947. 

1966). Their groundbreaking work affected the structure of art therapy training in the 

United States, Btitain and canada14. Krarner is largely responsible for valuing the process 

of art-making as therapeutic. She believes in sublimation through art, where the ego is 

assisred in the integration of the psyche, and where the superego's demands are met and 

reconciled with the id (üiman, 1975). Naumburg, on the other hand, focuses on the art 

product as a symbolic language. The unconscious image, spontaneously expresseci, is 

subject to free association in order to determine it meaning to the patient. In Naumburg's 

l4 Among the first art therapists in Canada are Martin Fischer (1 975) of Toronto, and 
Selwyn and Irene Dewdney of London. 



approach, the artwork fùnctions as an irnagistic speech between therapist and patient, 

leading to a transference r e l a t i ~ n s h i ~ ~ ~ .  

Insighl Imagery owes a debt to psychoanalytically-based art therapy for the strides it has 

made in bringing the individual's inner life to the forefiont through art. Beyond this, 

however, there are differences. The primary distinction is that traditional art therapy 

operates within a medical mode1 that is premised on the treatment of iiiness, whereas 

Insight Imagery takes its starting point as wellness, focusing on personal expression and 

self-education. In psychoanalytic art therapy there exists a dualistic dynamic in which the 

therapist/subject holds knowledge that the client/object hopes to receive. By contrast, in 

Insight Imagery, the participant and facilitator work together as equals to unravel and 

repiece the meaning of a work, making it a transfomative, leamhg experience for both. 

As well, art t herapy is primarily found in clinicai settings whereas Inrghr Imogery, an 

alternative art aaivity aimed at a broad audience, is intended for more normative 

environrnents such as schools, homes and businesses. Insight Imagery also targets the 

average person as a way of leaming about the hidden aspects of selc disclosing the Iexicon 

of the unconscious; a n  therapy, however, is often perceived as a solution for those who 

are troubled, il1 and having difficuity accessing emotional and psychological issues through 

verbal therapeutic means. Finally, I ' r  Imagery stresses holism by attending to the 

physical, emotional, psychological, social and spintual aspects of self. Conventionai art 

therapy, on the other hand, is valued for, and primarily concemed with, the psychological 

functioning of the client. 

l5 According to Elinor Ulman (1975), another major contributor to art therapy's 
beginnings, Naumberg was considered a psychotherapist by Kramer, and Kramer, an art 
educator by Naumberg. Interestingly, neither recognized the other as a bonafide 'art 
therapist'. 



Insight h a g e y  does share in cornmon features with another branch of art therapy, the 

hurnanist tradition. The work of expressive arts therapists such as Shaun McNiff (1 992), 

and Stephen Levine (1992), as well as the art experiences conducted by Janie Rhyne 

(1977/1990), typify this phdosophy. Additiondly, the work of educator Richard Courtney 

(1 98 l), who blended the therapeutic and educative qualities of drarna, could be descrîbed 

as hurnanist in outlook. 

In their overview of n e  Expressive Arts 7herapies, Bernard and Elaine Feder (1 98 1) 

make an important distinction between the aims of traditional [visual] art therapy and that 

of the creative or expressive arts therapies. The former has psychoandytic origins, 

whereas the latter, which includes visual art, drama, dance, and music, aaned in ancient 

tirnes and has recently found guidance through Humanism. 

The influence of the humanistic psychologies on the expressive arts 
therapies has been profound. For one thing, the arts involve self-expression 
and identity. The therapeutic act and the creative act are merged into the 
pro cess t hat is variously describ ed as serf-accualization and individualiori 
(198 1,49). 

Feder and Feder explain that expressive arts therapists consider what they do education as 

much as it is therapy. Integrating life experiences and developing healthy, creative people 

remain their primary aims. Play, fantasy, and dreams corne into balance with the stresses 

of reality in this hoiistic approach where expressive, affective, somatic and co@tive 

cornponents of self combine. The authors cd the expressive arts therapies a broad self- 

improvement program whose goals are interrelatedness and wholeness rather than healing 

in the medical sense. 

It could be said that humanist-directed arts therapies do not want to 'solve' or cure the 

individual, seeing nothing wrong with hun or her to begin with. Rather, this mode of 



creative activity centres on acceptance of the person as a cornplex being trusting that, 

through the spontaneous anistic process, al1 the 'bits and pieces of self wîll fdl together. 

Humanias.. .are less Wcely than analytical art therapists to distinguish 
between 'normal' and 'abnormal' individuais and behaviors. The humanist 
view of an integrated personality is more Likely to be expressed in terms of 
self-actualization of self-filfiIlment than of mental health or normaiity. As 
a result they are likely to focus on growth rather than on understanding, on 
acceptance of messages nom the unconscious, rather than on analysis. As 
a result, the line between normal self-growth and therapy blurred (1981, 
77). 

Within the creative art therapies a deemphasis on verbalization and an accentuation of 

altemate forms of expression exists as a means to educating the human being. According 

to Feder and Feder, advances have been made in introducing this kind of leamhg tool into 

the community. 

Disdaining the medical approach humanists tend to encourage the 
expansion of nonverbal and creative arts therapies into a broad educational 
program. The result is a growing network of community arts centers, 
comunity educational programs, workshops, institutes, and developrnent 
centers, in which the essential elements of the arts therapies are geared to 
the needs of essentially 'normal' individuals to help them achieve their 
unique potentialities as human beings (1 98 1, 23 8). 

Albeit sirnilar in its aims for personal integration and development, lnsight Irnagey differs 

from the expressive arts therapies in a number of ways. For example, Insight Imagery 

focuses on process und product, using non-verbal means to express and verbal means to 

interpret a created visual piece. Imight Imagery does not deny that the psychic bits and 

pieces can fali into place through production alone [as happens with p u n g  children who 

express and do not consciously reflect], but it uses the reflective component for purposes 

of growth as well. Through reflection (which may or may not include andysis of the 

artwork), the fd i ta tor  and participant share the opportunisr to reconstmct a narrative 

that has repercussions on and meaning for each. In this sense, the interpretive portion of 

the session provides an educative and transforrnative dimension to their personal and 



collective experience. Like the expressive arts t herapies, Insight Imagery intends to make 

headway into the comunity, but it also plans to infiltrate the school system and impact 

pre-service education for teachers. 

vi. Insi'ght Imagery and Unconscious Imagery 

[Glrowing towards consciousness does not include forcing or directing the 
unconscious; it includes the task of accompanying the unconscious dong 
its path (Gregg Furth, 1988, 130). 

The subject of an with Me-threatened individuals is dear to me in the light of my early 

encounters with fîiends who were dying. 1 take the time here to outline research in this 

fascinating area because it has informed my thinking on spontaneous image-makhg as a 

mechanism for self-growth and well-being, but also taught me about the power of the 

unconscious to work directly through irnagery. 

For children who are seriously iU and life threatened, making art can have beneficiai 

effects. A number of art therapists and child care workers (Bach, 1966, 1993; Perkins. 

1976; Smith, 199 1) have found that art-making provides the dying child with the 

oppominity to Say in pictures what he or she cannot Say in words, and to contiont feelings 

of loneliness and isolation. Furthemore, researchers working with dying youngsten have 

discovered that the very young seem to have an imer knowingness about death which they 

communicate through their art - even the ability to diagnose their medical condition 

through their imagery (Furth, 198 1; Golomb, 1992). 

Susan Bach ( 1990) presents 35 years of research on the art of severely il1 and dying 

children. The relationship of psyche (soul) to soma (body) during the dying process is a 

primary concem for Bach She believes that the two work together for the life and health 



of the individuai, and that this relationship is observable throughout the spontaneous 

drawings of severeIy il1 children. 

Bach makes some important observations: severely ill children tend to use pale colours 

rather than bold colours in their art (particularly mauve, light blue and light green); they 

orient elements in their picnires toward the left, espetially as death approaches; and they 

symbolize their ilhess through their art - even to the point of providuig previously 

undiagnosed information to the viewer. These children's ~ o r k  conveys an imer 

understanding of illness and death, even on the part of the very young who have not been 

made consciously aware of their predicarnent. 

Carol Perkins' 1976 study comparing the art of ill and healthy children contirms some of 

Bach's findings. Perkins observed that He-threatened chifdren tend to place the sun in the 

upper lefi corner of the page and to use particular symbols in their drawings such as apple 

trees, snakes, caves, rainbows, eggs, houses, birds (and flight). She aates. "each of the 

children noted shows some perception of his Life-threatened position and some 

communication of this awareness through his art" (1976, 12). 

A student of Bach and associate of death expert Elisabeth Kubler-Ross, Gregg Funh 

(1 98 1) has studied the art of leukemic children and confkms that they often express 

unconscious needs to their caretakers through spontaneous imagery. "If a dying child 

draws a picture, we may find that hÏs drawing expresses remarkable acknowledgments and 

emotions that can alert us to unmet needs or assure us of the cfdbs inner peace" (1981, 

65-6). Furth points out that the drawing can then be used to treat the whole individual. 

He observed the power of psyche and soma coming together in the final stages of life: 

1 have seen children and adults reach the stage in which their soma and 
psyche are in harmony. It is these dying people whose lives end serenely 



with a sense of fiiffilIrnent and meaning. The dying child can have this 
sense of compieteness even if it remains unexpressed in adult terms (1 98 1, 
67). 

The power of the unconscious in the art of a dying child is also presented by Claire 

Golornb (1992). Six year old Ayana was diagnosed with a stomach turnour and her 

imagery progressed from representational to abstract. Unknowingiy, she capnired the 

state of her condition and worked out, through her art, the intemal tension and conflict she 

felt. 

Additional observations on the art of dying children corne nom Judi Bertoia and John 

Allm (1988). This pair worked with a six year old girl diagnosed with leukernia. The 

sixty images she produced before her death a year later showed a definite progression 

from an understanding that "1 am seriously il1 and will get better" to "1 am seriously il1 and 

won't get better" to "1 am dying"16 These authors contirm the appearance of spintual 

symbolism in the young girl's art just before she died, e-g., a pale blue robin (Christian 

symbol of death and resurrection) emerging from a (cosmic) egg; a princess crossing the 

waters; and the setting Sun, her final picture. 

The inner knowingness that Bach mentions appears in the w o r k  of the dying can also be 

seen in the images of those who are supposedly 'well'. In Insight Imagery, the state of the 

psyche and soma, working in unison, reveals itself through the participant's art. Forms 

which the unconscious ordinarily shields fiom view become available, with guidance from 

the facilitator, to the conscious mind for purposes of integration and self-understanding. 

This spontaneous image-making and sharing encounter lets us Ieam about a private, 

l6 This self conception continuum was devised by Myra Bluebond-Langner in 1978. 
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hidden and unique h e r  language, that combines body and soul. Through it we can begin 

and maintain a vital dialogue with self that connects inner and outer worlds. 

vii. Insight Imagery as Psychic Healer 

Art is a medicine that can revolutionize therapy (Shaun McNiff, 1992, 1 1). 

It is not just the il1 and dying whose unconscious imagery rnirrors the sou1 and serves as an 

indicator of one's psychic/somatic condition. For expressive arts therapist Shaun McNiff 

al1 of us have this capacity. Unlike many of his contemporaries who are polarized by the 

'art as therapyt or 'art in therapy' argument, McNiff s (198 1, 1992) approach to art therapy 

is more holistic: he believes that art can heal the psyche by giving f o m  to its movements. 

Professor of Expressive Therapy at Lesley College in Cambridge, Massachusetts, McNiff 

heads a graduate program focused on bringing the arts to psychotherapy and education. 

Working in psychiatry helped formulate McNiffs belief in a universal creative urge: he 

watched as patients spontaneously created images to self-hed. The psyche is Me-oriented 

in its quest for expression. "Fi]ost approaches of the tirne looked for the illness in 

expression, and I was concerned with its vitality" (1 992, 1 5). 

McNff has gone on to explore the healing powers of image-mahg through expressive 

arts workshops. In his sessions, participants are given the oppominity to fieely express 

and share the movement of the psyche through a variety of media. Theoriring that the 

creative process is sparked by the integration of the arts, McNiencourages a full range 

of expressive movements, sounds, words and images as an avenue for the psyche's release. 

The result is a communal creative process which benefits not only those in distress, but the 

'supposedly well' - including the therapist. 



In M c N i s  view, man's sou1 is out-of-touch when dismmected from the making or doing 

of things. People need to engage their environrnent for there to be a meaningful, 'soul- 

fi1Ied1 experience - a point he shares with educator John Dewey (1 938). Irrationd in its 

expression, however, the soul (or psyche) may not be undemood by the conscious, 

rational mind. The wmbined arts process, as M c N i  describes it, allows the individual to 

be one with his or her soul's situation and to watch the psychical expression as it happens- 

This activity opens a place for the creative expressive self, permitting the inner h s t  to 

develop. 

In aboriginal societies, when an individual is ill, the sou1 is said to be l o s  and person 

possessed by evil spirits. The contemporary counterpart to evil spirits are disorders that 

dismpt the psyche, such as anxieties and obsessions. In primitive cultures, medicine men 

or shamans minister to the sufferer by journeying to the spiritual undenvorfd on his or her 

behalf, al1 the while supponed by a sympathetic community. In the communal 

environrnent of McNiff s workshops, the an therapies operate in a shamanistic tradition 

allowing the soul, in its compassion, to treat itself "Like shamans," says McNiE 

"therapias and patients alike open to the forces working within them" (1992, 12). 

Like Insigh~ Imgery, the methodology in McNifP s workshops involves expression and 

reflection. Participants work directly fiom the unconscious with a conscious, kinesthetic 

component to their actions. " m e  learn to watch what we do while we are doing it" 

(1992, 12). By elirninating thought (here there is no room for planned strategies that 

block creativity) and meditating on the images in zen-like fashion, participants experience 

feelings passing through them. Simple questions are encouraged, helping to connea 

participants with their environment and make rneaning of their work. There is no analysis, 

just a witnessing of each another's personai expression. F this regard, McNiff says that 

psychology is usually caught up with explainhg controlling and predicting, which has 



nothing to do with activating resources of the soul. He finds himself " more interested in 

acknowledging and feeling the condition than in 'fixing' it" (1992, 26)J. Lines. gestures. 

colours and shapes, all are given carefùl attention, in the workshop for wbat they reved 

about the participant's expressive experience. The irnagery which emerges may be ugly, 

chaotic, depressing and destmctive, but recognized as necessaxy to psychical 

reconstruction. 

An important activity within the workshop is image dialogue, a method of "expanding 

ego's singular vision," says McNiff (l992,Z). Dialoguing with images presupposes an 

acceptance of their autonomous existence, an understanding that pictures exist outside the 

self Accepting the Life of the picture as an entity with important messages to convey to 

consciousness broadens and deepens communication, McNiff argues. "Paintings have 

stones to tell, feelings to express, cornplaints to make, and endless communications which 

expand the scope of our studio" (1 992 108). 

Paintings are the guardians and guides of our psyche, Wre angels existing in "an 

intemediary beiween visible and invisible worlds and [bringing] attitudes of reverence, 

safety, and compassion to art therapy" (1992, 75). Consequently, we change in response 

to our images and the relationship we have with them. Proponents of holism like Anna 

Lernkow (1990) would probably agree. She argues for the indivisibility of He's 

experience, aating that we are not alone on our joumey. Subjective experiences of the 

klnd encountered in image dialogue are valid because through them we corne to know 

tmth directly, not via logic. Human beings cannot be viewed as rnerely scientSc matter - 

as some redunionists would have us thuik; we interact with energy around us. 

transforming the world as it transforms us. Image dialogue open us to self-transcendence, 

a spontaneous, blissful and boundary-less feeling of oneness with the world. M c N S  

believes his paintings have infiuenced his life, even t e h g  him who he will becorne. "We 



do not exist independently of the things that we expenence. We are shaped by Our 

dialogues" (1 992, 107). 

1 was unaware of M c N i  ideas when 1 started Inrght Imagery, but find his work to be an 

inspiration. Whereas McNE s humanist-influenced expressive process is broad and 

involves many of the arts, Insighr Imageryk scope is limiteci to the visual arts. 

Furthemore, where McNiff concentrates on the psyche's need for healing, my focus being 

more educative, social and spiritual, Le., understanding the self(and by extension, others) 

through spontaneous art-making. McNiff has extensive expenence with psychiatnc 

patients, those whom society terms unwell, whereas my work centres on those functioning 

within society, people Iooking for a creative outlet for personal understanding and 

psychicai growth. Both methodologies seek expression, Ietting unconscious images speak 

for the souI. 

viii. Insight hagery  and Personal Integration 

You c m  have genuine contact and communicaâion with others outside you 
when you can contact and cornmunicate within you. You c m  live more 
fully in the complexities of the world around you when you c m  give full 
attention to the simplicities directly perceived by you (Janie Rhyne. 
1973/1996, 101). 

Insight hagery consolidates selfthrough the art expenence. During production, we 

become fully immersed in our playfui, spontaneous activity, mùidfully attentive and not 

scattered as we express. Mïnd and body, psyche and soma unite to reaore internai 

balance through the productive/refIeaive process. 

Psychic wholeness attained through image-making and reflection is also the aim of 

Gestaltist Janie Rhyne (1973/1996) . A no-nonsense woman skilled in art and trained in 

gestalt psychology, Fthyne has worked with people for decades using art as a self- 



expressive tool. Hesitant to cal1 herselfan art therapist because it is delimiting, Rhyne is 

renowned for developing the 'gestalt art experience', an activity that gives participants a 

chance to integrate themselves using art materiais. 

Rhyne befieves that each of us forms a whole or gestalt whose parts sometimes get locked 

off from self in our accommodation to the pressures of reality. Art-making c m  uncover 

the hidden aspects of self, consolidating disconnected parts into a unified whole: 

Gestalt art expenence, then, is the complex personal you making art forms. 
being involved in the forms you are creating as events, observing what you 
do, and hopefùlly perceiving through your graphic productions not only 
yourself as you are now, but also altemate ways that are available to you 
for creating yourself as you would like to be (1973/1996, 90). 

Rhyne sees the gestalt art expenence as an way of taking action on the world, a means of 

developing one's personal autonomy. Art expression allows for a re-creation of self that 

increases a sense of purpose and feeling of belongingness. Art experiences helps us 

become more acutely aware of life, stretching our perception and imagination. "Only 

when we can tnin our individual perceptions and take action," she rnaintains, "can we 

begin to realize some of our unique potential" (1973/1996, xviii). 

Rhyne is great. She demystifies art and brings it to the cornmon person. Childhood 

presents a time of freedom of movement and expression, a penod when we can 'feel our 

Me rhythrns without self-consciousness'. Art is natural at this stage, but sadly, gets loa 

when outside expectations are placed on it. 

Healthy children are natural gestaltists - they [ive in the present; give full 
attention to what they are doing; do what they want to do; trust their own 
expenential data; and, until they are trained out of it, they know what they 
know with direct simpliaty and accuracy (197311996, 3). 



Rhyne's way of humanking the art experîence is to remind people that everyone can 'do it'. 

Start right where you are, she says, doodling and scribbling, even ifyou think it's silly. 

Refusing to have anyone be intimidateci by 'art', she advises: "morget the word art; pick 

up a pencil, a pen, a crayon, some house paint, or anything that will make marks; find 

something to make marks on; then make your own marks. Scribble, doodle. or make 

foms. Don't try to do art" ( W Y  1996, 104)17. 

Particularly special about Rhyne is the fact that she uses so-called art therapy with 

disturbed individuals in addition to "fùlly tùnctioning and self directed people who [are] 

seeking ways to realize more of their potential" (1973/1996, xvii). In this regard, Rhyne 

cautions against placing a divide between sick and well persons. Art expressions are not 

merely symptoms of neuroses for a therapist to analyze; they are graphic representations 

exposing the whole person and directing hm or her in life. 

A s  well, Rhyne understands that a more harmonious approach to the art experience is 

needed, and not one which can be strictly classified. She blun the line between therapy, 

education and personal development, helping us see the richness and complexity in art- 

making. 

Art experience is for personal growth, and for education, und for 
increasing awareness and perceptiveness and creativity and a sense of 
personal identity, and for so much more - and al1 of these are intrinsic pans 
of the whole therapeutic process (1 9 W I  996, 28). 

l7 Margaret Naurnberg (1 966) was one of the first to encourage scribbling as a 
therapeutic device. She asked patients to relax and draw, without conscious planning, a 
continuous and unpremeditated flowing h e  to which fiee associations where made. The 
free expression was thought to release repressed and unconscious data nom the 
unconscious. 



Rhyne's approach to art-making shares several characteristics with Imght Imagery. She 

is concemed with direct experience of art fiee of judgrnent. Using the example of a 

woman named Joan who had tight controls on her He, Rhyne describes her art advity as 

one which could easify be mistaken for I i g h t  Imagery: 

The use of art materials gave her an opportunity to play, to let things 
happen instead of making them happen. In her paintings she was not goal- 
oriemed or cornpetitive; she was e x p l o ~ g  a medium that was new to her. 
a process rather than a plan, an experience rather than an achievement 
(l97YI 996, 59). 

Rhyne sees art-making as a self-conscious, non-controiied act. "You can grow a lot in 

self-awareness, " she writes, "just by watching yourself watching" (1 973/ 1996, 50). Like 

Inrigirl Imagery. her participants work introspectively, reaching a meditative state as they 

witness themselves creating images. Rhyne knows that the art experience offers a unique 

opportunity to expenence sensory data - the texture, smells. colours of art materials. and 

to recover eartier events that may have been hidden fiom consciousness but iinked to the 

senses. Non-verbal therapeutic techniques are especiaily valuable, she notes, for sensory 

mernories are evoked through sensory expenences. 

People who can't or won? put their undercover sensations into words ofien 
do so when they have goaen in touch with them through awakening 
experiences of body-awareness, movemenr exercises, psychodrama, and 
the using of actuai matends to enliven the senses" (19731 996, 83). 

Uyne acknowledges the kinesthetic component of art-making, encouraging movement 

and rhythm whiie making marks. She understands that the teacher ais0 functions as a 

leamer whose role is to read cues and encourage people to make art foms that send 

messages to themselves. She recognizes interpretation as not just the stronghold of the 

therapist, but dso the puwiew of the participant. 

1 am both teacher and therapist in the gestalt art experience. When I am 
with someone in this dual role, I am both leader and follower, the person 
with whom 1 am working is both guide and is guided by me. Mon 



important, both the other person and 1 rnust seek and honour the 
uniqueness of each of us. 1 follow the conviction that each of us is 
expressing both weakness and strength - both needs and resources. In my 
interpretation of the client's art, 1 am convinced that 1 rnust see it both 
through my perception and as much as possible, empathize with the 
patient's perception. I must tnxst that the creator of the art form is 
potentially capable of self-interpretation that is more complete than my 
interpretation of his personaiity (1973/1996,29). 

As in Insight Imagery, awakening to the inner self and developing personal autonomy 

through the gestalt art experience, are key. 

Art-making as presented through Insight Images> affords the opportunity for play, 

spontaneity and being in the moment, aiI prerequisites to rnaintaining persona1 wellness. 

Additionally, reflection or bringing into consciousness that which is unconscious in Imight 

Imagev, establishes self-ties and self-acceptance necessary to the aeation of sustaining, 

hedthy relationships. In brief, Imzght Imgery, as a holistic aaivity, prornotes the interna1 

and extemal connections that build the fabric of our being and our world; through it, we 

can keep in touch with emotions, balance imer Iife, touch the spirit and find meaning with 

others. 

i. Inright Imagery as a Welïness Way of Life 

[AlII things in the universe are connected. AU things in the body are 
comeaed as weU. There is simply no place where the body starts and the 
mind stops; no place where the universe starts and the individuai stops 
(John Travis & Regina Ryan, 198111988,ZO). 

Imight Imagery fits neatly into a wellness way of life. Taking tirne to relax, lose 

boundaries, play, connect with seE greet unconscious imagery and express emotions - all 
elements of lnsight imagery - are critical factors to weIl-being. For children and adults 



alike? spontaneous art-making grounds the self in healthy living, opening up interna1 

energy channels and letting Our life force flow. 

I understood instinctively that Irzsight Imagery was a component of wellness, but wanted 

to get a better handle on the term, so 1 went to the local bookaore. There, 1 found 

hundreds of books under in the heaith category although very few with the title Wellness'. 

In over half the word heaiing appeared: Heaiing Power, Healing Mind, Healing Intimacy, 

Naturai Healing, Ferninine Healing, a fact that tells us something important about today's 

muidset (as well as something about calculating publishers eager to meet the public's 

interest). Many of us perceive ourselves in a state of disrepair or disease requinng 

something or someone to heal us. Essentiaily, we find ourselves unwell. 

The message that cornes corn those who stand behind wellness is: responsibility for health 

resides with self Wellness, first introduced as a concept by Halben Dunn in a book called 

High Level Welhess (1 969), involves the interrelation of physical, ernotional, 

psychological and spiritual aspects of being. By the 1970-1 9 8 0 ~ ~  the idea of wellness had 

taken shape, and today it is full blown. 

Wellness conveys a sense of 'ongoing' well-being and implied persona1 growth. In 

childhood, we cornmunicated as a means to this wellness, dways looking for ways of 

connecting with others and making meaning in our world. Our development never 

occurred in isolation; we required another person with whom to interact, l e m  fiom and 

compare ourselves against. Growth and wehess, then, are inextricably bound with 

relationship and its implicit interpersonal communication. 

Irnportantly, wellness extends beyond the person to the planet. It functions as a seamiess, 

dl-inclusive concept wherein no demarcation between mind, body and earth exists . Each 



person becomes accountable to personal wellness, and, by extension, to the well-being of 

the globe. 

According to Dr. John Travis and Regina Ryan (1 98 1/1988), wellness refen to a state of 

being, a system that is always in flux. "You dont just get well or stay weU", they expiain 

(1 98 1/1988, xv). Travis and Ryan's manual, the Wellnesr Workbaok, was among the first 

to present a comprehensive route to selfcare rather than timiting health to a specific area 

like diet, exercise or stress reduction. Wellness is attitude dependent, they Say, such that 

we may be physically disabled, but also on a path of wellness (conversely, we may have a 

'normal' body but a diseased mind and be unwell). 

Travis and Ryan offer multiple ways in which to exercise wellness in everyday life. Three 

steps to maintaining weliness include awareness, education and growth. "Wellness is a 

never-ending process of moving toward the living of your highest potentiai" (1 98 11' 1 988. 

2 17). Within this framework, love, compassion, forgiveness and self-acceptance play a 

major role. Without these feelings we cannot open, change or find i ~ e r  hannony which is 

the hallmark of wellness. 

Insighr Imagery encourages growth through self-education by opening up lines of 

communication within the self and to the facilitator. Opemess of expression through the 

art-making and sharing activity implies a willingness to see and accept self at its deepesr 

level, and to trust the process of 'jus being' in the presence of another. When we are 

receptive to our inner voice and give it expression, there is a sense of feeling tmly 'well'. 

Travis and Ryan describe the body as a weilness energy system using the analogy of water 

ninning through a pipe. We are all conduits of energy with potentiality for blockages in 

the pipe or the person. Through their weUness prescription, such blockages can be 



removed and the body fiee to transmit energy to the world. Having a free-flowing body 

would be optimal, because the individual operates as part of a larger whole or world 

system within which a dynamic energy exchange occurs. "When any part is il1 or healthy, 

it necessarily affects the energy, and changes the heaith, of the whole" (1% I/W88, xviii). 

In this system, when one suffers we al1 suffer. 

Travis and Ryan's ideas relate to Insight Imagery- In the production portion of Innghr 

Imagey, a psychic rearrangement takes place: spontaneous images reveal imer 

transformation even when the participant is not aware. Sirnilarly, on the path to wellness 

and enlightenment, a necessary disintegration and intemal realignment takes place at the 

emotional, psychological and spiritual levels. According to Travis and Ryan: 

When transformation occurs it often appears as if things are fdling apart. 
The cocoon that shields the caterpillar Iooks like a tomb - a dead thing. 
But within, a magical regeneration is taking place. Far f?om fding apw, 
this apparent death signds a fdling together - a restructuring, a 
transformation (198 1/1988, 2 18). 

Openness, receptivity and courage underlie creativity and self-care, Say these authors, 

qualities also essential to the Insight Imagery's process. "It takes knowledge of the self, 

an ego-strength, to be able to reveal your dreams and visions and thoughts to the world at 

large to stand by them in the face of opposition" (198 1/1988, 140). In the development of 

personal wellness, Travis and Ryan acknowledge the need to talk with self, an activity that 

builds self concept, and to dialogue with another, an activity enhanced by tme presence, 

nonjudgmental listening and honesty. Both kinds of speech are cornerstones in the 

experience of lnsight Imogety. 

Equally significant, Travis and Ryan regard playing, essentiai to Inrighr Imcrgery, vital to 

the evolution of an individual's creative lie. PIaying uses energy similar to that of work 

without a specific goal; it is a form of sekaring, observe Travis and Ryan. Playing also 



feeds the whole brai% utilking rational and irrational functions: "In nourishing logical 

reasoning we have often aarved Our intuitive and creative faculties. We are only haif' alive 

as a result" (1 98 1/1988, 136). Findy, playing dows Our Inner Child, which is naturally 

mischievous, ernotional and fun-loving to have a voice. Wahout this aspect of self being 

allowed to emerge through play, as it is in Insighr I m g e v ,  we would be stifled and 

unable to experience wellness. 

Imght Imagery dso has moments of deep revelation during production and reflection, 

when we commune with the psyche's natural movements and expressions. These 

transcendent or 'aha' instances Travis and Ryan c d ,  "moments when the mind-body Ieaps 

beyond its ordinary limits, moments of supreme joy, of enh-ghtenrnent, of gazing into the 

face of God" (1 98 1/1988,209). At such times, we engage the mysterious within, feel 

more aiive and are wony-fiee. Insight Imagery gives us such opportunities, making it an 

asset to personal weliness. 

It m u a  be noted that Travis and Ryan's extensive exercises to live wellness' do not include 

activities like Insight Imagery. In their Wehess Index (a series of questions to determine 

the degree of one's wellness), under the category PIayingMrorking, they ask if time is 

taken to express oneselfthrough the arts and whether or not one is exercising 'creativity 

muscles'. But specific directives as to the type of non-purposive image-play used in 

Imght Imagery do not appear. I suggest that precisely this kind of art activity belongs in 

their manual as an important addition to a composite weiiness lifestyle. 



ii. Imiglrt Imagery and the Mind/Body Connection 

There are no incurable diseases, only incurable people (Bernie Siegel 1986, 
99). 

Imght [ m g e s .  gives us a rare opportunity to unite rnind and body through aimless, 

playfùl art-making. In Imght Imgery unconscious imagery reveals the state of our being 

(regardless of whether we understand it or not), and lets Our imer selfcommunicate a hon 

of ofien codicting feelings. Furthemore, the free flow of energy in Innght h g e r y  may 

unblock emotional and physical ails, thereby strengthening the immune system. This 

spontaneous image-making experience lets us fort@ the self through natural movements 

and markings, expressions that are vital voices in the arena of personal weiiness. 

Using imagery to connect rnindhody and to experience 'weilness' has become a central 

prescription of Dr. Bernie Siegel (1986, 1989). At one tirne, the New Haven surgeon was 

so disenchanted by the medical profession that he almost lefi his practice. Having worked 

with hundreds of patients who became just 'body parts', Siegel said he was suffenng from 

the lack of genuine human contact. Fortunately, Siegel's iife and approach to medicine 

changed when he attended a workshop on visualization for cancer patients. In 1978. he 

conducted a research program with cancer patients and made a remarkable discovery: 

some people with cancer do not want to get weli. Others, however, are fighters or 

'exceptionai patients' as Siegel termed them. These assertive, positive people refuse to be 

victims and take charge of their iliness, often getting well. 

Siegel insists on a direct relationship between attitude and disease, stating: "Our state of 

consciousness and disease are inseparable" (1986, vi). He is convinced that illness serves 

a purpose, representing a need that the person has to slow down and take stock of their 

lives. Not surprisingly, many cancer patients were unaware of their feelings and lacked an 



emotional outlet. Siegel's program of taking charge of illness and redirecting life gives 

people new hope: " m e  try to help patients understand themselves as dynamic, ever- 

changing processes" (1 986, 17 1). 

One of Siegel's techniques for eliciting the state of person with cancer, and a point relevant 

to Insight Imagery, is to ask them to draw pictures. The drawings are of patients 

themselves, their treatment, their disease, their white cells eliminating the disease, and an 

additional drawing of their choice. Depending on the area of conflict that he perceives, 

Siegel may also ask for an image of the patient at home, at work, in an operating roorn, 

etc. Calling himself a Jungian surgeon because he believes that images revea! the imer 

condition, Siegel adm*ts that "images of attacking the disease rnay work for 20 percent of 

patients but 80 percent need a dserent approach to heal". l8 

Especially important to the kind of wellness-maintenance going on in lmght Imagery, are 

the findings of psychologist Al Siebert as reported by Siegel (1 986, 16 1). Sieben looked 

at the profile of Korean war survivors, finding these to be integrated people, the sort who 

combined opposing characteristics like: aggressive and shy, serious and playfiil, tough and 

gentle, logical and intuitive, he states. Such integrated persons are more flexible than 

others, and, most importantly, have a need for synergy, the desire to have things go well 

for themselves and others. 

The suMvor personality can be learned but not taught, says Siebert. His Iist of self- 

motivated growth indicators includes several qualities found in Inright Imagery: aimless 

l8 Supporting Siegel's ideas that images uncover a patient's condition is research by 
Jeanne Achterberg (1 978) involving the analysis of two hundred patients' drawings. The 
results showed 5% accuracy in predicting who would die within two months and who 
would be in remission. 



playfulness for its own sake; the ability to become deeply absorbed in an activity; an 

observant, non-judgmental style; open-minded acceptance of criticism of self, an active 

imagination, daydreams, mental play, and conversations with self. Furthemore, Siebert's 

additional signs of emerging synergy have pardels with the outcomes of lmight Irnagep: 

empathy for others including opponents; ability to see patterns and relationships in 

organization or equipment; recognition of subliminal perception or intuition as a valid 

source of information; the ability to absorb new, unexpected, or unpleasant expenences 

and be changed by them; and a feeling of getting smarter and enjoying Iife more as you get 

older (1 986, 164-5). 

In the Iight of this, Inszght Imagery's playfûl but stiU 'take-charge' approach could fùnction 

as both a preventive and treatment method for emotional and even physical syrnptorns. 

"Not only does play make you feel good," says Siegel, "it's also a disinhibitor that opens 

the door to creativity, an essential element of Amer changes" (1986, 146). Siegel's 

impressive work Linking mind and body opened an avenue for synergistic art programs 

such as Imight Imagery to have a positive influence on both well and il1 populations, 

heIping us understand that we are all responsible for our total health. 

iii. Insight Imagery and Optimum Health 

Human beings are bodies, rninds, and spirits. Health 
necessarily involves ali of those components, and any 
program intended to improve health must address d l  of 
thern (Andrew Weil, 1997, 24-25). 

The holistic quaiity of lnsight Imagery, the fact that it brings emotion, thought and spirit 

into alignment through art-making and persona1 reflection, places the activity within a 

weIlness fiarnework. Combined with other self-care activities Iike exercise, dietary 



changes and meditation, Insghf Imagery rnakes an important contribution to a thoughtful, 

balanced and meaningfbl way of life. 

A stabiiized lifestyle, and one that includes art, has been the study of Dr. Andrew Weil, 

author of Spontoneous Healing (1 995) and 8 Weeks to Optimum Health (1 997). Head of 

the Center for Integrative Medicine in Tucson, a program that amalgamates Western and 

Eastern rnedical practices, Weil, like Siegel, beiieves that the power to heal rests with the 

individual. Weil's i ~ova t i ve  centre commits to health and healing of the whole person - 
physical, emotional and spintual. 

Weil's integrative health mode1 resulted from his practical expenence with Westem 

medicine as limited in scope. Obsessed with technology, Western science has alienated 

people because it dismisses matters of emotion or spirit that are now understood as 

relevant to health. Conventional medicine focuses on illness and disease and rtot health; 

and while effective in treatment and crisis areas, generally, it does not succeed with 

chronic problems, mental illness, autoimmune disorders and the like. Hence, Weil 

predicts, Westem medical practices, currently in financial trouble, will undergo a dramatic 

change or needed revolution in order to meet the growing needs of people. "1 am uneasy 

about the suppressive nature of conventional medicine," he States, 

If you look at the narnes of the most popular categories of drugs in use 
today, you will £hd that most of them begin with the prefix 'anti' .... This is 
tmly anti medicine - medicine that is, in essence, counteractive and 
suppressive (1 995, 13-14). 

Rather than wait until the individual appears deeply troubled, 1 . t  Imagery acts in a 

proactive way to circumvent emotional, physicai and spiritual problems. Operating 

outside the bounds of conventional medicine (or conventional education for that matter), 



direct art expression of this sort opens the flood gates to personal well-being. In this 

sense, Insight Imagery finds a niche in Weil's integrated and ho listic program. 

We are al1 bom into a healthy synem, says Weil. Even at the cellular level, the body heals 

when lefi to its own devices. For example, DNA molecules are prirned for self-repair, 

having an inherent healant capacity that operates below the level of rnind and immune 

system. However, when the forces of illness ovenvheim the body, they block its naniral 

processes, possibly preventing healing. In an andogy similar to Travis and Ryan's pipe. 

Weil compares the body to a river which will nanirally self-pum. For example, certain 

illnesses such as arteriosclerosis, previously thought fatal, can reverse with the 

implementation of strategies such as relaxation and l o w e ~ g  of cholesterol. 

According to Weil, we need a preventive and treatment model to attain and maintain 

personal wellness. He proposes a program that unites rnind and body, one in which we 

leam to protect and enhance our own healing capacities. We must look within for 

answers, and, in so doing, will achieve the balance and inner rediency, our 'greatest alliest, 

necessary to combat the host of germs, bactena and stresses that constantly prey on our 

bodies. 

Weil endorses a regimen of optimal health that includes alterations to lifestyle such as 

dietary changes, exercise, breathing and meditative techniques, supplements, and spirinial 

activities like convening with nature? doing community work and enjoying music and art. 

With regard to the latter, he recommends looking at 'great' artworks at a museum. Being 

in the presence of art, he observes, raises spirihial energy. 

1 agree that o b s e ~ n g  art is spintually enervating, even transcendent, but would broaden 

the experience to include spontaneous art-making. Insight Imagery combines the 



meditative, calrning routine that Weil encourages while adding soothuig and energiring 

characteristics of image-making, nifficient to promote emotional, physical and spiritual 

well-being. Furthemore, in his eight-week improvement program, Weil mentions 

emotional release and getting in touch with feelings. The refleaivdsharing pomon of 

Insighr hagery presents an excellent opportunity to meet emotions, open and heal 

emotionally. As a preventive means to augrnent the body's naturai healing system, Idght  

Imagery has a definite place in an overall 'wehess' maintenance p r o m .  

iv. Imight Imagery as Mindfuiness Meditation 

It is only when the mind is open and receptive that learning and seeing and 
change can occur (Jon Kabat-Zinn, 1990 3 1). 

There are two points during Innght Imagery where the participant b ~ g s  a mindful 

approach a being in the now, to the activity: during production when Ion in the fonn 

colour and movement of image-making; and again. when reflecting for the facilitator and 

tracing the aeps taken during production. Such quiet attention to the presenr is a 

component of wellness because it keeps mind connected with the body, without thoughts 

veering off into the past and future. 

Attention to the moment, the kind experienced in Inright Imagery, piays an essential role 

in weiiness, according to Jon Kabat-Zinn (1 990). In Full Catartrophe Living, Kabar-Zinn 

characterizes Iife as a 'catastrophe,' a term he borrowed from Zmba the Greek, because he 

wants the reader to understand Me as rich and cornplex, ifcarefully approached, rather 

than potentiaiiy disastrous. In his view, the key to happy, healthy living is rnindfiilness, a 

careful observance of everyday experience that is: 

cultivated by purposefully paying attention to things we ordinarily never 
give a moment's thought to. It is a systematic approach to developing new 



kinds of control and wisdom in our hes, bas4 on our inner capades for 
relaxation, paying attention, aweness, and insight (1 990, 20). 

Kabat-Zinn developed his ideas on mindfulness over years of research at The Suess Clinic, 

a program he initiateci with individuals suf5krhg nom stress-related disorden. At the 

Boston-based centre he teaches people to relax, let go and d e s s  their breathe, actions 

and thoughts as a way to deal with tension-associated problerns. This practice has positive 

effecrs on patients' health, addimg to mounting evidence that attmide and iIiness are 

intimateIy related. 

Kabat-Zinn, among others, stand behmd a new branch of medicine called behavioral 

midies, an area that Uivestigates the connecrion b w e e n  mind and body in detennining 

health. For example, Dr. Redford Wfiams (1989) has linked hi& ho- to h e m  

disease, and Maddi and Kobasa (1 984) fowd thaî 'mess hardimess,' a disposition of 

cornmitment and challenge in He, is associated with the ability to fight iUness or mess. 

Mndhody connections, resultant from mindfirl self-awareness, also Iead to impomt 

externai Dies. By undemanding selfwe creite lascing relationships with others, bonds 

necessary to well-being. "Ifyou are not in toucb with younelf " he states: 

it is very unlikety that your connections with othen wiu be satisfàctory in 
the Ions run. The more centered you are yourseif the easier it will be for 
you to be centered in your relationships, to appreciare connectedaess wirh 
othen, and to be able to fine-tune it (1990,222-223)- 

W~thout such connections, says Kabat-ZÜm, Me lacks meaning and leaves us vdulnerable to 

ihess and disease- 

The mindfulness of lnnght Imagery, an mention to the self and rhat which is outside, but 

still seIf Le., the artworiq deepens i n t e d  bonds and saengthens the participants 



knowledge of being. Furthemore, the facilitator's rapt attention to the participant's 

words, thoughts, and feelings brings another dimension to the creative dynamic, 

establishing an extra bond that furthers the sense of comection. 

A feeiing of comection is vital to health, according to Dr. Gary Schwartz, psychologist at 

the University of Arizona (cited in Kabat-Zinn, 1990,227). Schwartz' s holistic mode1 of 

living, a systems approach focused on wholes not parts, sees disease as developing fiom a 

nate of disconnectedness. Disconnection, in his view, cornes about in large part fiom lack 

of attention to seV, ignorhg or being unaware of signs given to us by mind and body. 

pahcularly to our feelings. Health, on the other hand, becomes possible when we take 

time to llsten to and care about ourselves: "Attention leads to comection; comection to 

regulation; regulation to order, and order to ease (as opposed to dis-ease), or more 

colloquially, to health" (1990, 228). 

The body is il1 and well simultaneously, explains Kabat-Zkm, but it is actudy the degree 

to which we are self-aware and self-accepting that af5ects how much eirher of these 

conditions predominates: 

Since the processes of healing and 'diseasing' can be thought of as 
happening all the time within us, their relative balance at any point in our 
Iives may hinge on the quality of attention we b ~ g  to the experience of 
Our body and mind and the degree to which we can establish a cornfortable 
levei of comectedness and acceptance (1990,230). 

Programs like imigh~ Imagery which unify mind and body, drawing attention to and 

expanding the self in a playful yet thoughtfû! way, help tip the scale toward weliriess, not 

illness. 

Interestingly, while Kabat-Zinn tells us to sit with sound, breath, thoughts and feelings to 

h d  connectedness, he fails to mention images. In fact, there is an importam place in 



Kabat-Zinn's Stress C h i c  for an activity like I m g h r  Imagery which allows the individual 

to leam about and accept selfthrough image-making. In I ' t  Images>, we observe 

every stroke in a quiet, meditative way, remaining open to the inclinations of soul. Kabat- 

Zinn c d s  the times when we are mindful, creative moments, moments of not-knowing, 

being centred and patient. "MùidfuIness if a Metirne's journey dong a path that ultimately 

leads nowhere, only to who you are" (1990, 430). As we dance with our images in 

Insight Imagev, £?ee of  control, we become participants in and not directors of a mystery 

that is ever-unfolding. In this sense, lnsight Imagery offers a way of embracing the 'fÙ11 

catastrophe' of living. 

v. lmi'ght Imagery and Emotional Intelligence 

Emotional balance can help protect our health and weU-being (Daniel 
Goleman, 1995, xiii). 

Mindfûlness implies a self-care and self-love that is critical to personal wellness. This de- 

stressed state, as taught by Kabat-Zinn, involves balancing emotions as a way to deal with 

the fluctuations of life. lnsighr Imagery af3ords a similar chance to get to know and deal 

with emotions. The spontaneous portion of the activity lets us express emotions directly, 

and sometimes unconsciously. Reflection helps us understand and evaluate their meaning. 

In his best-selhg book, Etnotional InteZZigence (1 995). psychologist-tumed-joumaiist 

Daniel Goleman clarifies and legitimizes the role that emotions play in our life. Individuds 

with high intelligence quotient (IQ), he observes, sometirnes do poorly in Me, whereas 

those who are considered 'average' ofien succeed. Why this happens rests in the 

management of feelings: average penons have an emotional intelligence, a social mastery 

of sorts, which gives them an understanding of self and others that is the key to success. 

This kind of emotional management, finding a more appropriate response to life's 



vicissitudes, appears the best defense in a worid plagued by violence and spontaneous 

ouabursts. 

Emotion has been the drivùig force behind human activity since primitive man, explains 

Goleman. Our impulse to a a  (the tenn emotion means to 'move away') is rooted in 

feelings and coupled with bodily reactions k e  loss of energy, surge of hormones or rush 

of blood. Significantly, emotional intelligence has its base in biology: The emotional mind 

operates independent of, but concurrent with, the rational mind, guiding our day-10-day 

lives. "[Tlhe emotional brain is as involved in reasoning as is the thinking brain" (1995, 

280). How we do in life, then, is determined by an interplay cf two inteUigences - rational 

and irrational. 

While the two systems are operant, it is the emotionai centre, located in the brain's limbic 

area - specifically, the amygdala, that is the first to respond to a situation. The amygdala 

functions as a beacon or 'emotional sentinel' ready and waiting to respond to sensory 

information. Another area of the brain, the right prefiontal lobe of the neoconex, helps us 

think about what we are feeling. Dubbed the 'emotional manager', the neocortex instantly 

assesses and modifies the quick reactions of the arnygdala, bringing a more considered 

response to a situation. Although the arngydala is fast, the prefrontd lobe is stronger and 

can dominate. 

If the arnygdala often acts as an emergency trigger, the left prefrontal lobe 
appears to be part of the brain's 'off switch for disturbing emotion: the 
arnygdala proposes, the prefiontal lobe disposes. These prefkontd-limbic 
connections are crucial in mental life far beyond fine-nining emotion; they 
are essential for navigating us through the decisions that matter most in Me 
(1995, 26). 

The thinking brain, says Goleman, playing an executive role in our daily encounters, 

except when emotions surge out of control, an event he calls 'ernotional hijacking'. 



Ordinarily, the amgydala and neocortex communicate, but when an particularly- 

threatening situation arises, the emotion-filled amygdaia takes precedence over the 

thoughtful neocortex. 

This information becornes particularly important when considering the impact that 

early expenences have on Our lives. According to Goleman, first encounters are 

deeply imbedded in our memory because of their tie to emotion. The explanation 

is again physiological: in the iimbic system, the hipppocampus encodes facts about 

a situation in memory, but the amygdaia gives the experience its emotional 

content. Preverbal events are 'emotional lessons' stored in the amygdala as, "rough 

wordless blueprints of emotiond life" ( 1995, 22). Primary relationships, those 

between infant and caretakers, set the foundation of our emotiond well-being. 

Children's thoughts can be negatively affected by their emotional life, Goieman 

points out. Traumatic experiences and emotional deprivation can cause neural 

damage to the fiontal cortex. To make matters worse, funire triggers can keep the 

sarne 'hijack' reaction going. Ignoring a child's emotional development, then, can 

have dire consequences: "These emotional circuits are sculpted by expenence 

throughout childhood - and we Ieave those expenences utterly to chance at our 

peril" (1 995, 27). 

K we want to change Our emotional response we can, but it means training the 

neocortex to send calming messages to the lirnbic area and restore equilibrium. 

"Childhood and adolescence are critical windows of oppominity for setting down 

the essential emotional habits that will govem Our lives" (1995, xiii). It f d s  to 

parents, caretakers and teachers to put 'emotional management' as the top prionty, 

says Goleman, and to teach children emotional habits that will serve them lifelong. 



Predating Goleman in the belief that schooling emotions is vital to a meaningfil, 

more orderly life, is highly-regarded arts philosopher Susanne Langer (1 957). For 

Langer, feeling life - our subjective expenence of nature, presents a powertùl 

teaching too!, but one ofien ignored in traditional arts education: "[A] wide 

neglea of artistic education," she States, "is a neglect in the education of feeling. 

Most people are so imbued with the idea that feeling is a formless total organic 

excitement in human beings as in animals, that the idea of educating feelings, 

developing its scope and quality, seems odd to them, if not absurd. It is reaily, 1 

think, at the very heart of education" (1957, 72). 

An, in Langer's view, is human feeling which finds its way into form. By feeling she refers 

to "everything t h  can be felt, fiom physical sensation, pain and cornfort, excitement and 

repose, to the most complex emotions, intellectual tensions, or the steady feeling-tones of 

the conscious human life" (1957, 15). Rather than a cultural frill, art, for Langer. 

represents the very basis of culture bom out of personal, social and reiigious feeling. Art 

makes feelings apparent so that we can reflect upon them, learn and grow; art-making 

provides foms for genuine feelings to take place. 

Anistic form is congrnent with the dynamic foms of Our direct sensuous, 
mental, and ernotional life; works of art are projections of 'felt life,' as 
Henry James called it, into spatial, temporal, and poetic structures. They 
are images of feeling, that formulate it for our cognition. What is 
artisticdy good is whatever articulates and presents feeling to our 
understanding" (1 957, 25). 

Langer considers the education of feelings vital to the experience of a personally 

signincant world. "Art education is the education of feeling, and a society that neglects it 

gives itself up to formless emotion" (1957, 74). h e r  life expressed through art has the 



capacity to be apprehended imrnediately by others, and, as such, is a way to communicate 

and Ieam about the human condition. 

lnsight Irnagery taps into the emotional management and ducation of feelings that 

Goleman and Langer descnbe. This spontaneous image-making activity combined 

with deep reflection lets us get in touch with Our emotions, helps us feel them, 

ident* them, and train them. The production portion of the session presents an 

oppominity to express emotions visually, to bring body and rnood in sync. The 

refiective section lets us share emotions and establish new ways to self-soothe - a 

critical skill, according to Goleman, in emotional management. 

The participant's interaction with facilitator and the CO-witnessing of feelings 

affects the length and intensity of our feelings. Furthemore, empathic reflection 

lets us learn to reframe a situation and re-experience Our feelings in a new context. 

Such refiarning actually changes our hormonal output, says Goleman, a bodily 

reacrion that reinforces the new emotional learning. 

In IHsighr Imagery, interpersonal relations contribute to emotional growth and 

social harmony. The empathic relation, one in which the participant and facilitator 

rnake room for and try to understand each other, develops yet another emotionally 

intelligent skill t hat Goleman encourages: the ability to adjust socially . The 

confidence between individuals cultivates a deeper feeling of connectedness that 

has positive moral and social repercussions. 

Significantly, Goleman recognizes image-making as a vehicle to communicate and train 

emotions. He recounts the story of a young boy who could not verbaiiy express the 

horror of watching his mother being bludgeoned to death. The child's therapist used an- 



making to open a discussion and begin ernotional healing. Children cornmonly use fantasy, 

play and daydreams to recount traumas, says Goleman. Ifart can access the 'fiozen 

picture' of an emotional event that Our amygdala registers in the brain's neural circuitry, as 

he suggests, then programs like Insight Inicrgery, which use imagery to provide entry to 

and help equilibrate ernotions must be encouraged in daily life. 

vi. Insight Imagery and Spiritual Development 

A . ,  aiways a daughter of the divine, has become estranged h m  her 
parent. If it finds its way back to its origins and is again accepted by the 
divine, then it will become what it should within civiiization, within world- 
wide culture: a boon for mankind (Rudolf Steiner, 1964, 1 16). 

Emotional stability goes hand-in-hand with spiritual equanimity. Geman theosophist 

Rudolf Steiner (1 9 16, 1924, 1927/1965, 196 1, 1964) has long been recognized as a 

signiticant voice on the confluence of these two. Steiner's holistic approach to life. made 

possible through the arts, brings the sacred into every day. To a large extent, Itiszght 

Imgery participates in Steiner's philosophy by using the arts as passage for the soul. 

At the early part of this century, Steiner introduced the world to a spintual yet practical 

orientation to living called Anthroposophy. From the Greek anthropos (man) and sophia 

(knowledge), Anthroposophy concerns itself with understanding the human being as body, 

soul and spirit. Says Steiner of this holistic life view: 

Anthroposophy takes its start by looking at the world as an expression of 
spintual forces (a fact which is seldom acknowledged today), and exercises 
given for the soul-life by which a man may be trained to acquire an insight 
into the spiritual world itself (nie Roots of Educafion, 1924. Cited in 
McDermott, 1984,329). 

In Anthroposophy, the spirit exists before conception, d e r  death, and in Ise, where it 

follows the development of the body. Steiner divides early experience into three parts: 



from bkth to seven years (when adult teeth appear), the child's physical being and senses 

predorninate; during this stage the will is developing. Frorn seven to founeen years, an 

etheric being or sou1 emerges dong with the child's imagination. Storytehg and 

symbology are especidly influentid on the individual's feeling and moral Me at this 

juncnire. M e r  fourteen (puberty), the chiid's astral being or spirit is 'born' and inspiration 

begins. Only now, and not before, the person's thinking capacities and inner judgment cm 

be cultivated. 

Once the body, sou1 and spirit of the growing child have flowered through careful 

guidance, a fourth stage can be experienced: the 21 year old is ready for incarnation of 

the ego, an issuing forth of T. Here, in adult Iife, is room for self-refiection and self- 

education that leads to inner harmony and creative relationships with the world. 

Steiner believes that steering the child through the aforementioned stages is a necessity, 

particularly in post-industrial society which is spintually-impovenshed and heady focused 

on scientism and cornmercialisrn. "Practical as it appears to itsell; matenalistic thought is 

unpractical when the need is to enter into iife in a living way" (1 92711 965,40-4 1). Of 

aeat  concem to Steiner is the f a a  that ready-made images, courtesy of cutting-edge 
C 

technology, rob the child of an imagination and hinder spintual grcwth. 

For it is essential that we shouid deveiop an art of education which will 
lead us out of the social chaos into which we have fden during the last few 
years and decades. And the only way out of this social chaos is to bring 
spirituality into the souk of men through education. So that out of the 
spirit men may find the way to progress and the further evolution of 
civiiization (The Roots of Education, 1924. Cited in McDemoa, 1984, 
3 14). 

By 19 19, Steiner introduced his educational philosophy, founded on social and spiritual 

ideals, to the children of factory workers in Stuttgart, Germany. The Waldorf School 



movement, as it is known, has since flourished and boasts hundreds of schools worldwide, 

Steiner-based education responds to what it perceives as a neglect of the soul-life of 

individuals in contemporary schooiing. Waldoff s holistic cumnilum and teaching practice 

address this imbalance by upholdig the unity of intellect, emotion and ethics; it facilitates 

the incarnatior, of thought, feeling and will. 

Steiner states that the spirit and body, physical being and soul, are entwined and affect 

each other. Nature, too, cannot be separated fkom the spirit world. In ancient times the 

relationship between humans and rheir environmmt was understood, humans were 'earth 

citizens' who felt deeply such natural phenornena as a change in season. For example, 

when staring at the Pasture, the perceiver of long ago saw not just the colour green, but 

experienced the deep, ecological history of the hue, and was rnoved at a soul level. By 

contrast, today, most people cannot see the spiritual in the physical. 

When man confionts Nature today he usudly only studies what is lifeless. 
Even what is living in plants is only studied by applying to them the laws of 
substances as discovered in his laboratory. He ornits to study growth; he 
neglects the life in his plants. Present-day science really studies plants as 
one who picks up a book and observes the forms of the letten, but does 
not read. Science, today, studies al1 things in this way (1 96 1, 36). 

The arts, however, lead us to real knowledge about life, says Steiner. As conduits of the 

spirit, they are essential in an educational system intended to teach the whole child. 

Through the arts, play and imitation become possible, activities which promote 

experiential knowing and affect thought processes. Steiner specialist Douglas Sloan 

(1988) explains: 

[Tlhe full development of this pre-conscious, tacit knowing, grounded in 
lived expenence, is essential to the emergence of tmly powerful and 
insightfùl abstract conceptuality in Iater years .... More than any others who 
have dealt with it, Rudolf Steiner developed in considerable detail the 
implications of the young child's participative, tacit knowing, to use 
Polanyi's term, for education. Positively, it means that the educator's 



primary task for the pre-school child is to provide an environment and 
persons worthy of the chdd's imitation and interaction" (1988, xiv). 

Believing in the arts, Steiner introduced painting, drawing, modeiing, woodcarving, 

singing, instrument playing and Eurythmy, a gestural language iinked to sound, to the 

Waldorf cumcnlum. In his view, the arts stimulate perception and judgment, creative 

abilities associated with the spintuai. "In ail ages the human souk in which the artistic 

element flourished have had a definite relation to the spirinial world. It was out of a spirit- 

amined state that the artistic urge proceeded" (1964, 17). 

Insight Imagery has strong connections to Steiner's holistic pedagogical aims. Like 

Waldorf education, which recognizes the individual as an "evolvhg self of infinite worth" 

(Sloan, 1988, xx), Imight Imagery uses the arts for body, soul, spirit deveiopment. The 

spirituai bond with earthiy things via their colour, for example, speaks in great part to the 

experiences of Inszght Imagery. During production, participants are often mesmerized by 

the paints, instinctively attracted to one shade or another. In Steinenan terms, they are 

relating at a soul level to colour. "In experiencing colour the sou1 is within the spiritual. 

Really, what is experienced in painting - despite the imperfections of pigments - is the 

soul's free moving about in the cosmos" (1964,36). 

In an equdly movîng way, during reflection, the Insight Imagev participant develops a 

spiritual a£Einity with images that parallels the man-environment connedon Steiner 

descnbes. Cornrnuning with images paves the way for the participant to feel the spiritual 

nature of his or her unconscious forms, an interaction that has a powerfil, Life-changing 

effect on the person's being. 

What Steiner understood and wove into the fabric of his spiritual philosophy is that our 

h e r  world, not our conscious, rational mind, guides us dong. "Ifpeople had to live by 



what they are clear about they would soon die," he notes. "It is redy the contributions to 

the general mood from unciear, subconscious depths that compose the main stream of our 

life" (1 96 1, 5 5) .  Insight Imagery, in keeping with Steinerian thought, touches those 

nether regions, exposing the hidden unconscious processes that point us in a spiritual 

direction. And, similar to Waldorf's pro-arts program, Imght Imagety aims for "the 

restoration of a holistic, integral thinking so needed in the contemporary world" 

(McDermott, 1984, 294). 

vii. Insight Imagery in the Holistic Curriculum 

Children not ody leam through their minds, but also through their 
emotions, imaginations, and the? bodies (Jack Miller, 1993, 14). 

Engaging the spirit, balancing emotions, finding mindlbody connections, and expenencing 

personal wellness are al1 outcornes of Innghz Imagery. They are ais0 important aims of a 

holistic cumculum as envisioned by Dr. John P. (Jack) Miller (1993, 1994, 1 W6), a 

driving force behind holistic education in Canada. 

For Miller, holistic education is about sou1 - a growing and learning that transcends the 

mere conveyance of information, operating on a spiritual realm. In the dynamic, 

interdependent holistic curriculum model, both teacher and student are whole persons 

enveloped in a transformative experience that takes them beyond a one-on-one 

relationship into the intrapersonal-interpersonal-extrapersonal domain. 

T O get a perspective on holisrn and holistic education, it is fist necessq to examine other 

more traditional views of leamhg as described by Miller. Atomism, the philosophy that 

underscores a 'one-way', competency-based paradigm of teaching sees teacher as 

trammitter of knowledge and trainer of the student. Atomias view the universe as a 



collection of atoms and the world as a closed system whose parts can be measured and 

manipulated. Scientist B.F. Skinner represents the atomistic viewpoint, and, until recently, 

much of education was founded on atornism's dudistic, subject-object pnnciple. 

Atornism made way for pragmatism in education. From a pragmatic perspective, the 

universe is perceived as an on-going process in which knowledge is construaed based on 

tested hypotheses. Favoured by Dewey, Vygotslq and others, pragmatic education 

presents a two-way transactional relationship wherein the teacher is a 'facilitator of 

inquiry'. Here, student and cumculum interact, and social dialogue is key. 

By contrast, holism presents the universe as harmonious and interconnected (1996,21). 

This philosophy, as applied to education, extends beyond atomism and pragmatism, 

effecting a transformation wilhin and between teacher and mident. The holistic 

cumculum is characterized by balance, incIusion and interconnection; it is "a potential 

source of relatedness and wholeness," (1996, 30) that moves beyond the persona1 to the 

global. 

In holistic education, the arts are recognized as a necessary component of the cumculum 

because they engage the whole student. The full range of ~ t s  (visual arts, music, drama, 

movement and dance) are included throughout the school day as a way of addressing 

positive and negative emotions as wel1 as developing creativity and aesthetic 

appreciation. The arts bring the much-needed intuitive to the already present anaiyticaî in 

the school curriculum. 



In 1992 the Ministry of Education in Ontario htroduced a hotiaic framework to the 

education systemlg. A proposal for Holistic Education prepared by the Waterloo Region 

Catholic Schooi Board in 1993 States: "The role of schools today as mandated by the 

Mùustry of Education has expanded to address the needs of the whole child and to foster 

growth in many areas - spirituai, intellectual, socid, emotiond physical, and artistic" 

(1993, 1). This mode1 recognizes that the arts build knowledge, skiIis and values needed 

to iive fully productive and rneaningfùi iives. Schools that excludes the arts dirninishes life 

experience: 

[Vhe arts are the arena where we work out our deepest longings and 
articulate Our highest hopes. To deprive a child of the knowledge and 
tools to explore the domain of the arts is to nibject him or her to a kind of 
spirintal starvation; a child with no key to this door grows up with a 
mainourished sou1 (Karl Glenn, cited in Miller. 1992, 30). 

Miller recognizes the power of the image in hoiistic leamhg when he says, "Igluided 

imagery, or visuaikation, attempts to elicit images that c m  foner positive growth and 

awarenesstt (1 993, 66). Daily Life bombards children with extemal images; they need to 

connea with intemal images which have an integrative effea. It falis to schools with a 

hoiistic program, says Miller, to counter this poverty of imer Iife and to numire children's 

'divinity' within. 

The spontaneous art-rnaking process of Imght Imgery can be aiigned with the mental 

image-making of visuali7ation which Miller outlines. In Imght Imagery, that which is 

intemal is made manifest. We pay heed to the rich psychic Life of symbols by fully 

exercising the imagination through direct expression In so doing, a quiet space opens 

giving oür sorely-neglected inner world a visual voice to speak 

l9 This proposal was dropped by the cornervative govemment which took over in 
Ontario in 1995. 



Miller aiso acknowledges the role of play in holistic education, another important aspect 

of lnsighr Imagev, stating: "Play is an encompassing expenence in which we enter totally 

into the activity and find it e ~ c h i n g  for its own sake" (1993, 85). Ultimately, Imght 

Imagery's playhl and relaxed s e h g  helps dissolve boundaries and stimulates latent 

energies. We transcend Our personal self through the spontaneous expression of art, 

reaching to Our inner being and outward to othen. 

In holistic education, the teacher has in a dual role as guide and participant in a 

transfomative process. Essentially, the teachets rnind/body/spirit undergoes change and 

growth as a result of the educationai encounter. He or she establishes leaming situations 

that are student-sensitive and finds ways that make important connections not onIy for the 

student but also for self "Taking this perspective," says Miller, "we can see ourselves and 

Our students traveling together although at different stages of the joumeyt' (1 993, 23). 

Similarly, in lnszghl Imagery, the facilitator guides the participant but is also an agent in a 

holistic growth encounter. Participant and facilitator operate as a team, a combined force, 

working together towards an understanding of the created images. They need each other 

to leam and develop fiom the arts-based situation. The sharing environment arengthens 

the participant's understanding of and empathy towards self and other. It aiso heightens 

the facititator's sensitivity to the participant's thoughts, emotions and spirit, directing hirn 

or her to açsist the participant dong a personal learning and wehess path. 

Compassion, says Miller, is vital to holistic teaching. Comection with others - holding 

them in genuine regard, however, presumes an understanding and acceptance of self that is 

possible through quiet meditation. According to Miller, a teacher is only 'reai' and linked 



to students when operating fiom the imer behg or Self and removed from demands of 

ego: 

Ego-based teaching ultimately reinforces our sense of separateness and 
suffering. 1 ernphasize that when we teach fiom the Se& we graduaily 
experience more moments of communion with Our students. Through 
meditation we experience moments of deep b e r  joy in teaching as we 
connea with our hidents in profound and subtie ways (1994, 122). 

There are severai ways to embark on a meditative joumey including breathing techniques, 

mantra recitation, sitthg, walking, etc. The point is to let go of the thinking mind with al1 

its cnticism, assessments, and projections. 

In the meditation process the focus is not on anaiyzing or reflecting on the 
thoughts, but on moving to a place of spacious awareness. In this place of 
direct awareness, the world can break through our ego barriers so thar we 
feel a deep comectedness to the environment that surrounds us (1994,27). 

Miller encourages teachers and students to practice meditation as a means to self- 

realization and global comectedness. " FI]editation,ll he says "is transforming 

experience," (1 994, 8) that will open up the eyes, heart and mind. Holistic Iiving is 

morally and ecologically-based, involvïng an awe and reverence for life and r e h t i o n  that 

we are al1 responsible to the earth. 

It is through contemplation that we cm see, or envision, the Whole. In 
reflection we are stiii limited to focusing on the part. Of coune we need to 
be able to see the part and the whole, but our wodd, particuiarly the 
Western world, has focused mostly on the part. Through contemplation 
there is opportunity to restore a balance between part and whole (Miller, 
1994, vii). 

Seeing the whole picture, Miller acknowledges, becomes cntical in Our fiagrnented, 

discomected wodd. It is not uncommon for people to feei isolated, depressed and cut-off 

fiom others even when with people teaming around them. In order to counteract the 

chaos and connision, bombardment of noise, clutter of ideas and onslaught of information, 



we must look inward for peace. Ody there will we h d  meaning, reconnect with our sou1 

and l e m  to care for the world at large. 

Inright lmagery aEords the chance for a bit of that peace. A spontaneous fom of 

expression coupled with contemplative sharing, it changes the rhythm of our hectîc 

routine, restores imer balance and stimulates dormant energy. The meditative aspect of 

production and reflection brings us in close contact with what is, an essential aim of 

holistic education. Through lnsighf Irnagery, hem, mind and spirit harmonize in a 

dynamic, life-affirming process where we leam to connect with imer self and reach out to 

al1 forms of being. 



Chapter 4 
Methodology 

This chapter explores the method used to test the hypothesis that image-making through 

Imght Images> has positive effects on an individual's well-being, Le., emotional, 

psychologica1 and spirituai development, as evidenced through his or her artwork. For my 

purposes, case study was the most effective means of research, the reasons for which will 

be discussed presently. This chapter is organized as follows: I review two cases - each 

with a view to the subject's background, method applied, data arnassed, and findings 

revealed. 

The two cases, a boy and woman, present a contrasting pair, both in terms of their life 

situations and the structure of their sessions, which were adapted to meet individual needs. 

In the first, production is emphasized, and in the second, reflection is key. 1 Iearned a 

great deal from these studies, primanly what to do and what not to do. Both helped 

clarify the fbnction of lnsight Imagey as well as its breadth. 

A. Why Case Study? 

Properly used [case study] is the most revealing method of al1 (Allport, 1937, 390). 

1 believe that single case study is a relevant means of research, one which sheds important 

light on the individual and humanity as a whole. The single case study can involve the 

investigation of a person, but it can also focus on a situation or event. An empincal 

inquiry or concentrated research strategy, case study brings together documentation on a 

particular subject in its real-life context. Tf undertaken for its own sake, it is termed an 

intrinsic case study, says Robert Stake (1994), but if pursued to support an issue or help 

build a theory, it is called insfrtrmental. 



The case study's aim is to illuminate. It is a route to clarification and eniightenrnent about 

a cornplex natural occurrence, a way of helping us grasp how and why things happen. 

Essentially, case study gives us the oppominity to "extend experience" (Stake, 1994, 245), 

to successfÛIly convey the observed object to the public. Once the phenornenon is re- 

presented by the researcher through the study, the public or reader bruigs his or her own 

perception or tacit know1edgeZ0 to the situation in order to comprehend it. In so doing, a 

triadic path of understanding involving observer, observed and audience is created. 

Throughout my professional Me 1 have been attracted to the individual. 1 have read 

biographies, interviewed people for personal profiles, conducted private an sessions and, 

evident here, elected to structure my thesis using case study. While 1 have profited from 

the labours of science as a facilitator to bring me important idirmation about the 'average' 

person using studies on numbers of people, it is the individual and his or her unpredictable 

nature, however, that steals my heart and challenges my mind. No two drawings are alike 

- not even by one person - even if deliberately attempted. Hence, 1 am in fùil agreernenr 

with Leton and Schmidt ( 1  976) who argue that the case study has a rightfùl place in 

research: 

[i]n spite of recent advances in automated instuction, and refinements in 
the fields of tests and measurements, there is no single comprehensive 
instrument that cm m e s s  the complexities of the learner as he functions, 
and as he perhaps struggies, in the school setting. This is the task of the 
case study (1 976, 209). 

20 This term is borrowed fiom Michael Polanyi (1962) who uses it to descnbe the 
personai knowledge we bring to a situation. Polanyi calls this a 'dwelling in' state in which 
ideas becorne part of us without Our awareness. 



Ultimately, case study provides great meaning for me and helps me connea to my clients. 

In my Iine of business, I watch for connections, not only between myself and my client, but 

where he or she comects with the artwork and, ultimately, with self Case work also 

gives me the oppominity to recognize my role in the research process; to see that 1 am 

part of the mdy, and in so doing, makes me self-aware and self-reflective. 

When I worked with Andrew, age 10, who had been referred to me because of his 

aggressive and sometimes violent behaviour, 1 leamed through his art-making what made 

him like other children, but also what separated him from them. According to Touliatos 

and Compton (1983), "[elvery child in certain respects is like other children, like some 

other chiidren, and like no other chitd" (280). Studying Andrew on an individual basis 

gave me the chance to recognize his unique qualities as well as to understand his 

problematic behaviour. It also sensitized me to other children who might share his 

dilemma even if their circumstances are not exaaly the same. "Each single life," writes 

Allport : 

is lawful for it reveals its own orderly and necessary process of growth ... 
Most studies of personality are comparative ... and these tools are 
valuable. The danger is that they may lead to a disrnemberment of 
personality in such a way that each fiagrnent is related to corresponding 
fragments in other people, and not to the personal syaem within which 
they are embedded (1937, 572-73). 

This is the value of the case study: it ensures that the individual does not get lost between 

the cracks. 

Case study has considerable merit, especially the knowledge it irnparts about the 

individual. Its main drawback is that the reliabiiity of case materials cannot be calculated 

by statistical techniques (Touliatos and Compton, 1983, 280). That is, information 

amassed and cross-referenced within the study rnay provide compeliing insights uito that 



particular person, but it does not necessarüy tell us anything about the next person or 

group of people. This raises the question of whether or not to place wonh on data, 

observations, measures, etc., about one person. Those of us who prize the individual and 

his or her complex nature, certainly do. "The purpose of the case study," Stake rerninds 

us, "is not to represent the world, but to represefit the case" (1994,245). Taking the time 

to study individual's unique problems and help h h  or her examine them has, in rny view, 

immeasurable worth. 

B. The First Case: Andrew 

i. Background 

Andrew was 10 years old when his mother, a niend of the famiIy, called me and asked if 

he could attend rny an  sessions. A teacher had recommended art, his favourite subjea, as 

a 'therapy' for his aggressive and sometimes violent behaviour, short attention span and 

poor academic performance. Andrew's parents had recently undergone a divorce. He 

shared time with his father on weekends and spent the rea of the week with his older haff 

sister, younger brother (labeled 'gifted' whereas Andrew was labeled 'slow leamer') and 

mother. Andrew's mother was having difnculty handling hm, and agreed with Andrew's 

teacher that an, for which he had a special talent, would be a good way to, "settle him 

down". Andrew's mother did not want hun to know the purpose of the session was 

therapeutic. Rather, she wanted them to rernain art classes. 1 expressed concern over 

what I considered an untnith, but decided to respect her wishes in the hope that Andrew 

might truly benefit from the image-making process. 

Andrew's mother toId me at the start of our sessions that he was witness to violence in the 

home. When Andrew was three years old his family moved into the patemal grandparents 



home where there was domestic Molence. In that same year his grandmother died, making 

it a very stressfiil tirne. By the mothef s account, Andrew reacted poorly when his 

younger brother was bom and remained jeaious of him. In her opinion, the child's father 

favoured Andrew over the younger brother, and he was also well-iiked by teachers despite 

his disruptive behaviour in school. (In nursery school Andrew was aggressive with other 

children and also displayed antagonistic behaviour towards other snidents in grade 

school.) Andrew's mother also aated that she thought his self esteem was "destroyed" as 

a result of difficulties he had with reading, and that he showed signs of being, what she 

called, a "good and bad leader". 

ii. Working Method 

Tt was agreed that Andew would corne to rny home for 1 112 hours every Wednesday 

night, a schedule which rnight adjust depending on plans for each week. The weekly focus 

varied and consisted of art activities in the office as welI as art-related site visits. The 

schedule, developed out of Andrew's interests, was as foliows: 

Week Activity 

Body Tracing 

Charcoal Drawing & Facial Expressions 

Automatic Painting 

Perspective Drawing 

Outing: Native Centre Art Exhibit 

MandalaslBlowing Paint 

Eraser & Soap Carving, Guitar 

Claywork 



Outing: Art Gallery (viewing art, dressing up, body tracing, 

didemaking, videotaping) & Art Store (session videotaped) 

Painting & Videoscreening (session Mdeotaped) 

Reading, Art & Body Trachg (session videotaped) 

Cut & Paste 

Claywork 

Outing: GIassworks at York Quay & Toronto Islands 

(photography) 

Ordinarily, on the Nghts we worked in my home, I would set Andrew up with materials 

and discuss what the session was about. Then I would stay off to the side, making notes 

or coming and going with supplies as he worked. Other times, 1 would sit beside him at 

the table or on the floor. Of the latter he exclaimed, "Wow, that's cool. My mother wouid 

never do that. " 

Andrew's rnother met with me a few times while he was in session aithough 1 did not 

encourage this. (Usually 1 cdled her at home when Andrew was not there to discuss his 

work.) The first session was somewhat awkward as Andreds mother remained in a side 

room while we worked. She wanted to be reassured of the process and dose at hand. 

Afienvards, it was agreed that she need not stay, and she found something to do in the 

neighbourhood during the session (Andrew's f d y  Lived quite a distance h m  my office 

so it was not realistic for her to retum home during this the.) 

At the end of each session I encouraged Andrew to work at home in a journal and to bring 

the artwork to me. This was a way of maintaining connection with the art process, his 

feelings and me. 



When and if Andrew wanted, we would engage in conversation. M e r  each session. 1 

made notes and tried to retain as much of the artwork as possible. This was not always 

feasible as Andrew believed this to be 'art cl&, and sornetirnes he wanted to take his 

work home. Other times he wanted me to keep it for him. 

iii. The Sessions 

From the first night it became obvious that Andrew enjoyed the artistic process. 1 

proposed that he work in a large format as 1 sensed a need for hirn to use his body. M e r  

rolling out a large, life-size piece of paper, Andrew lay on the noor, and 1 traced his form. 

Then, given a host of paints and matenais, he proceeded to create a powerful image (fig. 

1). Andrew was very excited throughout the acrivity, never requiring direction. He 

worked initially on the head, then the feet, and then the middle portion of the body. Hïs 

use of colour was impressive and direct. Also. he utilized a variety of painting techniques. 

having been stimulated by the materials he had seen. For example, he took a toothbmsh 1 

had placed among the brushes to spray across the figure. M e r  this was done he 

announced with great defight, "It looks like a person throwing up al1 over the place." 

When 1 asked Andrew about the positioning of the figure and placement of the hands over 

the forehead, he balked. It appeared that any reflection on the meaning of the figure was 

not to be21. Andrew was content with the art process and did not want any questions 

21 Psychologist Erik Erikson (1987) says: "FJt is almost never advisable to show the the 
child that any one element of his play 'means' a certain factor in his Iife. It is enough after 
one has drawn one's conciusions from the observation of play, tu begin to talk with the 
child about the critical point in his life situation - in a language the sense of which is 
concrete to a child of a specific age. If one is on the nght track, the child's behavior 
through certain positive and negative attitudes not discussed (here) will Iead the way as far 
as it is safe" ( 1 98 7, 100). As a rule, I did not directly reflect on Andrew's images with 
him, but used the trusted atmosphere to discuss other matters, which, in turn, shed light on 
his feelings about and orientation to Me. In this way, he was reflecting in another sense. 



asked about why he had done what he'd done. 1 respected that. What amazed Andrew 

was the fact that being creative could take on new forms. He was thrilled with the idea of 

lying on the ground and using a toothbmsh to paint. When he left his mood had picked up 

considerably. 

The second session was two part: first he anempted charcoal stili life of a cup and spoon 

(fig. 2). Ostensibiy an exercise to develop a visual 'eye', it was also a means to building 

self esteem. When Andrew became fnistrated by the activity we carefùlly walked thraugh 

the process al1 the whiIe 1 encouraged his efforts. Many sessions later he asked to see the 

picture again (he had asked me to hold ont0 the images he created in my oflice) and 

boasted, "It's my best". The second part of the session was a vehicle to explore emotions. 

1 asked him to depict the following expressions: happy, sad, angry and surprised. He did 

this to great effect (fig. 3). Then I made the facial expressions and he drew what he saw 

(fig. 4) This activity provided a great opportunity to laugh, talk about emotions and build 

trust. 

The third evening we looked at the work of Jackson Pollock which really excited Andrew. 

He set out to create his own work a la Pollock and utilized a wide range of colours and 

techniques (fig. 5) .  At the end he wrote the word 'RW across the sheet. 1 tned to talk 

to him about his work but he preferred not to refiect. He conceded that the colour black 

in this work signified 'death'. 

The fourth session was devoted to developing three dimensional perspective. Using 

charcoal once again, he tackled a p i a r e  of a chair and learned to determine shadow 

angles when changing the light conditions. We looked at Betty Edwards' Drawing on the 

Righi S'de of the Brain (1 989), and discussed negative space. He also took the tirne at the 



beginning of the session to try out difrent pends and drew a somewhat disturbing 

picture of a person with a distended befly wearing a mask facing lefi (fig 6). 

The following session we visited the Native Centre's Art Gallery where Andrew and 1 

talked about the art and its syrnboIism. We were assisted in this by a Native artist named 

Dan whom Andrew thoroughly enjoyed meeting. Merwards we visited the library, and 

again viewed some Native art. 1 gave Andrew paper and he drew a howhg woIf and 

other anirnals comected to the sun and eanh. Andrew tned to convince me tu buy some 

of Dan's artwork for him, but 1 declined. A discussion about the latter ensued. 

The skth night Andrew arrived late, and, as became typicd of each session, he was in a 

quiet mood which picked up over the course of the evening. We focused on mandala art, 

and Andrew created, at my behest, a symbol circle [not available]. In it, he represented 

himself as an elephant ("they are slow and dumb iike me"), colours red and black, the 

number 10, the letter B, and a helicopter with builets and bombs. He preferred not to 

reflect on the image. Then he created a family circle [not available] where he placed Dad 

closer to himself than Mum (because "we do more together"), and his brother funhest 

away (due to "moron status"). Included around hirn were anirnals and his art classes with 

me. He put a sharp stroke through his sister (because "she's only my halfsister"). Andrew 

also brought with him that evening a binder full of pictures that he had drawn throughout 

the week. Included were images of animals like birds and something he invented called a 

bull-pig, as well as many references to anger and low self-esteem such as, "the road runner 

looks angry but he isn't, he's just dumb". He kept saying how "screwed up" and "messed 

up" every picture was. But he showed pnde and developing self-confidence as weii, 

asking me to bnng out last week's charcoai sti l l  Me, saying, "Someday it might be 

valuable! " . 



The seventh evening we focused on eraser and soap carving. The former was relatively 

easy to handle, but the latter posed a problem; it was too slippery. Andrew enjoyed using 

the carving tools, but dug very deeply, even stabbhg the materiais at times. Afterwards 1 

played my guitar and taught him a few chords. (At the b e g i ~ h g  of the session Andrew's 

mother stayed to ask questions. This was awkward for me, so 1 asked her ifwe could do 

this by phone in future, and she agreed.) 

The following session was devoted to clay, but 1 also introduced a tape recorder which put 

Andrew off. We tried to review his artwork fiom home but he was so distracted by the 

machine that 1 shut it off. The true focus of the evening, however, was a discussion we 

had about an upsetting incident which had happened at Andrew's home involving himself, 

his younger brother and his mother. Andrew admitted to negative feelings about his 

parents and his aggression at school. He then tried to coerce me into not talking to his 

mother when she arrived, but 1 declined. Consequently, he acted out a great deal when 

she came and refûsed to stop carving. 

On the ninth get-together we visited the Art Gallery and took a video camera dong for 

Andrew's use. But before we set on, Andrew showed me some chalk pastels of his 

grandfather's, and for the first time announced, "1 Wte this picture", about something he 

had drawn. We visited the children's creative centre where we then traced Our bodies and 

visited the historic costumes section where Andrew daringly tned on a woman's gown. 

Later, he also made slides and built magnet art. We then went to the art store and bought 

Andrew's first art supplies about which he was elated. Andrew also acted out in eont of 

the sales person and made fun of me. Aflenvards, back at the office, he started using his 

acryiics immediately, but his mother arrived earlier than expeaed, dismpting things. To 

make matters worse, his grandmother and younger brother showed up, adding to 

Andrew's hyper behaviour. (When 1 leamed that his brother was coming, moments before 



his &val, 1 asked Andrew what he wanted to do about his artwork and supplies being on 

display. He said, "Jus  dont let hirn touch anything"). Andrew also seemed bothered by 

his mother' s attention to his brother. 

The tenth night I set up the videorecorder. Andrew was initiaily uncomfortable about this, 

acting out in front of the canera when 1 was out of the room. Later, he settled d o m .  

The evening started out with Andrew showing me an acrylic abstract p a i n ~ g  that he had 

made at home (fig 7), a work he called 'The Srnile' because "1 had a good day". He also 

told me about art class at school where he had made a shield and proceeded to excitedly 

show me how he had drawn it. This led to a discussion of math and we used the shield as 

a background to have a rnini-math session and compute some nurnbers. Later, Andrew 

drew a boat speeding towards a fish with a shark fin also in view (fig 8). He implied that 

the fish was "hapless". We watched last week's vide0 of the gailery visit and 1 mentioned 

his aaing out behaviour. I also told hirn 1 was uncomfortable when he made fun of me in 

front of another person. He took the news silently. When his mother anived she 

mentioned how well he was doing at school, a faa  which Andrew vehernently denied. 

On the eleventh session 1 opted to read two books: one on Native Short Stories entitled 

Eagle Boy', and another on Native costumes. Andrew made several pictures of eagles 

(fig. 9) while 1 read, and then, afterwards, 1 traced his body on which he created 'Rainbow 

Boy' (fig. 1 O), a multi-coloured figure holding a dagger. (Originally the figure had no 

weapon, but Andrew asked me if it would be alright to add it after the fact.) We chatted 

throughout the evening, and Andrew was very confident producing his large figure - 

adding feathers and details with ease. He began with the head and then launched into 

another part of the body, a pattern similar to that which he used with the fïrst body tracing 

work (fig. 1). 



For the twelfth session Andrew made cut and paste selecting pictures of cars and men with 

weapons (fig 11). He appended words to the collage, references to a "home made boom 

[sic]," and "getting fieled up". #en 1 asked him to place in prionty the pictures he had 

cut out, the most important was that of a soldier "garding [sic] weapons". His 

interpretation of the scene was, "a soldier who represents the governrnent, is overseeing 

guns recently taken from rebel soldiers (the 'people' who are oppressed and have revolted). 

Eventually, the rebels rise up". 

The thirteenth night Andrew worked in clay, being very animated in the process. At first 

he tried a coiled pot and then proceeded to sculpt using a M e  that 1 had set aside for 

slicing the clay slab. Andrew play-acted dunng this process, using two voices. one for an 

aggressive person and another for his victim. He seerned to get quite a kick out of this. 

Eventually he created a colourful sculpture with the carving knife placed venically in it 

and a plasticene knife set at an angle (fig. 12). 

The h a 1  session was an outing to York Quay's glass-blowing shop and the Islands. 1 took 

dong my carnera, and Andrew photographed wharever appealed to him throughout the 

visit. It was a low key excursion and provided the opportunity to socialize. 

iv. Data Analysis 

What appears to be going on in Andrew's life and his art is an impulse to aggression and 

search for power in the face of powerlessness. How is this evidenced? 1 will use one 

image, that of 'Rainbow Boy' (fig. 10) as a reference point to exploring his other work and 

as a means to discussing Andrew's emotional and psychological state at the time of the 

sessions. As an organizing principle 1 have divided this section into two parts: 



aggressive/powerful imagery and body imagery. 1 follow this with a discussion of the 

negative and positive reactions Andrew had as a result of his artwork and Our association. 

As mentioned, Rainbow Boy' (fig. 10) is a body tracing that Andrew produced as a result 

of our reading of Native costumes. The figure faces right, his arms are up and feet spread 

apart. The upper portion of the costume is Light blue with buttons, the middle portion 

colourful horizontal stripes, and the lower portion, more horizontal stripes with white 

bands at the knees and blue moccasins with black laces. Hanging off the figure's m s  are 

feathers, and adoming its head is a brightly coloured, &ped headdress. The figure's skin 

is brown, and in its right hand is a dagger. (The dagger was an afterthought of Andrew's. 

As can be seen, he whited out the hand and placed a knife facing towards his head in the 

clutched fist instead.) 

Sharp objects are a favorite in Andrew's repertoire. Many of his home drawings depict 

birds with large beaks (figs 13), and a number of images in our office sessions repeated the 

bird and beak theme. In our clay sessions, Andrew enjoyed gouging the eraser and soap 

with the cutting tools and especially liked stabbing the clay and role-playing the aggressor 

and helpless victim using the medium. (I was unaware when 1 allowed Andrew to use the 

knife to cut the clay that he had, the year previous, flung a pen at home and 'stabbed' an 

important painting of his rnother's. 1 discovered this when 1 visited their home and 

inquired about the tom picture.) 

Art therapist Mark Neibauer (1988) has worked with aggressive children Wte Andrew in 

an art therapy context and says, "The cost of [aggressive] behavior is high. Huxting others 

or destroying property ultimately alienates the chiid and reinforces a definition of the bad 



seif" (1988, 5 ) .  Neibauer observed that angry children act out their feelings on paper but 

avoid introspection, "because their increasing anxiety may result in a loss of control," 

(1988,6), a point in keeping with Andrew's hesitancy to refiect on his aggressive imagery. 

Neibauer believes that "[d]estmctive aggression is the result of an injury to the self 

brought on by an environment which fded to protect the child from excessive fnistration 

and trauma. Offensive behavior is a plea for recognition and an attempt to protect and 

assert the seIf..Hostile children walk a tightrope strung loosely between psychic pain and 

environmental retribution" (1 988, 12). 

Aggressive images are prevalent throughout Andrew's oeuvre: the pugnacious profile of a 

man with long sidebums (fig. 14), a snorting figure, also in profile (fig 15) with four trees 

off to the right possibly representing Andrew's family members, and a masked person with 

distended belly whose arms extends towards a heart-shaped, womb-like mandala (a 

probable reference to his rnother's pregnancy with younger brother). Ail these persons 

face left (as do many of the birds with sharp beaks.) The left orientation in Western 

culture is traditionally associated with the past - as if we are on a timeline where the left 

represents what has gone by and the right, what is to corne22. It is possible that Andrew's 

past is full of fnistrated, helpless feelings which are manifest in and find support through 

images of daring, bravado and aggression. 

Aggressive/powerful imagery becomes apparent in the motor boat painting (fig 8) where a 

boat with no one at the helm (and, hence, out of control) speeds towards a helpless fish. 

Reinforcing the dangerous theme is a shark's fin at lefi. Overhead we see five crouds, four 

22 Related to this are the findings of Susan Bach (1 990) who worked closely with dying 
children and observed these youngsters onenting elements in their pictures to the lefi as 
death approached. 



to the right (as with the four-tree constellation mentioned above) separated by a red sun 

fkom one cloud at lefi. The cloud arrangement could symbolie Andrew's family in which 

he feels cut-off from the r e ~ t ~ ~ .  This out-of-control theme is underscored by a mandala 

Andrew produced while at home (fig. 16). Here he uses green, black, red and purple in 

bands and various angular shapes, wriung below, "1 feel very weard [sic] in a way but 1 am 

out of control and I get into trable [sic] ai(ot)". 

A cut and paste work with images of men, weapons and cars (fig. 1 l )  repeats the 

aggressive/powerfil theme seen elsewhere in Andrew's art. Andrew chooses red for its 

association with "blood and weapons", blue for "cars", and yellow for "a happy day" as his 

pnmary colours. These colours are repeated in an abstract he created at home with 

watercolours (fig. 7), where red and blue also predominate. 

b. Body Imagery 

Retuming to the Rainbow Boy image (fig. IO), it would seem that a great deal of 

importance is paid to the figure's head. Not only is this headdress large and colourfbl. iike 

a rainbow of hair stretched across the head and swooped up into a green knot, but many 

other pictures emphasize the head in this way (fig 17). It is possible that Andrew has a 

great deal 'in his head' which is shooting off or exploding into the sky. The very fint 

image (fig 1) lacks a headdress, but certaùily shows the figure with hands over the 

forehead, almost as if it has a headache. There is a pained expression to the face as it 

23 Art educator Florence Cane (1 95 1) cites the artwork of 10 year old Wfie who depicts 
a hopeless-looking rabbit with a tumed-down mouth being pursued by a vulture. A 
combination of helpless fear and viscious aggression is typicd oc and becomes a cycle for, 
children fiom troubled families, she says. As a consequence, these children Ieam to 
distrust the world. (1 95 1, 175). 



spews blackness into the air. (Perhaps if Andrew were able, he might spew forth a torrent 

of words and feelings as well.) 

This figure as weli as Rainbow Boy and several others has the feature of body parts being 

divided into horizontal bands of colour. (1 am not bowledgeable about auras or chakras 

but welcome anyone who is to analyze these works.) Andrew's penchant for colour, 

according to some researchers (Alschuier & Hattwick, 1966), provides insisht into 

personality and indicates a strong emotional orientation. For others, including Rudolf 

Steiner (1 927/1965), it represents a spiritual path. 

To my mind, the banding signals a disconnection of feelings, boundaried areas of his body 

which are unablc to open up and freely express. The fact that he spontaneousiy created 

this painterly being shows he is on an important inner journey, but his resistance (and, 

perhaps, inability) to consciously relate says he is early in the process. A joumey of this 

nature for anyone, let alone a child who has suffered trauma, is daunting. Neibauer 

reminds us: "when an aggressive child faces a white piece of paper, the first image he sees 

is his own emptiness. What follows is his courageous and painfùl search for self' (1988. 

13). 

C. The Second Case: Mary 

In contrast to my sessions with Andrew, my case study work with another subject, this 

time an older woman, had a large component of reflection to it. In this sense 1 built upon 

my work with Andrew and came to focus on spontaneous production followed by 

reflection. Also, unlike my work with Andrew, I decided not to record or video the 

sessions but to leave them 'pure'. Halfway through the sessions, this woman and 1 



discussed the topic of depression which 1 tape-recorded, and much later, we re-reflected 

on some of her artwork, a conversation which was also tape-recorded. 

This section heavily emphasizes the meaning of Mary's artwork, an aspect of the Inrght 

Imagery process which was important to her. By contrast, for Andrew, making art 

without analysis or reflection was sufficient. 

i. Background 

I came into contact with Mary, a woman in her fifties who was suffering from depression, 

through a hospice for people with A I D S  where we were both volunteers in support care. 

Mary was a television joumalist, bom in the United States and resident in Toronto since 

1970. Mary States that she was depressed since childhood having grown up with parents 

who were emotionally absent, M O  younger bothen (Bob and Ed) whom she parented to 

some extent, and a "bothersome" grandmother. The farnily is Jewish: the father (now 

deceased) held a job in advertising, but longed for life as a writer, the mother, a 

"controlling person", involved herself with cornrnunity activities. Mary was the first child. 

the "good child", as she puts it, who always foUowed the rules, believing it would eam her 

love. Mary started "talking backwards" in her head at about age six, and was still using 

this obsessive/cornpulsive behaviour as a mûans of (not) coping when I met her. Mary's 

fira younger brother, Bob, is a well-known musician in the US, and most of the family 

lives in the shadow of his farne and success. Mary believes him to be the "family artist", 

despite the fact that her own profession as a media writer and producer is considered 

highly creative. 



ii. The Sessions 

Mary was aware of my Imghi Images, workshops and jouied three other women for one 

of the sessions. She found working in a group helpfül, but the social aspect hard. We 

agreed for her to work privately and to meet with me shortly after. 1 suggested to Mary 

that she ts, working within a boundary using a circular shape or mandalas as the blank 

page seemed too intimidating for her. Our arrangement was thus: Mary worked on her 

own creating mandalas, and we met weekly or bi-monthly to discuss and reflect on the 

images. Some weeks she created severai mandalas, others ody a few. InitiaUy, the 

creations were irnaginary, but before long Mary began s c o u ~ g  magazines for images that 

triggered her and tried to replicate the pictures. A point about this process: Mary 

believed she was 'copying' the picture she chose, but realized upon close observation with 

me, that she had unconsciously changed many aspects of the selected picture. 

Furthemore, she was convinced that the pictures she seleaed were random and had no 

import to her, oniy that she "reaily liked them". M e r  repeated sessions. it became 

obvious to Mary that her selection was unconscious, and that, repeatedly, she chose 

images which appealed to her at this level. The subject matter, shapes, number of items 

within the picture. etc., - all had meaning to her. Our aims were twofold: to let her 

images speak, and to discover their meaning. 

I began each reflective session by asking Mary what she did est on the page, then what, if 

anything, she identified with in the image. Whatever was obvious became the object of rny 

inquky. I tried to d o w  time for her to reflect - quiet t h e  - for her to think and speak 

without intemption. Generdly, Mary would corne up with her own meaning. When and 

if1 offered a possible interpretation, I would aiways ask ifthat was what she meant. 

SometÏmes she would answer yes, sometimes, no. M e r  the refleaive portion, M q  

would ofien document some of what was said on her artwork at home. 



ii. Data Analysis 

The most dramatic of the realizations through art came with a mandala Mary made of a 

young girl looking into a carved Hallowe'en pumpkin (fig. 18). Taken from a magazine, 

the original picture depicts a sirnilar scene, but the difference is in Mary's interpretation: 

"The large pumpkin is my father, he's in a state of shock. The smaller pumpkin is my 

mother who is smiling on the outside, but ï'm seeing what's inside. I'm horrified. My face 

bums fiom what 1 see." Mary came to me with this picture having no idea what attracted 

her to it nor what rneaning it held. After allowing her to explain the image she had 

created, its meaning unfolded: as a child she recognized the ghoulish nature of her mother 

and sadness of her father. By looking into the pumpkin, Mary was, on some level, reading 

at her own life story. Her parents' legacy was still inside her, and she had to daim it. 

This is the image that I have selected as a springboard to discuss many of the other images 

created by Mary over a three year period. It touches on all the other works she has made 

and relates to their meaning. As a way to address the picture's deeper meaning, 1 have 

organized her artwork into nine areas: Subject Matter, Perspective, Young Girl, Farnily, 

Numbers, Lefi Side, Containers, Wood, and Windows. 

a. Subject Matter 

As cm be seen, Mary selected a Hallowe'en scene? a picture of a young girl peering into a 

pumpkin. To the left is a second, larger pumpkin. Both pumpkins are missing lids and are 

lit from within. It is interesting that the double pumpkin or gourd, usually depicted one 

upon the other like a timepiece, symbolizes the Link between the upper and lower worlds. 

Associated with the Chinese mystic figure Li T'ieh-Khai who was able to leave bis body 



and visit heaven, these double amphorae, according to Culot (1962) represented "the 

principle of inversion regulating the ordered pattern of events of cosmic phenomena, that 

is, Nght and day, life and death, infamy and sublirnity, sorrow and joy " (1 962,266). 

The pumpkin is also a terrn applied contemptuously to the body of a person as in 'a stupid, 

seKimportant person' (Odord English Dictionary, 1989,83 1), linked to pompous 

behaviour and attitude as in 'pumpkinifkation' or absurdly uncritical glorification as in 'to 

pumpkinize' (OED, 1989, 832). 

These references are given to provide a dual perspective on the basic subjea matter of 

M q ' s  picture. Mary, as will become clearer throughout this document, has had a life- 

long struggle with her mother. Even today, she rages against her and perceives her as a 

pitiful, selfish old woman. The OED description of the 'stupid, self-important person', one 

who would be pumpkinized rather than revered rnight be an apt portrayal, according to 

Mary's view, of her mother. Without consciously realizing it, Mary has selected an image 

that characterized her mother, the person she aares directly hto, as a fool, a ghoulish 

person, sorneone - we rnight go so far as to say - she might Like to squash. 

The reference to double amphorae, albeit not exact in that these pumpkins are not 

inverted, still has some ment. The linking of two worlds, the undenvorld with al1 its dark, 

frightening mystery, and the upper world, a spiritual realm which brings wholeness, is 

evident throughout Mary's oeuvre. This picture and its subject matter underscore the 

importance of an ongoing theme in Maiy's art: the Resolution of ~ ~ ~ o s i t e s ~ "  .Mary's 

24 It is possible that imagery seeking inner resolution may be naniral to the individuation 
process. Resolution of opposites is also a cornmon feature in the art o f  the dying 
(Rosemary Gordon, 1978). Using Rorschach tests with four patients who were unaware 
that they were dying, Gordon found that all produced images of death that were both 
positive (life cycle of tress and plants, the sea journey, old sower, safe creature with a 



struggle is not only with her mother, but the many aspects of her self, including her 

Shadow, in the Jungian sense, that reside within. 

b. Perspective 

The perspective Mary takes in this picture is equaily significant. Although we, the viewer, 

see the picture nraight on, Mary as the little girl (with whom she says she identifies), is 

looking at it fiom above; she has an overhead view. "1 understand now why 1 draw so 

many mandalas fiom above, as iflooking d o m "  observed Mary, long after she made the 

work. "I'm looking into the pumpkin." Indeed, a number of pichires, hcluding her first, 

cdled 'Pomegranates' (fig. 19), is viewed in cross section as if nom above. In one of her 

early abstract pictures (fig. 20), Mary says, "Tt looks like a freeway seen from overhead, 

everyone driving this way and that," and a particularly revealing mandala, to be exarnined 

later, shows three h i t  cupped in a pair of hands (fig. 41) observed from overhead. These 

are but a few of the mandalas taken from this unusual perspective. 

r Young Girl 

The young girl shown here represents herself, says Mary. She appears about age nine, has 

brown eyes and hair and, as mentioned, a scorched face. Young girls as subject matter are 

cornmon in Mary's work and are a key to her own seifdiscovery. Primarily, Mary uses 

protective, spiralhg sheil, crossing water, charneleon going through changes, new cycle 
of We) and negative (empty h i t ,  deathly creatures, severed plants, illness, threatening 
persons, drowning, mysterious and fiightening animals) images of death. That is, there 
were signs of both resistance and surrender to death in their projections onto the 
Rorschach pnnts. In Gordon's view, the results lend weight to the Jungian view that a 
wish for Life and a wish for death CO-exist in the psyche. 



individuds who are close to her as subjects, and, ofken, works fkom photographs that she 

has taken. An important part of Mary's story is that she has iong been attraaed to the 

Atncan-Arnerican comrnunity. Over the years she has dated many Black men, worked 

with Black youth in North Carolina and with the Peace Corps in Afnca, and is 'Auntie' to a 

number of mived race children, offspring of fiends. Of these, the most significant is JiIi, 

the child of an old musician boyfhend. M w s  images of these children span fiom infancy 

to the pre-teen years. In fig. 21, we can see one of these children who faces the viewer 

holding a drumstick in her nght hand. The lefi hand is stretched out and the fingers spread 

wide. Mary says that she is using the drumstick as a club, and that she holds her other 

hand out as if to Say, "stay back." The look on the girl's face is, according to Mary, one of 

fear. There is a moumful expression to 'The CoUector' (fig. 22). a chdd canyhg a pail and 

a bag, who directly confiants the viewer. In the next image of JiIi at age six (fÏg. 23), the 

child appears older, which is not uncornmon in Marfs work. OAen, she fuses images of 

henelf and lill, a child she has corne to look after several days a week. A self-portrait (fig. 

24) reveals a fractured image, an unconscious recognition of intemal disunity, a lack of 

wholeness and integration. The latter is an evly work, created within the firn six months 

of Mary's mandala-making. 

In the Purnpkin picture, Mary stares into her mother. The mother-daughter dyad is 

obviously impo~tant to her, for she explores it several times in her artwork. For example, 

in 'Jane and Sarah' (fig. 25), Mary presents mother and child at short range. The nibjects 

are fiends of her, and the mandala, inspired by a photograph she had taken. The actual 

mother and daughter are emotionally close, but in this rendition, Mary says, "The girl is 

looking away. She is sad. Her mother is discomected from her and does not care." (To 

me, the young girl appears deep in thought. I share my reading of the picture with Mary, 



but hers, of course, is the interpretation that has meaning.) In a iater work, caiied 'Family' 

(fig. 26) which she took fkom a magazine ad of an oid man and two younger people (fig. 

27), Mary transformed the image into an older and younger woman. They are looking in 

different directions despite the fkct that their heads and cheeks are touching. This, too, is 

an extension of the mother-daughter relationship, a dynamic at work in Mary's 

unconscious25. 

Long after the 'Jane and Sarah' image was made, Mary looked at it with me again and said, 

"That's strange. Now the mother Iooks a bit attentive. The child is still looking away, but 

the mother seems to care." She repeated this revelation several times. 1 suggested to 

Mary that the mother may not represent her own mother, but the mother she has become 

to herself She thought about this. 

Mary's focus on the relationship between mother and daughter, her intertwining of self 

with other fernales, particularly young d e d  race girls who combine Black (dark) with 

White (light), rnight suggest that Mary is searching for her identity and the resolution of 

interna1 opposites. In Jungian rems, she is probably encountering her Contrasemal 

Opposite through mandala-making and meeting other archetypal figures (Shadow, Great 

Mother) in the process of individuation. 

25 Here is an example of how Mary ~ncowciously altered an image selected f h n  an 
outside source. She chose the picture because it appealed to her, but was completely 
unaware that in 'copying' it, she had lefk out the lefi-hand figure. Also, she had not 
reaiized that the old man had been transformed into an old woman. m a t  drew her 
attention seemed to be the twosome at right, the older figure reaching out to touch the 
young woman. 



Before closing the section on Family, mention of Mary's mask images has bearing on her 

pumpkin picture. 'Masks' (fig. 28), a clocklike arrangement of masks with eyes open and 

closed, symbolizes the process Mary is undergoing: the discovery of unconscious, inner 

imagery by way of wide-eyed consciousness. Another work entitled 'Necklace,' (fig. 29) 

shows a doll-like face with large eyes, closed mouth and a hint of a nose. 'This quasi-mask 

has an enormous chah neckiace as if to si- the weight or noose about Mary's throat. 

Hers is a long process towards finding a 'voice' for her images and feelings. 

e. Numbers 

There are two pumpkins in Mary's mandala, each showing two teeth. The number two 

insignificant to Mary, and often repeated in her imagery: two teeth appear in several 

pictures of children-(figs. 30, 3 1, & 32), and two fingers are exposed in a mandala of Ji11 

(fig. 33). The number two may apply to the second year in Mary's life, a time when her 

father went off to war. Two may also pertain to Erikson's second life stage 

(approximately two-three years), a time when the child develops autonomy (or not). As 

will be discussed in Chapter 5, Mary believed that she struggied d u ~ g  this perïod, feeling 

that she did not successfully pass through this stage. The fact that fig. 32 looks 

apprehensively to the le&, a direction which feels orninous to Mq, emphasizes the 

negative tone of number two. 

As mentioned, numbers have relevance in that they can be signposts to a critical age where 

the unconscious mind is hovering, to a time when important life events occurred. But, 

generally, the number two symbolizes the echo, shadow, reflection, counterpoint, codïct, 

counterpoise and contraposition, according to Cirlot (1 962, 232). The duality or painng 

of these pumpkins, of her parents, of the opposing sides of her self (and her Shadow) has 



obvious significance for Mary. Two's recur throughout her mandalas: as stars, h i t ,  

vegetables, circles, flowers, hearts, etc. 

The next most prevalent grouping or number in Mary's work is three. As with the 

pumpkin picture, there are three elements, two pumpkins and the girl, the number three, 

the triad, c m  be seen in almost every fonn of Maq's work. Mary's interpretation of the 

three cluster is family-related. "Three stands for the three children in Our family," she 

explains. Symbolically, three means a spintual synthesis, the solution of the conflia posed 

by dualism of two. It is the harmonic product of the action of unity upon duality (Cirlot, 

1962, 232). By Mary's account, this would make sense as the three children aaed as a 

balance or hamonking agent within her parent's discord. ln their intense bonding, the 

siblings offset the tension between the two adults. 

Five is also an important and repeated number in Mary's mandala art. She believes that the 

five grouping relates to family, appearing in d l  subject areas firom abstraa mandalas, to 

h i t  and vegetable arrangements, landscapes, etc. An impofiant geometncai number, five 

links to the five-pointed star or four limbs of the body and the head which controls them 

(Cirlot, 1962, 233), shapes that recur in Mary's an. Five is also the union of Heaven 

(three) and Matter (two). Interestingly, this number brings two worlds, heaven and earth, 

together, a theme that nins throughout Mary's artwork and is likely representative of her 

personal, spiritual struggle. 

f. Left Side 

Signs of a shadow appear in the pumpkin picture, in the three dirnensionality of the gourds 

and their well-lit interiors. Shadowing, overall, becomes an important component in 

Mary's mandalas work, particularly in the later stages. The £ïrst hints at it have to do with 



foreboding objects on the left side of the circle. For example, in one mandala, a large tree 

branch which iooks like a human hand clutching something emerges fiorn the lefi (fig. 34). 

In another, a crocodile appears to aaik nom the left in a jungIe scene 

(fig. 35 j, and in still another, a hand-like cloud stretches out from the left hand corner of 

the mandala. 

The lefi-sidedness of these elernents, all of which Mary associates with "dark, fearful 

feelings," is reinforced by the lefi-to-right orientation many other elements in her art. For 

example, a flamingo (fig. 36) with a powerfùl beak looks fiom left towards right, a 

strawberry (fig. 37) is 'pierced' by a fork at lefi, and a single, empty pitcher (fig. 38), 

representative of Mary's mother, sits in a left-to-right positior. amida a still lifdfarnily 

consteliation of vases filled with flowers. 

Underlining the fact that the Iefi has a perilo~s quality for her, at a later date, Mary 

portrayed the crocodile (fig. 39) which according to Cirlot (1962, 67) has multiple 

~ i~n i f i c ance ,~~  as up close, ha&-lidded and coming fiom the right. Unlike the earlier 

"scary" crocodile at left, this creature is descnbed by Mary as "harmless, even nice". What 

she once feared had been confronted, repositioned and brought into balance by her 

unconscious rnind over the course of the sessions. 

26 Because of it viscious, destructive quality, the crocodile is associated with evil and 
hry. It also occupies earth and water, living amidst mud and vegetation, and is, therefore 
linked to fecundity and power. As weu, the crocodile resembies both the serpent and 
mythological dragon, thereby symbolizing knowledge. Mary's resolution of opposites, 
switching the crocodile fiom left to right, could represent her search for penond 
knowledge and inner balance. 



Shadows make their appearance in al1 subject areas at about the same time. It is as if 

Mary is willing to explore in more depth, to go beyond the two dimensionality, not ody of 

her subjects but of herself She is willing to face her own Shadow - whether it is 

matenalized as her mother who is placed at left in both the pumpkin and 'Jane and S a . '  

picnires, a frightening creature Like the crocodile, or rnenacing, grasping tree. In the latter 

regard, one of Mary's earliest observations about her mother was her invasiveness: "She 

was dways grasping at me. Kissing and hugging violently. 1 couidnt stand it. " 

g. Containers 

The pumpkins without their tops funaion as open containers. For Mary, this meant 

containers of something mysterious, and in her mothefs case, something awfii. 

Containers are one of the most fiequent elernents in Mary's mandalas - vases, bowls, 

baskets and plates serving as vessels for her self discovery. According to Barbara Walker 

(1 988), the vase symbolizes rebirth, motheh womb (1 988, 1 60); and in Mary's art, the 

contents are usually flowers or plants which represent the sou1 (Cirlot. 1962. log), and life 

(Cirlot, 1962, 346), respectively. For example, in one of Mary's still lifes (fig. 38), there 

are three vases al1 facjng lefi holding flowers. One vase, empty, faces ri&. Mary's 

interprets this as she and her siblings today looking in a different direction than their 

mother who is devoid of life and feeling. In another picture (fig. 40), Mary uses a large 

blue boot to represent her brother Bob, and a bal1 to depict her youngest brother Ed. A 

flower piaced inside the boot she interprets as herself, symbolic of the closeness she feels 

to her brother Bob, who contains, and, at times, protects her. A shadow (see Left Side) 

casts across the image fiom the left. 

In another container of sorts (fig. 41), created by two cupped hands, sit three peaches. 

This, Mary says, is a family arrangement, her parents, the dark pair lacking warmth, 



holding the richly-coloured three children. The shadowing here also signines the depths to 

which Mary is now self-exploring, the integration she seeks. This family constellation 

repeats itself in numerous depictions of k i t ,  vegetables and plants within containers or as 

containers. One apt example is that of five pefime bottles (fig. 42) arrangeci in cluaers of 

two's and three's. The bottles are transparent, a fact which points in the direction of 

Mary's looking through and into herself, the ultimate container. In this picture there is 

some resistance? however, the forefiont bonle should provide a view to the one behind, 

but does not. Possibly, this 'errof indicates that not everything is clear in Mary's intemal 

nniggle . 

Benches, chairs and boats act as different types of containers. Mary has a tendency to 

place empty wooden chairs, benches and boats direct ly facing the viewer as if to welcome 

them in. For example, in 'Garden Bench' (fig. 43), there is no one present, save for a 

mandala full of flowers and a waiting, expectant seat. In Boat' (fig. 44), there are signs of 

rain having left a small puddle on the seat, but the cord that wends its way off to the right 

seems ready for its guide. And, guide it would be indeed. For this syrnbol, the boat, 

reminds the viewer of Charon's vesse1 that was sailed across the sea of Hel1 by Odysseus in 

his joumey through the seif The shadow, again at Ieft, reminds us of the joumey to the 

dark side of being that those on a spiritual path m u t  take. 

h. Wood 

The wooden quality that the boat and bench bring to Mary's oeuvre also pertains to the 

pumpkin piece (note: the pumpkins rest on a wooden floor). In many of Mary's 

mandalas, wooden floors or wooden containers prevail. Long into the process Mary 

reaiized the significance of this: whenever wooden slats appear, this is an indication of her 

youth, that is, that the meaning is related to her W y  of origin. Prime examples include: 



the clutching tree picture backed by a house which has wooden shutters and a wooden slat 

door; the boot and bal1 picture wherein the farnily still life sits on a wooden fioor; or the 

basket mandala in which five wooden baskets are stacked at right next to a large shadow 

and basket of miit to the left - al1 resting on a wooden floor (fig. 45). 

Wood also plays an important role in two other essential elements of Mvlary's mandala art: 

trees and windows. Both, in this sense? relate back to the pumpkin picture. Hiaoricdly, 

the tree is a symbol of Me, the pursuit of knowledge, and, with its three levels of foliage, 

tmnk and mot, representative of the bridge between three worlds, heaven, earth and hell. 

Mary's early work depicts the palm tree, symbol of the Anima and fecundity (Cirlot, 1962, 

249). In fig. 46, a palm placed at right pulls away fiom an overpowenng rainbow-like 

arches of red colour at lefi. The tree sits in an ocean of divided colour, a feature shared in 

comrnon with an earlier image of a centralized palm on a horizontaffy-divided sea (fig. 47). 

Here, the layers of unconsciousness syrnbolized by the water are distinct. Fir and h i t  

trees are other favorites. In a fantasy piece called 'Devil's Castle' (fig. 48), two deciduous 

trees at right are separated by a candycane path ffom three miit trees at lefi. This image, 

with its numenc allusions to family, is significant for it represents an unconscious joumey 

that Mary is on, one where two's (conflia) are divided nom three's (accord). 

i. Windows 

Beyond the tree imagery, and still related to the wooden elements which have familial 

connotations for Mary, are windows. A powerfil symbol of penetration and 

consciousness (Cirlot, 1962, 373), the window is a prirnary focus in Mary's work. She 

uses it early on (fig. 49) to state that she is ready to look into herself, but then, in the 

rniddle of the process, the window closes (fig. 50). A wooden window at this point, it is 

screwed and bolted tight. Almost al1 of Mary's windows are viewed from the outside. In 



the early works, a cat Mght beckon one in (fig. 5 l), or a plant indicate that there is life 

inside. But in the later pictures, the plant is cut oE(fig. 52) and the cat has tumed away 

(fig. 53). It appears that Mary meets resistance in her attempts to open a window on 

herself, but, in a later work, the window becomes visible fiom within (fig. 54). Still 

cautious about dark uncertain forces at left, as represented by the long shadow cast across 

a wooden floor, Mary is now willing to confront and acknowledge her inner Iife, leaving 

unfinished space to the right for refuge. 



Chapter 5 
Implications 

Despite the fact that science tells us we are dying nom the moment of birth, Irtslght 

Imagery focuses on the importance of growth and self-awareness throughout Me's 

joumey. This holistic activity uses art materials to access feelings, thoughts and 

unconscious imagery as view to the self. Additionaliy, the tmsting relationship established 

between participant and facilitator in Imght Imgery eacourages acceptance of self and 

other, a connection that brings meaning and purpose in an increasingiy fkgmented world. 

It is within a wellness fiamework therefore, that 1 examine the implications for Imighi 

Imugery. This expressivdreflective endeavour accompiishes several aims: it educates, 

develops thoughî, buiids knowledge and self-esteem, shapes Our personal narrative, 

encourages play and spontaneity, helps us integrate and individuate, reveals unconscious 

imagery, aids in balancing Our emotions, and, perhaps, most importantiy, moves the soul. 

In short, through 1 . t  Imagery we can be weii. 

The organizing principle of this section is growth as a function of Imght Imagery on three 

Ievels: intrapersonai, interpersonal and transpersonal. That is, the participant and the 

facilitator develop as indivichrals as weil as through each other as a consequence of their 

relationship with art. This bond, in tuni. brings about a third or global dimension that 

affects their relationship with the world at large. Working fiom the case snidies j u s  

examineci, and backed by ideas of several theorists, I will discuss various implications with 

regard to the Imight Imagery encounter. We learn nom these case studies that play, 

spontanejsr and reflection in Illslght Imagery helped these people grow as individuals and 

corne to expenence art as a wehess way of iifie. 



A point about the intrapersonaVinterpersona1 categorization before 1 begin. Howard 

Gardner ( 1  983) applies these terms to the development of multiple intelligences in the 

individual. 1 refer to them, however, in a more holistic sense, and not one resriaed to 

cognitive growth. My aim is to address the full potenàal for development that is possible 

through spontaneous art-making combined with interpersonal reflection. 

A. Intrapersonal Development 

Ineh1 Irnugev has major persona1 consequences. For the participant, developrnent takes 

place in severai important ways: emotional expression, emotiond management and 

spiritual growth. The facilitator, as weli, grows fiom INight Imagery by way of his or her 

understanding and acceptance of selfthrough the participant's sharing. 

1. Emotional Expression 

The first manifestation of intrapersonal development for Inrght I m g e r y  is emotional 

expression. There can be no stronger endorsement of this activity as a voice for the 

emoticns than the words of a participant. Like many other Insight Imgery participants. 

Mary considered herself one of the "walking wounded", a person suffering from lack of an 

emotional outlet, someone leading an irnbalanced Me: 

1 don? think 1 was sick. I was just, at the tirne, functionùig and having a 
1Ze. Basicaiiy 1 was weii. There certainiy wasn't any doctor who would 
have said 1 was nuts or mad. 1 was just a healthy person with neuroses. 
And 1 think [Insight I m g e ~ ]  helped me grow beyond that. 

In Mary's view, Imght Imagery has value because it taught her to speak her feelings in a 

new way provîding a new-found faith in self. Not only did she gain codïdence in her 

artistic abilities and a voice for her feelings, image-making gave Mary the chance to 



release unconscious imagery. She describes the expressive experience as discovering a 

new way to talk on an emotional level: 

1 think it is a language - as simple as that. It is a language that 1 couldn't 
censor because 1 didnt know how to censor it. Ali 1 could do was make 
my drawings and even though 1 was driven to make better 'art' and get 
better as an artist, that didnt matter. Basically, 1 couldn't censor what 1 
was doing in terms of emotions. And that's why I think [image-making is] 
so valuable because it is indeed a language. And you cm speak it without 
knowing how to speak it. 

For Andrew, as well, the creative process provided an outlet for feelings and a way to 

build his self esteem. Several of the sessions were aructured to give vent to feelings such 

as the facial expressions he drew (figs. 3 & 4), his symbolic self visible in mandala work; 

the revealing family portrait replete with emotional commentary; as well as the open 

conversation with me about his angry feelings towards family members and aggressive 

behaviour at school. In essence, making art gave Andrew a relaxed, safe atmosphere in 

which to discover himself and express his emotions. 

Self-confidence also grows through Inszght Imagery as well. For example, Andrew 

comrnented favourably about of one of his artworks ("1 like this"), when at earlier times he 

only had self-deprecating comrnents to make ("1 screwed up"). In this regard, his negative 

self-talk declined over the course of the sessions. Andrew also created images at home 

and brought thern to me for review, evidence of a growing belief in himself. Furthemore, 

he liked to discuss with me that the m r k  produced at school, a definite sign of his pride 

and growing seKesteem. 



i. Play and Creativity 

Another great advantage of Ihsight Imagery, with its emphasis on spontaneity and 

expression, is the playful, creative atmosphere it creates. In this suspended, fantasy-like 

zone, the psyche hovers in an internaIlextema1 state fiee of conscious restraints. This is a 

transitional place where the individual can 'do' and just 'ben. By opening up a true 'play 

space' for personal (rnindhody) exploration through unconscious image-making, 1-2 

Imrrgery makes an important contribution to the developrnent of our creative self and the 

furthering of our well-being. 

Erik Erikson (1 950/1973) maintains that play allows the growing child to pass succesmilly 

through the early and necessary stages of growth within what he terms an ordinary 'life 

cycle'. Erikson utilized play in his therapeutic sessions for individuals who remained mick 

emotionally and psychologically, those who f d e d  to mature in a heaithy way. Erikson 

says intemal tensions can melt away through play; it is the child's naturai way of working 

out stressful situations. 

Donald Winnicott (1 97 1) also argues that a playful zone is essential for personal growth 

and the development of creativity. The infant, on its own, wifl estabfish a transitionai 

space in which to self explore as a means to separate fiom a significant other. In this self- 

exploration are the seeds of creative We. Should the child not have the opportunity to 

explore and play in this manner, a safe and tnisting environment must be created with 

some other penon. In the space between them, the penon c m  leam to play, self-discover 

and grow intemdy. "The searching cm only corne fiom desdtory f o d e s s  fùnctionùig, 

or perhaps from mdimentary playing, as ifin a neutrai zone," says Winnicott. "It is only 

here, in this unintegrated state of personality, that which we describe as creative c m  

appear" (1971, 64). 



Both Mary and Andrew ailude to the playhl fun of lmght Imagery. Noticing 1 sat down 

on the floor with him the very first session, hdrew was tbriiied that 1 would do 

sornething so unlike his mother (and by implication, Wce him). He was obviousiy having 

fun when his rnood picked up every session fiom be-g to end. Jua the fieedorn of 

flinging paint over a huge sheet of paper and launchhg into his work told me he was 

having a good time. And, at one session's end, the day we joumeyed to the art gdery, he 

flung his m s  around me in a spontaneous expression, announced that he had a great day 

and thanked me for the paints 1 had helped him select. 

Mary, too, conveyed her sense of fiin, albeit with hesitation, when she imparted, "1 never 

saw anyone before having fun with art. You took all the pressure oE"  Playing had been 

lost from much of Mary's Me, and art-without-expectations in a trusted atmosphere 

brought it back, or possibly gave it to her for the first tirne. 

I think partly the reason I was receptive to j u s  doing the art was because 
you always looked Wte you were having so much fun. And 1 jus  felt, 'This 
is crazy. It's not like I'm going to be climbing up a mountain and will fa11 
down or be out swimming over my head. There is nothing physicaily 
threatening about this; it's just an emotional fear and you aiways had the 
paints and the challr, and 1 thought, '1 want to be able to do this and so, 
what's so hard? Jua do it!' So it was the fact that you looked like you 
were having a lot of fun. So there you have the M. 1 dont hang out with 
many people who do that sort of thing, so I hadn't seen people who were 
having fun. 

ii. Flow 

The playful state of production in lnsight Imagery allowed Andrew and Mary to corne 

into the experience of the moment, being at one with the image-making activity. This 

direct and spontaneous expression is a pure encounter in which a natural Stream of 



unconscious images emerges. We are in tune with our h e r  se% our motions, spirit and 

psyche unite while fully absorbed in the activity. 

Mihalyi Csikszentrnihalyi (1990) calls this state of consciousness an optimal or 'flow' 

expenence. In flow there is complete absorption, effortless ccntrol and unself- 

consciousness in an activity; it represents the "positive aspects of human expenence - the 

joy, creativity and process of total involvernent in We" (1990, xi). Being in flow through 

the spontaneous art-making activity of lmghr Imagery presents a way of bringïng greater 

rneaning and happiness to day-to-day Iife. 

As Andrew and Mary engaged the art materials, spontaneously emming images ont0 the 

page in Ihsighr Imagery, a self-reflective awareness took place. While consciously aien, 

they were not operating fiom a rationai, thinking centre. Rather, they were working 

intuitively and open to the unconscious. 

This receptive awareness while working shares some qualities with a mode of experiencing 

called 'reflection-in-action' by Donald Schon (1990). Schon looked at the type of thuiking 

that various professionals (engineers, therapists and architects) use on the job and found 

that, contrary to the prevailing idea that scientific knowledge feeds the pradtioner, 

everyday 'know-how' is the ükely guidïng force in his or her work. "[Clompetent 

practitioners usuaily know more than they can say," explains Schon. "They exhibit a kind 

of knowing-in-practice, most of which is tacit" (1990, viii). 

Schon termed this knowledge of practice 'knowing-in-action' or 'reflecting-in-action', 

meaning we think as we do and do as we think. 



When we go about the spontaneous, intuitive performance of the actions 
of everyday Me, we show ourselves to be knowledgeable in a special way. 
When we try to describe it we find ourselves at a Ioss, or we produce 
descriptions that are obviously inappropriate. Our knowuig is ordinarily 
tacit, impficit in Our patterns of action and in our feel for the SM with 
which we are dealing. It seems nght to Say our knowing is in Our action 
(1990, 49). 

The Imghf Imagery productive activity is not about thinking, and in this respect, it differs 

h m  Schon's refiectîon-in-action. This part of the session involves intuition and 'doing', 

unconsciously knowing what next step to take. By putting Our conscious wishes on the 

back burner, direct image-making takes place at a higher- or meta-level awareness. 

reflecting on the activity as it happens. 

II. Ernotional Management 

A second vital intrapersonai outcome of lmght Imagery is that it develops usefùl tools in 

emotional self-management. The reflective portion of lmight Imagery allows us  to 

consciously idente what feelings and bodily sensations underlie the images we produce. 

In the production portion of the session, emotional content makes its way directly to the 

page. We have not yet 'thought' about Our feelings, but Our body (and unconscious) have 

registered what is going on. During reflection and discussion, the feelings resurface, this 

t h e  with a distancing of thought over emotion. (Often it requires the facilitat or to ask 

questions of the participant in order for there to be conscious awareness of one's feeling. 

For example, a participant can bmsh yeiIow paint across the page, unconsciously feeling 

the colour, but when asked,, "How do you feel about that colour?," the participant has a 

ready response iike "energetic" or "depressed" .) 



Bringing Our ernotions into conscious awareness and sharing them with another helps us 

to reperceive them and, ultimately, manage them. The Iisight Imagery encounter is a 

chance to ernote and familiarize ourselves with the range of emotions running through us. 

By giving feelings a chance to air and conversing about them, we corne to recognize that 

ernotional life is just part of us and not all of us. Shaun McNiff(1992) says of this 

creative interaction with feelings: "We are able to look at fear, anger, desire, ecstasy, 

depression, success, failure, and other emotions as phenornena with which we interan. 

They move through us" (1992, 13). Furthemore, sometimes a picture will trigger old 

feelings, and the participant seizes the oppomnity to reopen, reexperience and see those 

feelings in the present. 

Daniel Goleman (1995) believes that leaming about Our emotions and corning to control 

thern is vital to a healthy and happy life. Emotional management is something that should 

be nuriured particularly in childhood. Without this solid foundation, we are likely to fly 

off the handle at the least provocation, to be 'emotionally hiJackedl as he calls it - a 

common phenomenon in today's violent society. 

Training of the emotions can make al1 the dserence. According to Goleman, it is never to 

late to begin identifjing, expressing and direding Our feelings so that they work for us. In 

business for example, emotional management is recognized as a cost-effective approach to 

team-based service and production. CEOs of major companies are now using meditative 

exercises to regroup and gain energy throughout the day. Even in sports, where attitudes 

seriously impinge on performance, governing the emotions is an accepted practice. 

Education, as well, shows strides in this area, introducing courses that teach about 

emotions. Innovative schools are helping children to express, identXy and control feelings 

- especially those that affect the group. In these contexts, confrontational ability and seff- 

esteem building scenarios are regularly encouraged. 



Leamuig to temper emotions through irnagery, visuaibation and meditation is also 

possible. Goleman considers these tools important in dealing with stress, improving 

performance and healing the body. Additiondly, refiaming our feelings by identifying 

them in a new Iight can change the body's hormonal output and support the immune 

system. In the safe environment of lmight Imagery, therefore, negative or toxic emotions, 

can be revisited and reperceived, effeaing a change in hormonal reaction. 

Overall, what most researchers and practitioners working in this area find is that people 

need to take responsibility for their emotions and their health in order to get and or Say 

well. Dr. Bemie Siegel (1986), one of the pioneers in applying visuabation techniques 

with cancer patients, found that emotional status profoundly affects health. Art making, as 

well, links physical well-being to emotions and thoughts, a fact Siegel discovered using 

images to gauge his patients' conditions. 

For Andrew, we can see that emotional management as a result of spontaneous art-making 

was operant on two levels. First, his diiFcult behaviour at school and at home deched 

with the onset of the art sessions. Imght Imugery gave hirn an emotional outlet without 

hun realinng it. Not only in the images he produced, but in the side aories he told, was he 

getting a chance to emote. As a consequence, his feelings balanced out. Also, Andrew 

used art-making at home, something which buoyed his mood and acted as an emotional 

manager in potentially stressful time~.~' 

27 Unforhmately, Andrew discontinued his art-making sessions preferring to play baseb-ail 
for the surnrner. It is difficult to lmow the effects of his six month encounter with Insighl 
Imagery On my follow-up with his mother, Andrew has conbnued his journalling but for 
wrïting only, not artwork He is still resentful of his brother and spends an increasing 
arnount of tirne outside the home "hanging out with niendst'. 



For Mary as well, image-making helped her cope with diicult situations and maintain 

ernotional stabiiity. Emotiond management came at two levels: first, she leamed to freely 

express and share her emotions in the presence of the facilitator, an empathic other. This 

allowed her to sharpen her emotional skills as it were - understanding the range and depth 

of past and present feelings. But the Imght Imagery activity also gave her a needed tool 

to take with her in tirnes of stress or tension. Mary found herselfgravitating to a mandala 

journal when visiting family, an anxiety-producing event, and used the image-making as a 

centenng and calming device to help her find intemal conneaion. 

1 then began to draw again when 1 went down to the States recently and 
was in a situation where in both cases 1 needed to separate from what was 
going on, fiom my family. And [art-making] allowed me a perfectly vdid 
reason for doing it. It allowed me a socially acceptable reason to 
disconnect &om them. 

Overall, the spontaneous image-making production process helped heai Mary's old 

wounds by delving into emotional and psychological issues without her necessarily being 

aware. "1 reaily think it was a way of me talking to mysele" she says. Sharing her 

thoughts and feelings with the facilitator during retlection deepened the recovery and 

established an internai emotional balance. "1 know that if 1 r d y  wanted to know. I could 

corne and we could work on a drarving and it wouid become a therapy tool as well as 

simply a chance to do art. That was really a double @fi". 

Mary suffered from depression, but has found that the episodes and their severity have 

eased somewhat over the course of her image-making sessions. Critical to her recovery 

was an acceptance of self which came out of acceptance of the process: "1 believed 

completely in the validity of [mage-making]. 1 believed that what came 'out' there was 

true. And ifsomething came out 1 would have to accept the fact that it was tme." 



When Mary tried going without image-making for some time she found that she was not 

able to connect as easily with her feelings. Imght Imagery had become a way of 

validating herself Here she describes what happened when she ceased spontaneous art- 

The faa is that 1 stopped. And what happened was, it wasn't Wce there 
was a huge hole in my We, but I realize now that there wasn't the 
@mation that happened every t h e  1 did a drawing. lherefore 1 think a 
little bit of growth happened every time 1 drew. 1 didn't feel bad that 1 
wasn't drawing, but 1 look back on it now and see 1 did not feel belter, a 
lot of which 1 think was unconscious. You see, every tirne 1 did a drawing, 
it was a Iittle bit of feeling tookplace some place inside of me. 

III. Spirituai Growth 

The third intrapersonal outcome of lmght Imagery, spiritual growth, works in 

conjunction with other aspects of being. As emotions are recognized and expressed, the 

participant cornes to know and accept self, an integration that reverberates in spiritual 

well-being. The process of cornmuning with images and experiencing their autonomous 

nature through reflection transforms the individual at a sou1 level. 

Using the body but fieeing the mind in production we merge with the art materials to 

create direct visuai forrns. Linking to the spiritual through the physical is characteristic of 

Rudolf Steiner's (1927/1965, 1964) Anthroposophic philosophy on life. Steiner believes 

that the tangible world presents human beings with the possibility for spiritual evolution. 

"[Tlhere are many worlds around mm," Steiner asserts, "and man can perceive them only 

if he develops the necessary organs" (1 9îWI 965, 1 1). 



The arts, and colour, in particular, play special roles in this regard. Painting best 

represents the feeling state, Steiner maintains, and colours within it, produce perspective 

and movement that link to the spiritual. For example, Andrew was particularly affected by 

the Native Story and drew inspiration from it to paint the coloumil work Rainbow Boy 

(fig. 10). The activity was a stepping stone to fis discussing values and reflecting on his 

feelings about Me, thereby strengthening his values. 

Steiner would argue that Andrew's predilection for colour was inherent to him, refleaing a 

spintual nature. According Caroline von Heydebrand (1970), one of the first educators to 

be appointed by Steiner to the Waldorf faculty in Stuttgart, children naturaliy develop an 

imer relation with color: 

[Clolor is one of the ways through which the child may be led to 
understanding and activity in the world. Not only taste and artistic sense. 
but an awakening conception, a religious acquiescence, and moral creative 
capacity for activity, is nourished into being. For that which is presented to 
us fiorn the truest Art, even if we are not ourselves artists, is never a 
luxury, but a force and a help for our deepest being in Our relations to the 
spintuai world around us (cited in Ailen, 1970, 88). 

That Andrew at age ten would respond to a moral tale, and evolve it into a painterly 

image, also speaks directly to Steiner's dictum on education through the arts. It is 

precisely at this period (ages 7- 14) that the sou1 inhabits the body and the child's 

imagination cornes dive. Using symbols and myths stimuates the imagination and offers 

an imagistic way to build moral and spiritual life. Furthemore, living pimres and images 

rather than abstract ideas innuences the development of thought. According to Steiner- 

enthusiast Douglas Sloan (1988): 

Our images give us Our world, and the kind and quality of the images 
through which we approach and understand it. It is during the school age 
years when the child lives and knows the world through its imaginative, 
feeling life that a powerful image-making capacity is developed - or not 
(1988, xv). 



An added observation: for the child in these middle years INight Imagery need not 

deliberate on what the child 'thinks' of his artwork but, rather, how he or she feels in the 

moment. Such feeling is made evident in how imagery is portrayed. in Andrew's case, this 

meant t r o ~ b l e d . ~ ~  

In the reflective portion of Insighl Imagery, there is even more opportunity for spiritual 

connection. By contemplating the spontaneously-created images, the participant and 

facilitator enter into a combined spiritual meditation that touches the h e r  or second self. 

This contemplative quality of Insighr Imagery, when the full self enmeshes with and 

apprehends the spontaneously-created images, corresponds to the 'holding of transparent 

thought' that Steiner says leads inward to our spiritual being. 

By such concentration one strengthens and intensifies his 
soul life - in so far as this is life in thought .... In ordinary 
consciousness our thoughts stand there powerless; they are 
Sust thought'. But through such concentration one really 
cornes to experience thoughts as imer being [Sein], just as 
one expenences the tension of a muscle - the act of reaching 
out to grasp an object. Thinking becomes a reality in us; we 
expenence, on developing ourselves fùrther and hther ,  a 
second m m  within us of whom we knew nothing before 
(1961, 58). 

28 In the light of Steiner's theories on the nature of being and development of our 
tripartite bodies (physicaVetherk/astral), it is interesting to note that of ail the exercises 
presented to Andrew he responded best to body tracing. Through imaginative thinking 
that issues fonh between seven and 14 years we link to the second man, the soul within. 
It is possible that at an unconscious level Andrew's angst had penneated his being and 
found visible form in the colourfùl, profoundly spiritual human shape he created. 



i. Contemplation 

Production within Imght Imagery unites body and mind, spirit and emotion, in an ail- 

encompassing contemplative activity. The participant attempts to free self of ail thought 

and to work directly with materiais thereby giving the unconscious free reign to 'speak' its 

imagery. Often there is a struggle between ego and b e r  Seifwhere the conscious rnind 

sits in judgment of the art-making process. But generally, the participant relaxes and 

l e m s  to release ego restraints and to merge with the experience, an activity which could 

prove beneficial to the soul, according to Thomas Moore: 

The vesse1 in which soul-making takes place is an inner container scooped 
out by reflection and wonder. There is no doubt that some people could 
spare themselves the expense and trouble of psychotherapy simply by 
giving themselves a few minutes each day for quiet reflection. This simple 
a a  would provide what is missing in their lives: a period of non-doing that 
is essential nourishment to the soul (1992, 287). 

Jack Miller's (1 995) extensive application of contemplative practice in education has an 

important bearing on the meditative quality of the Insight Imagery productive experience. 

Miller says that meditation, a quiet opening to Our inner experience, can transform the 

individual and positively affect ail areas of his or her Me. Miller uses contemplation in his 

own iife and encourages his students, most of whom are teachers, to experirnent with 

various forms of mediation as a way to understanding its benefits in daily life. 

Contemplation leads to a holistic expenence of living in which rnind, body and spirit unite, 

where psychical balance is restored. 

Thomas Moore calls this 'attendhg to the small details of everyday We,' a caring for the 

soul. Through contemplation in Imight Images, we do not try to solve problems, only to 

notice what exists. In Moore's words, this is, "to give ordinary Iife the depth and value 

that cornes wit h soulfulness.. [by] . . . cultivating a nchly expressive and meaningful Life at 



home and in society" (1992, 3-4). Even colour choices, Iike the clothes we wear, are 

important. "Soul," he notes, "is not a thing, but a dimension of experiencing Me and 

ourselves" (1  992, 5 ) .  

For Mary, image-making, mandalas speciiically, brought a peace and serenity that she had 

been seeking throughout her We. She taiks about the experience as a form of meditation: 

Sornetimes, 1 think what it is - it's a ctiché already - is the meditative aspect 
of drawing, where, in fa- nothing cornes to mind. And that, for me, is the 
reai @fi because my mind just chatters away all the tirne 1 thi& as do most 
peoples' minds. So that, it's k e  letting my mind go to bed for an hour, and 
this is simpIy sornething else that I'm doing so rny mind can Iiterally rest. 

Watching Andrew 'dive' into his body tracings was Uistnictive for me. 1 redized that he, 

too, was capable of becorning hlly imrnersed in his work splattering and painting with 

intensity. The experience had a meciitative quality to it, as if Andrew had an eye to his 

inner world and was being guidecl and spiritudly transforrned in the image-malang 

process. 

ii. Self Empathy 

Through the contempIativelreflective activity of Imight I m g e v ,  the participant cornes to 

have empathy for his or  her uuier self. This serj-empathy, as 1 I it, broadens and 

deepens our personal experience. Not only do we corne to know and accept the comings 

and goings of our unconscious being but through the artwork we learn to respect, and, 

indeed, are in awe of, its independent existence. The profound reabtion that the b e r  

selfwith its myriad images, as well as the ego, are aspects of a compleq whole being shifts 

the lnszght Imagery experience fiom playful to reverent. Having the chance to empaîhize 

with self is an extraordinary, Me-enhancing and soulful expenence. 



By way of example, Mary learned through her reflection on the 'Tane and Sarah' picture 

(fig. 25), that the young girl in the picture was emotionally absent fiom the situation, and 

the mother disco~ected f?om the child. At a later date, she revisited the image with me, 

and at this point, saw the mother-figure as concemed about the child, but the child still 

somewhat rernoved. Mary recognized quaiiiies of the young girl in herself and began 

connecting the mother-figure to herself as weU. In essence, she was able tu emparhze 

with and feel the position of both characters who hover in her psyche at once. Reflection 

dowed Mary to witness the two figures - characters with whom she now was familiar and 

about whom she cared, as autonomous and enmeshed in her being simuItaneousIy- 

Art therapist Joy Schaverein (1987) says that adults who are emotionally isolated at a 

critical tirne in their early developrnent make their unfùlnlled needs k n o q  o h  many 

years later, in the pictures they paint (1 987, 59). Like Mary, they m a t e  images of 

themselves as children at the age they were abandoned, pictures not immediately 

understood, but later apparent as to meanuig. Says Schaverein: 

Mn the cases where the image reveals the child in its aate of abandonment, 
or frozen into its present by its past, the picture is not merely a portrait in 
exact terrns, a replica of a mental image. It is a picture previously unseen. 
The picture shows the client something about her inner world, of which she 
was previously unaware. The picture pictures her b e r  world for her. 
reveals it to her (1987,60). 

Mary pictures herself as a child, again and again, perhaps as a way for that inner young 

being to say, "Stop, pay attention, and £ind some empathy with me". 



iii. Individuation 

At a profound level, the productionlreflection of lnsight Imagery takes us into the spiritual 

and psychicai domain. Direct image-making makes way for the appearance of archetypal 

images housed in the collective unconscious. We witness and unconsciously accept 

feelings as well as psychicai movements. Participants are regularly overawed by what they 

produce, and not nom an 'artistic' point of view. Rather, they stand in wonder at what 

they directly created without mental planning, surprised at how eagerly their unconscious 

speaks and the unique language it uses. 

Car1 Jung (1 96 U1965, 1968) recognizes image-making as important to the individuation 

process. Examining his drearns, Jung created drawings which he interpreted within the 

context of the emergence of an inner 'Self. He understood that art-making, and especially 

mandala art, served as a vehicle to both his persona1 unconscious and a collective of 

unconscious imagery. 

1 sketched every morning in a notebook a small circular drawing, a 
mandala, which seemed to correspond to my inner situation at the tirne ... 
Only graduaily did 1 discover what the mandala really is: 'Formation, 
Transformation, Etemal Mind's etemal recreation'. And that is the self the 
wholeness of the personality, which if ail goes well is harrnonious, but 
which cannot tolerate selfaeceptions. My mandalas were cryptograrns 
conceming the state of the self which were presented to me  uiew each 
day. In them 1 saw the self - that is, my whole being - actively at work 
(1961/1965, 165-166). 

At a deeper leve;, Mary was on aiso on a spintual quest and in the process of individuation 

as outlined by Jung. This joumey is made clear through the archetypal imagery apparent 

in her mandala art. Mary's interna1 stniggle represents (re-presents) a step towards 

integration and wholeness. The following is an example of Mary's psychic m g &  the 

unfolding and acceptance of her unconscious imagery: 



I was staying relatives in the States a few months after the pumpkin picture 
(fig. 17) was made. 1 wanted to draw, and as usual, looked for sorne 
images. One, a picture of a pumpkin, attracted me immediately, and 
another of a fish, less so. 1 opted for the fish image because 1 thought it 
might appeal to a niend of mine whom 1 wanted to irnpress. But it 
bothered me in the end that 1 didn't draw the pumpkin picture which 1 
really liked. 

Pumpkin imagery, as we have aeen has great psychic impor: for Mary, but in this case her 

ego reigned. Mary's analysis of this situation, and one with which 1 concur, is that the 

psyche might not have welcomed an intemal challenge of another unsettling pumpkin 

image at that time. She and 1 do not know the depths of some of these symbols in her 

psyche, the why and when of their appearance. We both cm only trust the individuation 

process and believe unconscious images wili emerge when ready. 

By attending to their images, Andrew and Mary were also addressing the needs of the 

soul. Arts therapist Shaun McNi(1992) says that an arts encounter which is direct. 

spontaneous and without expectation gives us a chance to witness and pay respect to our 

emotions and psychical movements. McNiEsees the image as a vital spirit force guiding 

the soul to wholeness and integration. In essence, image-making of the kind encountered 

in Irtsight Imagery is a sacred experience and one that does not always involve our 

comprehension. "Care of the soul," says Thomas Moore, "is not about understanding, 

figuring out, and making better; rather, it resuscitates images of fàmily life as an 

enrichment of identity" (1 992, 29). 



B. Interpersonal Development 

The facilitator and participant establish a relationship in Imghf Imagery that has 

emotional, psychological and spiritual scope. The social relation helps each other grow 

and leam through the communing of experience and ideas. The relationship, premised on 

empathy and tact, establishes a caring between them that carries over into their respective 

worlds. 

1. Social Encounter 

Insight Images, presents the opportunity for a holiaic arts experience. Thoughts and 

feelings combine in conjunction with the expressive arts activity and group discussion, 

making this an important educative and wellness tool. As well, the careful scrutiny applied 

to each mark heightens individual perception, thereby encouraging one to truly 'see'. 

For the visually literate, especially, Imight Imgery Sords  the chance to 'speak art', a 

language that helps establish internai connections and make rneaning of the world. 

Because Imight Imagev is a social encounter involving discussion and inquiry, it also 

assists in developing understanding of self and feelings. Essentially, we learn to think and 

axticulate ideas through our visual and social communication. The kind of knowledge 

which is traditiondly constructed between teacher and student, such that the teacher edges 

the child into awareness of new information, aiways cognizant of where the child is at, 

takes place in Insighr Imagev, but with a twist. Here, the facilitator coaches the 

individuai through a dialogue around the artwork with simple questions. When ready - 
and this is key, the person will say, laha!', and a connection is made, a feeling understood, 

and new information about self acquired. This transcendent moment, according to Travis 

and Ryan (1 98 11 1988) indicates we are on a path to wellness. 



Working together, participant and facilitator repiece what cm be called the visual narrative 

that the participant has produced. Even is abstract, this language of unconscious symbols 

and strokes conveys elements of a personal story or narrative that ordinarily remain 

hidden. Here, the facilitator and participant operate as a team to reflect on and 

reconstrua the meaning of the narrative to the participant. In the process, aspects of that 

participant's story interweave and becorne meaninfil to the facibator as weli. Ultimately, 

no iife is separate, al1 our stories entwine. 

From a Deweyan point of view, the facilitator-participant relationship is a social 

expenence that sets the stage for leaming. Dewey (1897) stresses the importance of the 

teacher amining self to the interests of the student. In the Imght Imges>'s context this 

means that the facilitator adjusts the session to the participant, as in the case of Andrew, 

who wanted constant stimulus, and Mary, who needed pnvacy and the mandala as a 

boundary. It also means that the faciiitator takes t h e  and has the sensitivity to see things 

fiom the participant's perspective, even when the participant may not be aware of them. 

Social dialogue underlies the theory of knowledge construction in education. For Gordon 

Wells (1994, 1995), ieanllng occurs when an mident asks a genuine question, and the 

teacher partners in the process of building understanding of a subject. By waIking the 

participant through the image as it was made in Innght Imagery, the facilitator CO- 

construas (and, as discussed, reconstmcts) with the participant, recreating what 

matters in its making, Le., the colour choices, types and orientation of strokes, 

subject matter, etc. Furthemore, the trained, perceptive facilitator gauges the 

emotional/psychologic~spiritual status of the participant, anticipating what should be 

asked, ifanything. In this way, the participant is ushered into a place where he or she can 

bring whatever feels cornfortable into consciousness. 



Lev Vygotslq (1934) claims that social speech paves the way for intellectual growth. A 

chiid l e m s  through encounters with others and comes to think' from what is being said. 

In short, dialogue is necessary for cognitive development. In Imght I'ery. the 

dialogue between participant and facilitator helps develop thought and personal 

understanding, even for the adult. Although a person may be intelligent and articulate 

upon entering Insight Imagery, the trusted, social exchange in an unfamiliar subject area 

such as one's unconscious imagery, opens up lines of comrnu~cation, allowing new 

thoughts, ideas and feelings to emerge. 

i. Co-Reflection 

Once imagemaking has ceased, participant and facilitator sit and reflect together on the 

work. This reflection portion of Insight Imagery is a communion of sorts, a coming 

together of two persons to observe a third thing. The 'thing' or artwork becomes an entity 

in itself, a presence in the room and not merely an extension of the person who produced 

it. In this open and safe atmosphere, both parties are Free to ask questions and make 

comments. Above dl, they 'receive' the picture together, attending to its form, colour and 

essence, elements which indicate the current state of the participant's psyche. The 

facilitator intuits what is of interest to the participant, guiding him or her dong a path of 

personal expression. The joumeying teaches the participant to appreciate his or her own 

creative process, and to accept the caring attention being given by the faci~itator.~~ 

29 In this regard, it is significant to note that 'therapy' comes nom the Greek therqs 
meaning to 'attend to' - oniy later did it take on the definition to 'treat medically'. I-ht 
Imagey 's transfomative quaf ity comes from this 'attending to', not ody the faciliator's, 
but the participant's own leaming of how to attend to self and one's personal feelings. 



By taking the time to trace the image, how it was produced, the use to what materials, 

instruments and colours, their placement, etc., the participant truly sees the picture for the 

first t h e .  Attention to every detail gives meaning and weight to the picture, and a sense 

of respect and reverence for its creation. Moore says that the soul likes details and 

vemacular life. "To the soul, the ordinary is sacred and the everyday is the primary source 

of religion" (1 992,203). The consequence of focused attention by two persons is that the 

participant feels deeply cared for (just as the picture is carefilly addressed, by extension, 

so is the person who produced it). The facilitator asks appropriate, sensitive questions 

that spur the participant on to growth and understanding of what was done and why. 

Insights occur - but they are not always necessary. Focused attention represents one level 

of self understanding and acceptance, and analysis in refledon, if there is any, represents 

another. 

With children like Andrew who seem resistant to reflection, it is important to realize that 

they may not be able to cognitively reflect on the rneaning of their artwork by age 10. 

Furthemore, in the light of a turbulent upbringing, fear of exposure to a profound sense of 

aloneness through self-reflection is probable. An therapist Mark Neibauer (1988) believes 

that self expression (as in the production pmion of Insight Imagery) is usually insufficient 

to change perception of sele in his view, a child must relate self to other in order ro 

achieve integration and growth. "Healthy creativiiy," he writes, "is a temporary and 

limited loss of boundaries which dlows one to reorganize infionnation and reality" (1988, 

11). By attending to signs of comection, 1 was able to guide Andrew in indirect self- 

reflection, making smaU steps towards wholeness and integration. The art-making activity 

afEorded the chance to share stories of home and school We, presenting him with the 

chance to express aggressive and angry feelings. Neibauer States: 

The aesthetic process provides a stable and clear pathway to the self. The 
unconscious and introspective nature of art provides the angry child with a 



container in which to place his rage of the defenses against such rage 
(1988, 12). 

ii. Empathy 

One of the most powerfil forces at work in Imight Imagery is empathy, the power of 

projecting one's personality into and fûlly comprehending an objea of contemplation. The 

caring facilitator opens to the participant's experience by saying in essence: "1 hear you 

and 1 heu beyond what you are saying. I also hear your artwork, and 1 understand and 

accept it and you." By contemplating on the other and the other's images, in effect 

stepping into his or her shoes, the facilitator enters into a deeply communal experience 

with the participant. 

Car1 Rogers (1 980) considers empathic, compassionate listening within a therapeutic 

context a necessary element for the process of becomzng and evolving as a 'real' person. 

When someone has been deeply heard and received on all levels in the absence of 

judgrnent, that person can begin to grow. In an ideal world, 'becoming' begins in infancy, 

but for those who rnissed being heard at a sou1 level this kind of empathic relationship cm 

be recreated in contacts such as Imzght Images>. Becoming, it needs be mentioned, is an 

on-going process. 

Looking at the example of Mary, we can see that being hlly accepted and heard by way of 

her images in Insight Imagery, presented her with her k s t  opportunity to accept herseif as 

both an 'artist' and someone who could have firn with paints. Mary speaks of an 

enjoyment in the image-making and sharing experience that is only possible when one cm 

connect with personal, pnvate feelings in the Company of another. 

The double gift was, not only was I able to start seeing myself as someone 
who had the right to draw and couid draw, and could have fun with it, and 
could, in fact, be helped emotionally by it, but actually leamed, we actually 



did therapy through the art. Even pictures that I would look at and Say, 
Wey 1 like this; this is a nice picture.' We would then sit down, and by the 
t h e  we got done, you would have helped me see there were actual 
messages to rnyseIf coming through these pictures that 1 would never have 
seen. 

This kind of vulnerability and selfdisclosure is ody possible in a safe and trusting 

environment. The interpersonal process of lnsighi Imogery allows facilitator and 

participant to develop a confidence in each other that is the foundation for genuine 

feelings to be experienced and acted upon. Mary had never been exposed to someone 

who had a cornmitment to art as play and therapy. Her reaction to me was one of relief 

and deiight. And, because she was sharing the artistic experience with sorneone she 

trusted, she was abIe to 'receive' it in a new way: 

1 think the reason that 1 was open to our dohg therapy around it was 
because I trusted you. 1 knew that you really cared about this kind of art- 
making, that it was meaningful to you and so it was almost like, hey, 'Hey, 
am 1 ever lucky. I've got somebody here who cm do this with me'. 

Pia Mitchell (1984), a creative arts therapist who has worked with depressed patients Iike 

Mas: emphasizes the role of empathy in healing: "The ability of the patient to reorganize 

his thinking and establish new patterns of living depends upon the therapist's ability to 

acknowledge the suRering and feelings of deprivation" (1984, 18). She explains that 

depression involves a loss of ego fùnctions, diminished self-esteem, saddened derneanor 

and loss of interest. If the materna1 environment is imposing (as it was in Mary's case), 

then a 'fdse self (a Winnicottian terni) emerges, one who is cornpliant and imitative. The 

hurnanist-based creative arts therapies with their empathic quality allow this internalized 

%ad object' to be expressed and brought to life through colours, shades and visualization. 



iii. Tact 

The trusted relationship Mary that responded to was possible because of a certain tact that 

was exhibited by the facilitator. Max van Manen (1991) has closely snidied the 

phenornenon of tact, examining how it fùnctions within school settings to facilitate leaning 

and growth. In his text, The Tact of Teaching: n e  Meaning ofPe&gogica! 

ThoüghtfirI~~ess, van Manen explores the concept of being in touch with another, staying 

attuned to their imer Me. The teacher uses tact to guide the student along a unique path 

of leaming. 

[Tlact is the expression of thoughtfulness that involves the 
total being of the person, an active sensitivity toward the 
subjectivity of the other, for what is unique and special 
about the other person (1991, 146). 

The rem tact, derived from the Latin tactus, has associations with 'touch' (tangere). 

Originaily a musical descriptor (tactus or beat), tact developed social meaning in the 18th 

century through Voltaire, then came into pedagogical use with the Gerrnans. According 

to van Manen, pedagogical tact cannot be taught, but is instinctive and irnrnediate. "[A] 

tactfiil person has the sensitive ability to interpret thoughts, understandings, feelings, and 

desires fiom indirect clues such as gestures, demeanor, expression, and body language. 

Tact involves the ability to irnmediately see through motives or cause and eEect relations. 

A tactfil person is able as it were to read the inner life of the other person" (1 99 1, 125) 

A teacher's tact, like that of the facilitator in lnsight Imagery, touches lives and motivates 

change. 

For Mary and Andrew the empathy and tact show in the I l~~lghr  Imagey context 

provided room for growth and self-leaming. The facilitator's ability to read, anticipate and 

react in accordance with their specific communications (speech, silence, actions or 

imagery) established an atmosphere of tmst and acceptance for thern ro just %et. Mary 



welcomed the chance to express and reflect on her images with the facilitator, whereas 

Andrew created freely and used the art-making process to commiserate on his life in 

general. Each was using the tmsted interpersonal relationship, boni of empathy and tact, 

to discover new aspects of self 

C. Transpersonal Development 

Individuation, as descnbed by Jung, involves the intemal quest for wholeness, but also 

bridges the gap from self to humanity. Education theorist Rosemary Gordon (1973) says 

that through art-making we move beyond personal expression and self-searching to the 

transpersonal and spiritual realm. 

This concept of individuation seems to me to be vaiuable and relevant to 
any discussion of art and the artist; it might provide that conceptual tool 
with whose aid we might unravel the dficult interaction and 
interdependence between consciousness, personal identity and 
individualism on the one hand, and the experience of something beyond 
one's self on the other. It would thus be important in any discussion on the 
use and purposes of art, particularly as this might affect art educaton and 
an therapists. For it is Iikely to colour the whole controversy about art as a 
means of 'self expression' and 'self exploration' as against art as a means of 
transcending the hunediate and purely personal through absorption in or 
devotion to some non-personal goal - be this tram-personal goal conceived 
of as God, spirit, Muse, Nature, Humanity, or even as skill, technique or 
excellence (1 973, 50). 

Gordon observes that society defines the fiinction of art according to its own ideology and 

values. For example, in China, art is judged for its capacity to evoke the Cosmic Force; in 

India it is an aid towards feeling Supreme Bliss; in Greece and Rome and pon- 

Renaissance Western Europe, art was object-oriented and concemed with ideai fonn, the 

dignity of man and imitation of nature. At other times, art has served a social purpose. 

But, ultimately, art meets both an aesthetic need and the desire to communicate that 

extends beyond self to the world at large. 



Gordon's conviction that art activity contributes to spiritual evolution can be compared 

with being driven to create art out of an internai necessity s p ~ g i n g  nom the soul, the 

philosophy of renowned artist Wassily Kandinsky (1947). In his famous rnanifesto 

'Conceming the Spiritual in Art7' Kandinsky presents the idea that ail of us are involved in 

a spintual evolution: "Everyone who irnmerses himself in the hidden intemal treasures of 

his & is an enviable CO-worker on the spirituai pyramid which will reach heaven" (1947, 

40). Through Insight Imagery, participants like Mary and Andrew share the spintual 

climb of Kandinslq, using art as a means to grow and connect on rnany levels. 

i. Global Connection 

Insight Image~y, with its reciprocal partnering process, functions as a transformational and 

educative encounter. A ping-pong of ideas, thoughts and feelings engage the facilitator 

and participant on a level that moves to the spirinial. The space b e ~ e e n  and wz~hztt 

individuals becornes sacred as they journey together into the psyche of the participant as 

represented through his or her expressive imagery. 

Spiritual growth and trampersonal connection are also aims of holistic education. Jack 

Miller (1993, 1994, 1996) presents holistic learning as an inclusive concept operating on a 

soul and heart level b e ~ e e n  and withzn individuals. Here, the tacher does not merely 

convey or transmit bits of information to the mident. Nor is the holistic cumculum only a 

social transaction. Rather, this mode1 of education, a 'Iearning with integrity' (Anna 

Lemkow, 1990), sees both parties as transformed by their experience of each other. This 

encounter leads, significantly, to transformation at a global level. 



ii. Deep Ecology 

The personal disconnection and Unbalance that Jack Miller says needs addressing through 

a holistic prograrn is also felt on a planetaxy level. According to activia John Seed 

(1988), the appalling condition of the earth with rain forests depleted and pollution and 

global wamiing on the nse, cornes from a deep-seated feeling of human disconnectïon 

from the earth, a discomecXion that begins with self We perceive the earth as 'other', not 

understanding that we are the planet and cannot iive without air to breathe and water to 

drink. 

This is not a modem or 'civilized' problem. Seed observes that £kst world counvies are in 

good Company with cultures who see themselves separate from the planet. He has visited 

many, particularly third-world and Native peoples, and noted that al1 have some form of 

ritual to honour the emh, a way to remind themselves that they are part of it. Seed 

theorks that the intellect may account for the psychic divide human beings expenence 

and explain why we miareat the earth. 

To save the planet we mua develop an ecological identity and cultivate deep ecology. 

Deep ecology, a term coined by Arne Naess who collaborateci with Seed on ninking Like 

A Mountuin (1 988), refers to a deep carhg for seif and planet, a feeling of the 

interconnectedness with al1 beings. Seed and his colleagues devised the Council of .Pd 

Beings, wherein humans symbolically represent other beings nich as plants and animais in 

a ritual celebrating (and rnouming the current state of) the earth. Seed believes we must 

regularly enact such rituais to h e d  the illusion of separation and maintain our connection 

with and respect for the earth. 



To experience the full depth of the ritual and to be part ofthe universe's healing, however, 

we m u a  first c o ~ e c t  with our own feelings. Inrighr Imagery, in its own way, makes 

strides towards recomecting with motions and establishing a global interconneaion. The 

expressive and contemplative nature of spontaneous art-making and sharing, is a ritual of 

sons that bnngs us, through imagery, into a sacred place where we open to feelings and 

commune with al1 time. The mindfblness of doing and refleaing in the lhere and now' 

expands consciousness, restoring a reverence and awe for that which is. 

In line with Seed's thinkuig is Jung's notion that "the sou1 is for the most part outside the 

body" (cited in Moore, 1992, 186). By taking t h e  to look closely and care for what is 

within, we make deep connections with the world and experience soul as expansive. 

Moore calls this 'soul-ecology', "a responsibility to the things of the world based on 

appreciation and relatedness rather than on abstract pnnciples" (1992, 270). He says. 

"care of the world is a tending to the soul that resides in nature as well as in human 

beings" (1 992, 270). The individual and the individuai's home is a microcosm, the 

'archetypal world', he explains. He advises havhg a munid relationship with things in the 

world, not a domination of subjea over object, but rather a mutual relationship of 

affection, respect, and care" (1992,280-28 1). Ln keeping with wellness advocates (Travis 

& Ryan, 1 98 1/ 1 988) and holistic thinkers (Steiner, 1 927A 965)- Moore States, " [tlhere is 

no absolute separation between the world's soul and Our own. We are tmly the world and 

the world is us" (1992, 28 1). 

D. Applications 

1 believe that a revolution is required in how we perceive art and art-making. Rather than 

limit such creative activity to those who are 'talented', we need to recognize that 

spontaneous image-production is a dynamic, weilnessoriented activity available to ail of 



us. When used regularly, expressive art-mahg of this kind b ~ g s  imer wisdom and 

emotional, psychological and spiritual balance. "When imagination is allowed to move to 

deep places," observes Moore, "the sacred is reveaied ..A foIlows, then, that living artfùlly 

can be a tonic for the secularization of tife that characterizes Our time" (1 992, 289). 

1. Home 

Certainly, Insight Imngery belongs in the home where values and habits are fomed. 

Spontaneous visual expression is a natural ally to children in their emotional, physical and 

spiritual development. Parents could be introduced to the concept of I'gh Imagev by 

way of workshops, and pass that knowledge dong to theïr children. In the home-based 

situation, production or direct expression would be key, and reflection without analysis 

applied only to the point where both parties felt cornfortable. 

According to Daniel Goleman (19951, school performance is dependent on emotiond 

characteristics established in the E r s  years of Me. He points to studies by Haward 

pediatrician T. Berry Brazelton which show that academic success is determined by 

readiness to learn apparent through confidence, curiosity, intentionality, self-control, 

relatedness, capacity to communicate and cooperativeness, al1 attributes developed at 

home. "Family life is Our first school for emotional leaming," says Goleman, 

in this intimate cauldron we l e m  how to feel about 
ourselves and how others will react to Our feelings; how to 
think about these feelings and what choices we will have in 
reacting; how to read and express hopes and fears. This 
emotional schooling operates not just througti the t h g s  
that parents Say and do directly to children, but also in the 
models they offer for handiing their own feelings and those 
that pass between husband and d e .  Some parents are 
f l ed  emotional teachers, others atrocious (1 995, 189-90)- 



II. Work 

In the workplace, being ernotionally smart is essential. Much of today's business 

environment operates as work units comprised of 'knowledge workers' concerned 

with a cornmon goal. Here, there is no room for stress; good interrelations, 

emotional equilibrium and harmonious atmosphere are vital. The bright and 

sensitive manager uses head and heart to coordinate the team, offixing feedback 

rather than cnticism and presenting solutions. Such emotionally-balanced 

reactions are cost-effective and make good business sense. 

In the business comrnunity, there increased understanding of and appreciation for 

stress management tools as well as outlets for creativity like Imight Imogery. For 

exarnple, Makin (1994) has looked at the healing power of art in the workplace, 

and Elkin (1994) examined emotional management through art and creative self 

expression. Elkin's study involved 25 resident advisors, ages 17-42, at the Pratt 

Lnstitute, using art activities as a means of helping them cope with their jobs. The 

process, she daims, allowed them to get feelings out, help make choices and 

decisions, relax, set goals, implement change, enrich relationships, and connect 

with imer and outer self 

III. Health 

Health also profits fiom the emotional and spiritual fitness that cornes with arts-based 

programs like Insight Imagery. Research in prevention and treatment shows the benefits 

of treating emotions, which should cause emotional intervention to be standardized within 

medical care. It is now known that the central nervous system and immune system 

cornmunicate, that body and mind are intertwined. Without proper management, toxic 



emotions such as anger, anxiety, depression, etc., can cause significant physical darnage 

sending stress hormones throughout the body, weakening the immune system. 

With emotional training, attitudes can shift. Using relaxation techniques, meditation and 

visualkation are just some of the ways in which perspective, and hence emotions, can 

change. Daniel Goleman's (1 995) answer to health-threatened situations is to develop a 

trusting heart: "People who have a great deal of hopefulness are, understandably, better 

able to bear up under trying circumstances, including medical difnculties (1 995, 177). 

Harms' 1973 research identifies art-making as preventive therapy or a 'prophylactic' to 

pathology. and Men (1 987) speaks of art-rnaking within a Life-enhancing, health-oriented 

model. It is aiso heartening to know the numerous recent investigations have been 

conducted using art as a means for persond inquiry and self-exploration. For example, 

Lewis (1 988), Egger (1989), Winters (1 993), Trenkamp (1992), Slodor (1 9%) and Elliott 

(1993) apply art for self-expression and personal joumeying, a way to self-knowledge and 

self-acceptance. 

IV. School 

School is an excellent venue to train the emotions. Goleman recomrnends a more holistic 

approach to the curriculum, one which combines heart and mind. In this regard, Project 

Spectrum at Tufts University in Boston, a program initiated by Howard Gardner (1983), 

focuses on children's multiple intelligences rather than a singuiar, science-oriented 

thin.ki~~g.~O As weU, Goleman says, the ideas of psychologist Peter Saiovney (cited in 

30 It is significant to note that Gardner views multiple intelligences as cognitively-based, 
whereas Goleman sees emotions as operating outside cognition. 



Goleman, 1995, 286) have helped place emotional management at the forefiont in 

education. Salovney believes we cm teach children and adults to know and manage their 

emotions. For example, Nueva School in San Francisco teaches Self Science, a class 

devoted to getting to know your feelings. Such school-based prevention prograrns assist 

in promoting emotional literacy such as controlling impulses, managing anger and finding 

creative solutions to social predicaments. Emotional education advances moral 

development and social responsibiiity. Goleman believes: 

[I]t is not enough to lecture children about values: 
they need to practice them, which happens as 
children build emotional and social skills. In this 
sense, emotiond literacy goes hand in hand with 
education for character, for mord development, and 
for citizenship (1995, 286). 

Educator Solveiga Miezitis (1992) has studied depression in the schools, and also corne to 

the conclusion that creative expression is an antidote to the constricthg forces of this 

illness. "Creativity is the antithesis of depression. It allows us to reactivate our 

interactional system, whether it be Our classroom, school, or family, by infushg it with 

spontaneity of expression and joie de vivre" (1992, 436). Miezitis points to a Ioss of 

interpersonal support system and the interruption of attachent process in early Life as 

major contributors to depression in later iife (1992, 430). An important means of 

combating depression and strengthening interpersonal ties rests with arts prograrns which 

empower the individual but are so ofken undervalued by society. "Such an environment 

allows for spontaneous self-expression of thought and feeling and allows individuds and 

groups to generate creative solutions to life's problems" (1992, 430). Her vision in the 

fight against depression in the schools is the release of creativity throughout the education 

community with students, administrators, classroom teachers, resource personnel and 

parents. 



Lee (1992) exarnined artwork of 84 students fiom 10 prirnary grade classrooms and found 

that aesthetic appearance, Le., how well integrated, use of colour, etc., linked to coping 

ability and teacher support. The study, says Lee, raises the possibility that art as a mode 

of expression cm have a healing benefit, and that creative leaming with empathic teachers 

and shared control is important. OehIberg (1996) has also empIoyed art in the schools to 

build emotional resiliency and help direct pupils to ~ e ~ d i r e c t e d  understanding rather than 

persona1 disclosures about experiences. Others, like Carol Ross (1997) have applied art 

therapy with primary school students in Bntain, and learned that such programs reduce 

conflia and educate children as to their emotions3 l .  

The art therapy approach involves using image-making as a 
vehicle for reaiizing aims other than the production of 
polished art objects or the irnparting of art cumculum. The 
art activities serve as a vehicle for exploring feelings, ideas 
and events, developing interpersonal skills, and 
relationships, increasing self-esteem and confidence and 
promoting a stronger sense of self and selfimage (Ross, 
1997, 14). 

Sandra Pine (1975) offered an art therapy-based agenda with a wellness focus to her 

school cumculum with urban elementary students. Pine's concem centred on fostering 

integration and wholeness in the individual, piacing value on art's fùnction as a vehicle of 

personai communication and growth. "As art educators," she States, "we want the child to 

move fonvard intellectually through opportunities to master the outside world. We want 

this growth not to be constncted to cognition but to include ernotional growth" (1975, 

9 1). 

l It is especially interesting to me, in the light of my fortieth birthday present of a quilt 
created by freinds and family around the globe, that Ross uses patchwork quilting as an art 
therapy activity in the schools. 



The aforementioned applications are primarily art therapy-based, and, as such, may be 

perceived f?om a medical standpoint. Other encouraging work using art as expansive of 

the self, but not therapy-based, is currently taking place in the schools. For example, 

Toronto educator Susan Brown's (1 994) introduced a holistic, multiculturally-focused 

teachingllearning unit into the secondary school cumculum which explores personal 

identity, visual arts and culture. One aspect of her program uses expressive rendering to 

'discover the culture within', observing that 

[b]y creating personally signifiant symbols snidents 
increase their understanding of how artists in other societies 
engage in visual storytelling or create art that is 
unique.. . . When students create persona1 totems or symbols 
they extend and transfomi their intemal sense of identity 
into recognizable, culturally objectified fons .  Such 
investigations into the realms of personal identity and 
history are key to introducing the concept of personal 
culture, while maintainhg the validity of the students' own 
experiences (1996, 84). 

Like Brown. 1 am interested in cultivating students' imer life. In the school setting, 1 am 

advising a non-goal-onented image-making class where contemplation through practice is 

advocated. This is not a fiee-for-ail, but an expectations-exempt encounter with art 

materials, somewhat akin to k h d e r g ~ e n  art. For younger students with particular 

problems, artwork might be referred to a private therapeutic setting, and for older children 

and adults, a refl ective portion should be added. Encouraging students to work directly 

without judgrnent and to let their conscious rninds sit quietly while their unconscious, 

intuitive self emerges would be prirnary. 

According to Martin Fischer (1973), the quality of children's lives could be considerably 

enriched if we aiiowed them greater spontaneity of expression of the kind 1 am 

recommending with Iizsight Imagery. Fischer believed that art could be used to detect 

problems early on, rnaking an important contribution to society's mental and ernotional 



heaith. The aorying done by children around art-making gives clues to their stress and 

distress, but "[tlhis very important source of information is sadly neglected in our 

educational system," Fischer says (1973, 8). In his view, spontaneous art serves as a 

preventive, therapeutic and rehabilitative tool with normal as well as suffering populations 

and belongs in the school setting. 

A more tolerant and fieer pattern of bringing up children 
wouid permit them to make more choices for themselves. 
They should have a chance to act and communicate 
spontaneously, safely, harmoniously, and acceptably within 
the cultural clirnate in which they live. Given this fkeedorn 
to express what is deeply felt through spontaneous art, 
children could achieve much relief from tension, and gain 
control over many of the fears and anxieties that beset their 
lives. Parents and educators couId make an important 
contribution to the mental health of the community by 
helping the child to reserve areas in his We throughout his 
growing-up years, in which the oppominity for spontaneous 
creativity wouid be safeguarded (1973, 8). 

The argument for expressive art in the schools is reiterated by art tacher-tumed-therapist, 

Judith Rubin (1978). Rubin has spent years working with children and adults, groups and 

individuah, weil and unwell, and corne to the conclusion that art-making that is beneficial. 

even necessary, to an emotionally healthy We. 

It does make sense to me that if art can be helpful to troubled and 
handicapped children, it can also be helpful to 'normal' children in school 
and at home, as a way of expressing and clanfying, and perhaps coping 
with some of the complicated feelings like jealousy, anger, and fear that 
every child has when growing up. These are not always easy to talk about, 
and some feelings are really B c u l t  .... So whether you think of art as 
helping children to master skills or as a way of developing respect for self 
or others, the broadly therapeutic values and educational goals for children 
in art do not seem so far apart. It seems to me that the most therapeutic 
thing one can do in a classroom, is to provide a setang in which each child 
cm become himseif (1978,222-223). 



E. Obstacles 

lmight Imagery belongs in the general population, and especially in education, as a day- 

to-day tool for holistic growth. A proven resource for wellness, it bnngs ernotional 

expression and management as well as spirituai development through an innedouter 

comection into clear view. Imght Imogery should be part of the cornmon psyche, 

operant in homes, schools, and at work. 

Before this can be achieved, however, certain obstacles must be overcome. The fira of 

these is the myth that surrounds 'ait' and the 'artist'. Image-making needs to be recognized 

as a basic nght and separate fiom the idea of 'art'. The second obstacle, inbmately 

comeaed to the first, is art's lack of representation in the schoois. Both are examined in 

mm. 

L The Mythology of the Artist 

Art, in today's materialistic society, is considered elitist, an advity for the tdented and a 

cornmodity for the rich. Materialism is premised on atornism, a philosophy wherein 

control of the physicd world is paramounc and objects are meant to be manipulated and 

consumed (Miller, 1996, i2). Atomias view Me as eagmentea discontinuous and outside 

the self, a series of experiences to be criticized, judged and diswded. Within this 

ideology, everything fiom plastic cups to major concepts, is disposable. 

Society's addiction to the quick fkq media moments and instantaneous e-mail stands in 

direct contrast to the process of IN,@ Imogery. Here we focus on the present moment 

rather than s e t ~ g  our aims on a future or end product. This is çtatus-fkee image-making, 

an aim with which renowned educator Marshall McLuhan rnight agree. "[A]rt offered as a 



commodity rather than as a means of training perception is as ludiaous and mobbish as 

dwaysn (1964, 99). 

Added to the obstacles needed to be overcome to bring Imght Imagev into the public 

lens is the faulty notion that image-making it for 'artists' only. The thinking goes: If 

anyone can make art, then it must not be valuable. Ifwe relegate art to only a chosen few. 

however, then it has worth. We do not hesitate to let our young children express 

themselves through spontaneous Magery without demanding that it be 'art'. But when it 

cornes to adults, we insist thaî engaging art materids has a 'go08 and vaiuable outcorne. 

Let us keep in mind that today's noble view of the amst (who, ironically, muggles to 

make an existence) cornes out of a centuries old notion of the anis as genius, a person 

akin to the gods. This myth of the great artist as one 'bearing the golden nugget of genius 

within' h d s  i ts  inspiration in the Book of Genesis where the d i e  right of creativity is 

given to man (Parker & Pollock 198 1). The concept of genius was undencored during 

the Renaissance when the individuai was exaited and divisionhg occurred dong class and 

sex lines: public or fine XL made by male professiods, was separate fiom private crafi 

or decorative an produced by house-bound upper class women. The _wnd role of a n i s  is 

claifiecl in a 19th cennvy novel: 

Have you ever thought what th[e] tem @eut artia] 
implies? Not only a painter but a poet; a man of learning of 
reading, of observation A gentleman - we artïsts are the 
niends of kings. A man of stainless Wnie. A man of iron 
wi& indomitable daring, and passions saong, yet kept 
always leashed in his hand. Last and greatest a man who, 
feeling withui him the divine spirit, with his whole soul 
worships God!' (cited in Parker & Poilock 198 1.88). 

W of us share in this unfortunate legacy of perceiving 'artin' as inaate genius. Mary, too, 

suffered f?om consrraineci socïetal views around art and art-making she believed that 



unless she could be a 'great artist' there was not any point to drawing. Before Iimight 

Imugery, Mary had a limited view of herself and art: "1 felt frozen inside and 1 had this 

sense that 1 was cornpletely non-artistic, that 1 was almost laughable, and that the thing to 

do is stay away fiom anything that had to do with drawing because it was a humiliation to 

me. " f 

An educator Joshua Taylor observes that spontaneity of expression in art is the stronghold 

of young children. "Talent," he says," is something noted and talked about by eager 

parents and teachers, not by children. They are concerned with doing and are not too 

cntical of the final produd" (1966,239). Prior to lnnght Iniagery, Mary avoided art- 

making, and when she did engage in if was always judging and assessing. 

This critical stance is learned in middle childhood, a tirne when children are preoccupied 

with rules, says Piaget (1952). Young children in the pre-operational stage (3-5 years) are 

relaxed and direct when it cornes to art; they create images without being hampered by an 

inner critic. Between seven and 10 years, however, the child begins to have an awareness 

of the other person's perspective and to take into account what society says is 'right'. As a 

result, children at this operational stage are very concerned with wanting to make a picture 

that looks 'real'. Says Taylor: "No matter how satisfied the teacher may be with some 

chance spontaneous effect that suggests to him a valid work of art, the adolescent student 

is likely to judge the work on the bais  of 'how well done'. And behind that 'weU' stands a 

rigid and narrow concept of art his schooling has had no reason to touch" (1966,241). 

Releasing Mary fiom the constraints of her art schooling and helping her validate the 

naturai artistic expression that lay buried within was a challenge. 

Through mandala-making Mary moved away fiom seeing the image-making expenence as 

solely 'artf-aimed, fïiled with personal and social expectations. Rather, she realized that 



expressing herself through art was as natural as breathing or speaking: "It was fieeing for 

me to know not just that 1 could do art, but somehow that I wasn't deeply flawed." 

Beyond this M q  comected with feelings of contentment and self-acceptance, something 

she never dared associate with making 'art': 

So, it was something where, something inside ~f me said, 'it 
doesnrt matter if this is right or it's wrong. I'm having a 
good time doing it.' And that was the real break. It was, 
this is a good thing for me. So, that was the real fkeeing 
thing. It doesn't matter if it's usefùl or purposefil or 
perfect. I'm having a good time doing this. 

One aspect of Mary's resistance to 'making art' was control. Her early upbringing with an 

overbearing mother played a significant role in her fear of art. 

You have to remember my thing about my early toilet 
training where part of my concem about art is that it's 
messy. And 1 remember 1 dont think 1 ever took any kind 
of nsks. Like when Jill came over and you had her 
splattenng paint down the paper. Well, even then, 1 
thought, 'Eeeek , that paint is splattering. What ifit gets on 
the floor, and what ifit gets on my blouse? This goes back 
to even before the first art expenence to very extreme 
control at home. 

Rhoda Kellogg (1969) says that adults often avoid spontaneous art-making because it 

harkens back to childhood when scribbling and related art activities were perceived as 

destructive and chaotic. Anxious mernories such as these could be why Mary opted for 

the mandala as a safe, boundaried space within which to work. It may dso account for 

her choice of 'tidy' markers over paints as her preferred art implement. 

Canadian art therapist and pioneer in the area, Dr. Martin Fischer, sees adults like Mary as 

out of touch with their spontaneous centre and blames the school system: 

The present educational process in Our society has a stifling 
effect on originality and spont aneous creativity . Often when 



a child expresses ideas in his artwork that diffa fiom those 
of the tacher, he is for& to m o d i  his art and conform. 
The attributes of a child's thinking for himself and being 
experimentdly minded and fke, which are important 
aspects of growth, and the basic ingredients of creativity, 
and which shouId be the objectives of education are 
graciually brought to a hait. Spontaneity in nipped in the 
bud. This results in relatively few individuals given to 
spontaneous creativity later on in life (1973, 7) 

Working spontaneously for Mary had a powerfbl effect, "iike the breaking of a very strong 

h k  or chain," liberating her ffom a life-long view of herseif as 'non-hstic. 

1 redly do believe that the whole perfectionist thing, that, 'If 
the eye doesn't look right, it's not a good drawing', is behind 
my belief tbat 1 didn't have a right to do art. Instead, as 
happened in one of my drawings, where Till's eyes dont 
match, 1 think it's wondefil. 

Insight Imngery takes us away tiom the myth of the and traditional art-making as 

goal-oriented, a produa by which we evduate ourselves. Rather, this play-filled 

spontaneous image-makinglsharing activity liberates us to express, something we 

desperately need to do. Innght Imagery respects the picture's right to be and humbles us 

in the process; it opens us up to grow and leam in new and unexpected ways. 

Il The Arts in Education 

The second obstacle to the introduction of Innght Imgery into the mainstream relates to 

art's weak representation in the educationai synem. Although the literature provides many 

reasons why the arts should be an integral to pedagogy, educators still view them with a 

jaundiced eye. Why this is, is answered in part by schoiar Roger Clark (1996) whose text, 

A r t  Edtcatton: Imes in Postmodern Pedagogy, explores the history of and innuences on 

art education in North America. 



Clark traces the current and often absent aate of art in the schools to a philosophicd 

confiïct that had its seeds in the 19th century. With the advent of the Industrial Age and 

the promotion of scientific-rationdist (empirical) ideals, education in art needed to serve a 

social 'purpose'. Justsed as technical training for engineers and architects art in the 

generd curriculum, however, feu to an inferior position. At the 1894 National Education 

Association Committee of Ten meeting, the fate of art in secondary schools was decided. 

Of the nine core subjects (Greek, Latin, English, modem languages, mathematics, 

physi~dche~stry, biology, hiaory/politics and geography), drawing sudàced as an 

elective. Not long der ,  the Comrnittee of Fieen who were responsible for elementaiy 

school cumcula also gave art an inferior statu despite the fact that their romantic- 

expressive vision was to focus on history, geograp hy, grammar, literature and arithmetic, 

the "five windows of the sou1 or basic divisions of knowledge" (1996, 15). 

By mid-century, a reaction to these scientific-rational and rornantic-expressive 

philosophical slants becarne apparent in an instrurnentalist approach to art education, one 

that upheld educution through art. The social and psychologid benefits of art education 

were soon recognized when art was applied across disciplines. The Deweyan notion of 

action leaniing, Jean Piaget's (1953) stages of  cognitive development, and V i o r  

Lowenfeld's (193 5) ideas on creative and mental growth established ground through 

artistic self-expression at the elementary level. 

In contrast to the instnimentalist position, essentialism placed art first and foremeost; it 

was erftrcu~ion in art. Giving art inherent value came as a direct result of political events 

such as the Cold War and 1957 Sputnik I launch, says Clark Art needed to pomay itself 

as a 'scientific' subject, one which could solve problems and operate systematically. Out of 

this view arrived discipline-based arts education (DBAE), a program underwritten by the 



J. Paul Getty Fund and driven by educators such as EUiot Eisner (1991). DBAE stresses 

four strearns in art education: art dicism, studio arf art history and aesthetics. 

Art's continual need to justify itselfcan be directly blarned on an ambitious society, Eisner 

maintains. Curiously, art is prized by people, but not considered vital to career-building, - 

and career-building is what schools do. Schools are social institutions which reflect 

society's values, he says, and not necessarily meaning-makùig establishments. "Many 

administrators still regard art as a fad and a fnll", agrees Victor D'Amico, "and with an 

emphasis on  science and mathernatics, art is relegated to a less important role or 

elimhated from the cumculum entirely" ( 1 966/1973, 1 04). 

Charles Fowler (1 996) also stands behind the idea of strong arts, strong schools. He says 

schools are under pressure to meet corporate and commercial needs, but, "in the process 

of oversehg science, mathematics, and technology as the panaceas of commerce, schools 

have denied students something precious: access to their expressive/communicative being 

and their participation in creating their own world" (1 996, 13). Fowler asserts that the 

arts help us think receptively, aestheticdy, creatively, cornmunicatively and culturally; 

they teach us about ourselves and help us to become better people. 

Today, essentialism (art for art's sake) is entrenched in secondary school and 

instrurnentalism (art for other purposes - hcluding therapy) hoids sway at the elementary 

level. This pedagogicai division and the fact that art is s a  considered the least vaiuable 

subject when it cornes to college admission (Gallup POU, 1990, cited in Clark, 1996, la), 

necessitates a dramatic change in how art is taught in schoot. "This Janus face of art 

presents educators with a cumcular discontinuity that must be reconciled if art is to 

survive the challenges facing education in the next c e n t q "  (1996,20). 



Insight Imagery, to a certain extent, cm bridge this gap. Whiie fàlling into the 

instrumentaiist paradigm because it provides social, psychological and spiritual benefits 

through art, it could also be said to have essentiaiist, discipline-based Ieanings. Within the 

process of art-making., the participant develops fa* with a variety of art media, expands 

creative potentid, and, in generd, hones skill. (The latter, it should be noted, comes as a 

by-product of the sessions, but is not its primary a h )  

Beyond this, Illslght Imgery reconciles a schism between modemist and post-rnodemia 

attitudes towards art. To address this clab, it is fïrst necessary to describe how the two 

movements function within art proper. Uniilce the prernodeniists who beiieved God 

inspired al1 artwork, modemists considw the individual the unique source of inspiration. 

Postmodernists argue, however, that art is socially conmcted, deriving its inspiration 

from myriad sources. "Postmodemist art educators have unmasked this huduient image 

of artia as male genius by shedding light on social forces which enabIed the great masters 

to gain their prominence," observes Clark (1996, 8). For the postmodernist, everything 

we do or say has been infiuenced in some way by our place and position in the world, and 

many of us (people of colour, non-Westemers, Natives, women) have voices which have 

been absent or silenced in the modeniist art worid- 

Postmodemists seek to demystif4. art, to expose its underbeuy and discover its many 

hidden meanings. "The demystification of the artistic process has been another great 

contribution made by critical theorists to postmodemist art. Rather than considered the 

result of a solitary man making brilliant leaps into previously unknown temtory, the 

creation of art is now seen as a collective enterprise" (1996, 29). Art, fiom this 

perspective, is a collaborative endeavour which escapes the &tics' view, an assembhge 

whose meanhg is deconstnicted by the artist and reconstnicted by its viewer. 



In contrast to modemism's focus upon purity of form, postmodemisrn is 
concemed with interpretation of meaning. Thus, deconstmction lies at the 
very heart of postmodemist art; however, since artias and viewers alike 
engage this process from diverse perspectives, their resultant 
interpretations of meaning will of necessity be sirnilady diverse. This 
phenomenon is referred to in the iiterahlre as reconstruction (1996, 10). 

Extending beyond the modemist mphs surrounding creative self-expression, IMgh 

Imagety recognizes that pmcess is as important as produa, and that facilitator interaction 

with participant is acceptable, even conducive, to creative activity. Further, Insighr 

Imagery considers the art product an unconscious deconstmction which is reconstruaed 

by facilitator and participant during the reflective portion of the session. This resultant 

image is a coIlaborative 'project' in the sense that it provides dinerent meaning and 

interpretation to participant and facilitator. During CO-reflection we redze that what we 

see before us is dependent not only on Our outward sentient expenence but inner 

unconscious life. "Art opens doors; but equally it establishes the door fiame. Art rnirrors 

but only what is selected in the rnirror" (Paul Duncum, cited in Clark, 1996, 65). What 

makes its way to the page is selected and presented outside conscious awareness, then 

informed by the multi-perspectives of its viewers as a social construct. 

F. Pre-Service Education 

Iwght  Imagery, more than ever, belongs in a holistic cuniculum for students and teachers 

alike, one that values education as a soul-filled joumey. GiWig voice to Our emotions and 

the unconscious by way of imagery, corning to know and share self with others, is a 

needed alternative to 'art for artists' programs in the schools. Within an education context, 

Idght Imagery could act as an agent of change, broadening the art experience and 

bnnging it into centre view as everyone's right. 



There is some precedent for this. Decades ago, Margaret Naumburg (1975), founder of 

the Wdden School whose research in art therapy began at New York's Psychiatrie 

Institute in 194 1, offered such a course for teachers in training at the Department of Art 

Education at New York University. In a format sirnilar to that of lnrighr Imagery, her 

course, entitled, Art ond PersonaIity; Case Siudies of PupiIs or Patients with Emotionaï 

BZockr in Creativzq, presented soon-to-be educators with a new psychologicai approach 

to creativity, one that aiso functioned as  preventive therapy in the schools. Naumburg's 

teachers innructed their pupils to record f?ee associations to art productions as well as 

verbal responses concerning their personal life and problems. In addition, Naumburg 

asked them to recd verbatim what took place after each session, and found that: 

As their insight increased, teachers came to understand how 
the release of spontaneous art fiom the unconscious could 
have a therapeutic eEea on their pupils. This realization 
helped many of them to overcorne their original anxieties 
concerning the application and use of art therapy (1975, 
224). 

Teachers need vehicles for self-perception in their pre-service training to help them 

understand what personal fiames they bring to their teaching environment. They need to 

know how the reading of their life's cumculum influences what goes on in class. 

According to C o ~ e l l y  & Clandinin: 

One of the consequences of using the concept of image for 
rethinking teacher pre-service prograrns is an emphasis on 
developing a reflective, biographical attitude on the part of 
student teachers to see themseives both as reading their 
experience as a text and as continuhg to tell their own story 
(1988, 173). 

Furthemore, teachers cannot understand chiidren's life stones or personal narrative umil 

they have a sense of their own. " m n  your role as teacher, you are a retlective leamer for 

the eventual purpose of working with children," say ComelIy and Clandinin. "Teachers 



tell stories of themselves as children and as -dents, and they consider the meaning of 

these stories for the kind of teachers they have become" (1988, 197). Students need 

reflective tools to help cl- their own fiarne(s) of reference and to expand the horizons 

of their knowledge. Used together, the student and teacher can CO-reflect and CO-story in 

order to make mcaning of what they leam. Theirs is a shared experience, a shared inquiry. 

The knowledge that teachen bring to bear in teaching is recognized as an influentid factor 

in classroom life. Such knowledge is not bound to 'book-leamin,' but expands to include 

al1 Me experiences that inforni and influence what teachen do, think and feel. For the 

rnost part, our perceptions, feelings and attitudes are shaped outside of schooi, making life 

itself the truest kind of education. " m e  need to broaden our idea of education beyond 

that of schooling," observe Connelly & Clandinin. "Education, in this view, is a narrative 

of experience that grows and strengthens a person's capabilities to cope with life" (1988, 

27). In the light of this, Inszght Images, presents a way to study what we experience at 

the unconscious level, and to add that visual information to the narrative pool that 

determines school cumculum. 

Inszght Imagery stands in a tradition of a new image of teacher origùiated by Dewey 

(1938). The old vision of 'teacher knowledget charaaerized the teacher as a passive 

participant. Like a football player carrying the baiI and tossing it to someone eise, the 

teacher of old was expected to pass on information received fkom those in authority 

(coaches, scholars or researchers) to students in the classroom. The divide between 

research and practice in education was wide. By contrast, the new vision of 'teacher 

knowledge' positions the teacher as an active, autonornous agent possessing his or her 

own knowledge. In this conception, the teacher is an instrument in the planning, 

development and implementation of curriculum, someone who uses personal reff ection 

tools to make education work. 



Dewey's conception of education as a social process underscored the importance of the 

teacher conaructing a leamhg environment in conjunction with the child. Life's advities, 

Dewey believed, are felt experiences formïng the basis of learning. The teacher's 

important responsibility, within this fhmework, is to focus on the chilci's needs, interests 

and habits, and to orient leaming to these cues. 

Following on Dewey's ideas about teacher role in cumculum development were educators 

Richard Tyler (1 950) and Joseph Schwab (1 973). Tyler presented the teacher as an 

important participant in organizing the cumculum, someone who works on an academic 

tearn to structure a &II education for the child. Schwab, to his credit, introduced the 

'commonplaces' (teacher, leamer, subject matter, milieu), four equal components which 

serve as critica! viewpoints fiorn which to plan an effective cumculum. 

The tearn of Michael Comelly and Jean Clandinin (1 988, 1994) then made significant 

suides towards the idea that teachers' persona 'on-the-job' knowledge could be a vital 

resource in cumcuIum research and developrnent. These educators nmed fkom the 

perspective that cumcuIum is "one's life course of action" (1988, I), personai story or 

narrative, and not schoo1 subjects as is traditionally considered. Early on, ConneIIy & 

Clandinin investigated what teachers know and how they corne to know it. Their key tenn 

'personal practical k n o w ~ e d ~ e ' ~ ~  includes d experiences, past and present, that are felt and 

thought via mind and body, as weil as one's orientation to the world, aesthetic sense, 

moral position and future outlook. 

32 The authors acknowledge amalgarnating the tems 'personal knowledge' from Lampert 
(1 985) and 'practical knowledge' nom Elbaz (1 983) to fom teacher 'personal practical 
kno w ledge' . 



Teachers access their personal practical knowledge, discovering the rules, principles, 

images and rhythms that characterize their Lives, via reflective tools. As foms of narrative 

inquhy these tools include, but are not lirrûted to, autobiographical writing, joumaling, 

chronicling, interviewing, imaging (metaphor), and picturing. Most involve written or 

verbal documentation of experience and some sort of later examination of that text by self 

or other. "Narrative is the study of how humans make meaning of experience by endlessly 

teliing and retelling stones about themselves" (1988, 24). The purpose of the reflective 

exercises is to corne to know self better, and through that understanding, be a more 

effective and knowledgeable teacher. 

Innght Imagey setties neatly into the niche carved by narrative inquiry. The visual 

language which reveals itself through production and reflection opens new doors to the 

self. Through Itzsight Imagev we express, then reconstnict and experience anew our 

unconscious symbology in conjunction with an empathic other. Used properly, this 

method can expose one's 'cover story' by decoding the tales we tell ourselves about 

ourselves. 

The value of image study has been highlighted in recent research into narrative inquiry. 

Images are important signposts t e h g  us how we live our lives, "part of our past, called 

forth by situations in which we act in the present, and ...gu ides to our future" (Clandinin, 

1986,60). Clandinin conducted an in-depth study of two teachers, Aileen and Stephanie, 

and found that verbal images used by these teachers presented an 'eye into their personal 

practical knowledge: "The notion of image gave me an exciting entry point into rethinking 

how those past experiences could have guided the teacher" (1 986, 7). Unlike Imght 

Imagery where images are visual, the kind of images Clandinin refers to manifest 

themselves in the words and actions of an individual. "Image is a personal, meta-level, 



organizing concept in persona1 practical knowledge in that it embodies a person's 

experience; finds expression in practice; and is the perspective from which new expenence 

is taken" (1986, 166). For example, Stephanie, who perceived her classroom as a home, 

oriented herself and the curriculum according to this metaphor. 

IMght Imagety is a cooperative venture, a shared leaming for participant and facilitator 

as they explore a visuai nanative. Their combined reflection, an excavation of 

unconscious terrain, reconstructs personal meanings for both. In reading our visual 'text' 

or unconscious laquage through InRght Imagery in the Company of a supportive other, 

new l i e s  of communication to self and the world become possible. "[Ilf you understand 

what makes up the cumculum of the person most important to you, namely, yourself." 

state C o ~ e l l y  & Ciandinin, "you d better understand the difnculties, whys, and 

wherefores of the cumculurn of your students" (1 988, 3 1). Understanding selfis key to 

understanding students and implementing cumculum. Imght Imagery presents a needed 

visual path to the awareness of unconscious workings of self 

For each of us the more we understand ourselves and can 
articulate rasons why we are what we are, do what we do, 
and are headed where we have chosen, the more meanuignil 
Our cumculum will be. The process of making sense and 
meaning of our cumculum, that is, of the narratives of Our 
experience, is both difficult and rewarding. It, too, has a 
cumculum in that narratives of expenence rnay be studied, 
refleaed on, and artidated in written form (Comelly & 
Clandinin, 1988, 11). 

For the new tacher Insighl Imagery can heighten self-perception outside traditional 

written and oral means. By opening Our eyes to what we do and why we do it in a 

visuaVtactile medium like Insight Imagery we broaden Our understanding of teaching and 

ourselves. 



Like life, education is a growing, changing process. Fhding a tacher-development mode1 

that minors the complex fl uctuating We-leaming' process, as narrative inquiry does is 

significant. Reflective tools üke Imght Imagery, which delve into and expand personal 

knowledge, mua be applied with new teachers and continue to be applied by those who 

are veterans for the wisdom they bring to education. In so doing, there is a good chance 

that the import of Insight hagery will reach the general population. 

My hope is that teachers, parents, everyone, in fact, will recognize the added dimension of 

spontaneous image-making, and see it not just as a route to creating aesthetically-pieashg 

art, but as a path to understanding and expanding seif. Herbert Read (1943) urges us to 

return to the meaning of education (educare) and draw out that which rests within. The 

childlike in each of us needs attendmg to. According to Thomas Moore (1 992), who uses 

painting in his therapy sessions, those who ignore the child within and think the adult 

mindset superior have fallen prey to a myth of progress and deveiopmental fantasy 

To embrace the child may threaten the aduit who values 
information above wonder, entertainment above play, and 
intelligence above ignorance. Ifwe are to really care for the 
chiid, we would have to face our own Iower natures - Our 
indomitable emotions, our insane desires, and the vast range 
of Our incapacity (1 992,53). 

There is certainly a growing interest in a holistic approach to living wherein mind, body 

and spirit unite. In Ontario, for exarnpie, holistic education was endorsed by the M i n i s q  

of Education (1993) which understood the need to address the whole student in the school 

context. Leaniing is increasuigly recognired as not mereiy the transmission of information 

but a transformational expenence for student and tacher alike. Intemal-extemai 

connections made bring new meanhg to and greater appreciation of We. 

If the art is created with the whole person, then the work 
wiIl corne out whole. Education must teach, reach, and 



vibrate the whole person rather than merely transfer 
knowledge (Stephen Nachmanovitch, 1 990, 177). 

What better way to influence the infusion of a holistically-based program such as I m g h  

Imagery into the population that b ~ g h g  it into the context of tacher-in-training? By 

placing Iksigh? Imagery in pre-service education where it wili draw attention to the value 

of spontaneous art on personal growth, there is some chance that it wdl make its way into 

the schools and the public mindset. 

G. Suggested Frarnework for the Application of Imght Imagery 

It is not necessary to be a 'trained' facilitator to makes &des in Insigh? Imagery, but it 

does help to ask what is obvious and to Say amined to the physical, emotional and 

spirituai state of the participant. Knowing which questions to ask or observations to make 

is a ski11 that is developed over a lifetime. In my own case this came f i e r  many years of 

therapy, courses in art, psychology and education, a fàmiiiarity with art therapy, 

understanding of family dysfunction and depression, and numerous hours working with al1 

kinds of people making spontaneous images. In ail, close to twenty years experience. 

The production section is one that moa adults could facilitate either with other adults or 

children. Required for this component is an open rnind and heart, and an atmosphere that 

encourages spontaneous direct imagemaking and contemplation while working. As 

rnentioned, reflection involves a sensitivity and tact, intuiting what the participant can 

address at that particular moment. Some days the facilitator might hold off saying 

something that the next day is perfealy appropriate. It takes time to learn 'to be' with 

another person, and for the participant to l e m  'to be' with you. Remember, silence can be 

as growth-producing at times as intense andysis. The sessions can have both. 



For this reason, 1 am providing a fiamework for application which includes specitic 

guidance around the facilitator's role in reflection. It must be kept in mind that one's own 

narrative of experience will have a bearing on ability to empathize and intuit a person, 

situation or image. The shared reflective process, however, helps develop this compassion 

and insight. 

Of importance is that art training is not required to facilitate. Naturally, ease with and 

love of art materiais helps make facititation more meaningful. But critical to effective 

Inright Imagery facilitation is a compassion for people and desue to help them grow. The 

astute facilitator recognizes that Insight Imgery is a process of growth and leaming for 

self as well as participant. 

1. Production 

1. Create a large space in which to work. Devise another space, even if in sarne 

room, where the ~ o r k  can be placed for contemplation and reflection. 

2. Gather materials (paper, rolls, masking tape, water-based paintdposter 

paint/gouache, ice cube trays for putting paints in, water containers, brushes. oil 

and chaik pastels, coloured pencils, pencils, markers, scissors, glue, magazines, 

stapler, sparkles, feathers, etc.). AU or any are advised. 

3. Encourage the participant to express directly. Adjust the art program for children 

whose interest fluctuates, e-g., use facial expressions, body tracing, clay work, 

watercolour, etc. Do not emphasize reflection on artwork with children who are 

not ready or are disinterested. Engage them in a discussion about other matters; it 

often leads to insights. Use prompts where necessary such as images from books 



or magazines to copy. Offer directives like 'ifyou muld be any animal what 

would that be', 'draw your famiiy in action', 'what was somethin9/one you were 

attached to as a childt, etc. Allow a person to tear or throw away his or her art, 

but discuss or reflect upon this decision with the participant. 

4. Insist that aU work be dated, numbered and signed (on the front or back). Aiso 

permit the participant to add letters, words or sentences to their spontaneous 

artwork, even a title, if desired. This feature wiil add to the pool of information 

for reflection. The wording should not be thought out but acted upon instantly. 

ii. Reflection 

The following is a checklist that will assist in 'reading' the picture whether abaraa or 

redistic. It should be used, however, in conjunction with sarnple questions itemized 

below, those 1 have found helpful in eliciting insight into participants' imagery. 

iii. 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Checklist 

Subject Matter (List al1 items including details.) 

Discrepancies (Note any unusud aspects of the subject matter.) 

Colours (List dl.) 

Numbers (Note number of objects and features within the picture.) 

Placement (Examine where image sits on the page, e-g., centre/nght/lefi. Also 

observe whether empty space exists and where it is located.) 

Orientation (Observe general orientation of objectdfigures. Note orientation of 

viewer, e.g., above, below, araight on, etc.) 



rt Movement (Ask participant whether objects or figures are moving? and, if so. in 

what direction and how quickly) 

R Shadows (Indicate al1 shadowing and its direction.) 

R Lines (Note appearance, e.g., jagged, round, weak, heavy, etc.) 

iv. Sample Questions 

8. 

9. 

10. 

I l .  

What was the tist thing you did? Trace the development of the image. (If the 

person 'forgets' what they did first, note it. As facilitator, you probably observed 

what was done first, so keep a mental note about it.) 

1s there anything in particular that attracts you, that you are drawn to in the 

picture? What and why? 

Can you identifL with anyone or anything in the picture? What and why? 

How do you feel about the colours used? 

What if 1 turned the page upside down or reversed it lefi to right, how would you 

feel about it then? 

What if this or that line were going in a dBerent direction, how would you feel? 

What meaning, if any, do the number of items or repeated numbers in the picture 

have for you? 

What age do you think the penon(s) or anirnal(s) in the picture are? 

What is the expression on their face@)? 

What is the meaning in their body movement(s)? 

In general how do you feel about the picture (not whether you iike it or think it is 

'well done,' but what mood does it evoke)? 



v. Keeping a Log 

It is advised that the facilitator keep a log of the participant's type of foms, their meaningf 

the colours used, and their meaning to that person. Keep in mind earlier aspects of 

participant's irnagery and explore links. Nothing should escape notice. 

For example, in fig. 17, two pumpkins sit on a wood surface. To an outsider this detail 

would go unquestioned, but to the facilitator who noted that Mary used wood grain even 

when the picttire she copiedfiom had some other kind of nnface, t old her that wood 

grain was an important unconscious selection for Mary. HaWig mentally logged that 

wood sufiaces appeared in many of Mary's images and always those that she associated 

with her childhood, the facilitator concludes that the pumpkin pictue is also rooted in her 

past. Mary confirmed the pattern in her description of the pumpkins as her pvents and 

the Iittle girl as herself 

This type of investigation into personal unconscious language involves seeing the obvious, 

remembering details, thinking laterally and making connections. It takes time, patience 

and a wiliingness to let the process happen. When a 1in.k is made, the expenence is 

transcendent, an opening to the imer self occurs. 

The log should be fdled in after the participant has lefi not during the session as this is 

distracting. In this way, reactions to image~y or behaviour can be jotted down wMe still 

fiesh in memory. Log entries help the faditator keep track of the participant's particular 

images, and serve as a reflective tool for the formulation of ideas and resolution of 

facilitator's feelings. 



The participant may want and need to keep their own journal to jot down feelings, ideas 

and more images. Encourage this. As in Andrew's case, this provided opportunity to 

discuss his 'homework' when he arrived for the next session. Furthemore, the log lends 

emphasis to the special character and evolving nature of the participant's unique 

unconscious language. 

Where possible, the participant's drawings should remain with the facilitator for at least 

one week for purposes of firther reflection. Drawings should be aored in a standing file 

with the participant's name as a way to organize the amork and keep it protected. 

vis Note to Pre-Service Educators 

For pre-service educators, Inszght Imgery can be used as a reflective tool, a way to 

discover one's personal narrative and unconscious syrnbology. For those who rely too 

heavily on words, spontaneous art-making of this kind cm offer an alternative to 

traditional means of seif-exploration and review. For example, studem journal writing can 

be construed to meet the teacher or professor's expectations. Unconscious art. on the 

other hand, cuts through controiled, conscious verbiage to expose and uncover the self. 

This is a new kind of intrapersonal and interpersonal howledge. 

1 recommend that in large groups such as teachers-in-training, dividing the class into pairs 

following production. These pairs c m  then take tums acting as participant and facilitator 

using the sarnple questions, and adding comments and queries of their own. No notes 

should be taken in order for each person to be tmly present and to hone their listening and 

empathy skills. Journal-keeping after the class is encouraged as a means to developing 

insight into the session's a e c t  on the double roles of facilitator and participant. Sharing 

the joumal with the professor as weil as the individual's parnier is dso part of the process, 



receiving written comments (or images!) from both helps broaden experience of and 

knowledge about the session. Painng new teachers in this way underscores the 

importance of lnrght Imgery as a symrnetricd, cooperative venture, a joumey of 

leaming and growing for both persons. 

8. What next for Insight Imagery? 

1 see myself as a consultant to the school boards for the implementation of lnsight 

Imagery at the primary, high school and adult levels. In order for there to be an 

understanding of the value of Insight Imagery, 1 Iso envision myself conducthg 

workshops with teachen and leading pre-service training sessions. To aid in the 

implementation of this program, 1 plan to create a teaching video illustrating the 

expressivdreflective method for potential facilitators of Imght Imagery. Equally 

meaningfil to me is the presentation of this concept outside the educational syaem to the 

business and social services communities. There 1 intend to lead seminars on image- 

making and sharing as a creative means to seK-discovery and personal wellness. 



Conclusion 

The purpose of this document has been to bring an alternative form of 'art'-making into the 

reader's sightline and to validate it as a wellness tool. We have witnessed the experience 

of two persons, one a young boy, the other an older woman, who used play and 

spontaneity through image-making and sharing as a vrhicle for emotional and unconscious 

expression. Each has grown as a result. 

This document has also merged ideas from many subject areas. Having had eclectic 

experience and a broad education certainly afEected the range of theories that Uifluenced 

my development of lnsight Irnagery. But also, I believe that the program, like the persons 

within it, is cornpiex, and explains why a diverse of fields is required to support the 

concept of lnsight Imagery. 

Clearly, we need to find new means to access the feeling and spiritual We of individuals. 

Society is in a desperate state, fragmente4 alienated and out-of-balance due in large part 

to a heavy emphasis placed on our thinking capacities. A holistic program of the kind 

found in Insight Imagery, which addresses the mind/body split that is contnbuting to 

planetary destruction, presents part of the solution. 

Insighi hnagery takes us into the temtory of feelings, to a place of self-understanding, 

acceptance and integration. Through it our rich inner life unfolds, meeting and providing 

needed balance to an outer environment that is increasingly hectic and disconnected. 

Images abound fiom the psyche helping us get in touch with selfand others. In the 

cooperative and trusted arts setting, the facilitator-participant dyad expands to encompass 

a third element, the art object, fomulating a le-g relationship that is dynamic and 

synergistic. 



We have leamed from Our two subjects that Imght Imagery has proven benefits. It is a 

form of direct imagemaking combined with b e r  refleaion that provides a means to 

growth and personal expression - the basis for selfawareness, individuation and the 

process of 'becoming'. For the ever-present child within, 1ltslg.t Imagcry presents a 

chance to play, renew energy, socialize and educate selfthrough an arts-centred 

experience. Linking cognition with emotion, and intuition with reason, the Iitsjght 

Imagery process also develops thought patterns through dialogue, builds knowledge and 

reconstmcts narrative through inquiry. 

Vitally important, Iksight hagery educates the emotions. Through image-production 

and reflection of this type, we corne into direct contact with feelings as they are expressed, 

embodied, consciously recognized and reframed. Imght lmagery establishes an 

emotional resiliency, a way to manage emotions and combat stress, important in 

increasingly reactionary and violent situations. For children who are discovering 

emotions, and for adults who have Iost touch with theirs, this alternative arts program 

lends helpfil, even critical, support. 

Of great importance, Insight hagery presents a chance to marvel at ourselves and 

experience heart and soul directly, a rare and sacred event in our fast-paced, outwardly- 

oriented and consumer-obsessed culture. " [Clreativity is, foremost, being in the world 

soulfùily, for the only thing we tmly make, whether in the arts, in culture, or at home, is 

soul," says Moore (1 992, 199). Nurturing this sorely-neglected part of ourselves is a 

pnvilege, and, some rnight Say, a duty. Insight 11mpgerf.s soul-journey jolts us into the 

present, causing us to slow down, take stock of what is immediately in &ont of US, to 

meditate and merge with the moment. Through it, we can restore the mystery and awe of 



Life and counteract feelings of nurnbness experienced when we are overloaded with 

information. 

Insight Imagery belongs in ail contexts. It aims at altering the public mindset towards 'art'- 

making by validating the scribble, scrawl and free expression as vaiued tools for leanhg. 

This kind of art program should exist dong side technicai training in art education or 

possibly within a wellness component of the cumculum as a usefil life skilI having social, 

emotionai, cognitive and spiritual repercussions. Including such an image-focused arts 

activity into the holistic curriculum, and making it part of pre-service education for 

teachers, deserves serious consideration. 

lnsight Imagery is an alternative fom of image-making, one not concemed with end 

produn as it relates to a standard art commodity, but art for the sake of wellness. 

Direaed at everyone, the program acknowledges that the capacity to heal, grow and l em 

nom Our images resides within. In Thomas Moore's (1992) terms, it seeks to care, not 

cure. Using a spontaneous approach to visual expression presents a way to recover the 

sacred within each of us, "the unfathomable mystew that is the very seed and heart of each 

individual (1992, 19). Insight Imagery can transform us and play a significant part in 

restoring the globe by ensuring a more meaningful present, and consequently, a more 

hopeful fùture. 
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